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33. Steamboat to Holland
Rotterdam,
August 6, 1835.
Detained in London beyond all my calculations, (and who will not be detained there by its world of wonders?) I made at last a strong effort to
break away for a trip on and over the Continent; and now, you see, I am
in the dominions of his Dutch majesty, after a passage across the Channel of only 30 hours, which an American steamboat, however, would
have performed in half the time. In this European world, it does not take
long to change from kingdom to kingdom, and one may, in a very brief
time, "finish up" half a dozen of them, not costing him near so much
travel as it costs to run over some of our states. To get out of England
upon the Continent, the traveler must do something more than when he
leaves the United States for, not only is a passport indispensable,
(which, by the way, it is better than well to have before you leave home),
but an American chargé or consul in London must give it his "Vu a Legation," &c.; but, if you go to Holland, for example, you must have also the
"Vu a legation de S. M. le Roi des Pays Bas."1 No country in the world, I
believe, but the United States, has thoroughly done with this trumpery.
England has done much toward it, and no man needs a passport to pass
over Great Britain; but the alien, however, is threatened with "fine and
imprisonment" unless he declares himself at the alien office—a threat,
by the way, that no sensible alien troubles himself about for, in England,
people obey only such of the laws as it suits their rulers to put in execution, and the rulers now seem to have come to a conclusion that there is
not much need of enforcing this.
I bade adieu to London, its thickly crowded streets and its more thickly
crowded Thames, on the morning of the 5th at 6 o'clock and, soon after,
our steamer, the "Sir Edward Banks," was winding its way through the

1

Translation — Seen at the legation of His Majesty the King of the Low Countries

fleet on this little river, with all the skill that the best American whip2
could use in threading the thoroughfare of Broadway.3 My landlady in
London, to whom, on parting, I made myself known as an American,
(giving her an American coin with our eagle upon it, as a token of the
thankfulness I felt for many little kindnesses,) expressed her surprise
that I was from that far-off country, for, said she, "you speak English just
as we do, and I never should have known it"—a compliment, I can assure
you, I did not value as much as I might; because the good lady and her
household had that cockney pronunciation of our mother tongue, which
never used an h, and which, without ceremony, would turn a house into
an ouse, and a hot day into an ot one, in such a manner that my senses
were often wandering through her sentences to guess out her meaning. I
believe I have not told you before that, in London, the greater part of the
traveling population resorting there, who intend to make any stay, just
select lodgings—that is, a bed-room and a sitting-room—where they
breakfast only and make their headquarters, always dining at a coffee
house, or "dining out." Thus, I had become quite expert in making tea
and coffee, for we always make it ourselves, the hot water alone being
given us—and in this manner, after my companion had left me some ten
days ago for Brussels, and—I don't know where else—I made many a
solitary breakfast à l'Angleterre,4 mumbling5 my excellent London loaf
bread all alone. All this I have now changed, and am again commencing
a new life. I am quite alone in my journeying. As I was going down the
Thames, true, I met an American clergyman from New York, with his
daughter, wending his way to the Continent, but his plans were so different from mine, that we are already parted—and I know not now how
far he is in advance of me.
Our steamer, as usual, was nothing extraordinary: in America, we
should have used her as a mud digger in the rivers, or the highest promotion she could have had would have been as the tower of other craft.
There were on board some 60 or 70 passengers and but 20 berths, at
the most, to accommodate all, and yet she is one of "His Majesty's mail
boats" to the Continent. Our company was made up of the specimens of
the different materials which such a population can well display, and in
Whip — Coachman; one who uses a whip
Broadway — Major north-south street of Manhattan, New York City
4 à l'Angleterre — (Translation) in the English fashion
5 mumble — (per Webster) to chew or bite with, or as if with, toothless gums
2
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large quantities too. Here was a fellow too big in feeling to tread the
decks of the little steamer, twirling his cane and snuffing the air, with
that rudeness of manner toward all that always mark the vulgar, even if
well-dressed, man. There was one of those true English gentlemen, all
simplicity, all kindness, with his family, and his servants around him,
starting with his own carriage, to post all the way to Switzerland from
the middle Rhine, making no fuss at all, answering all your questions,
and doing much to oblige you. Now, you met one of those English naval
officers, who, from commanding all on board their own ships, think they
may command all on board of other people's ships, and thus become
rude and surly, needing an insult from every passerby, at least as often
as once in ten minutes.
The mustachioed Continental officer was pacing the decks here. The
tripping Frenchman there. The rough thick-built Dutchman was smoking far aft as the steamer would permit—and the newly-married husband with his lady love, now whispering (I dare say) in another yet remote corner, of their happiness that is, and is to be, at least in their own
imagination, as they run away from friends at home to hide their nuptials abroad, as if it were a crime to marry. I watched all, for I felt quite
alone, and should have been sad in this loneliness, but for the attention
thus forced upon me. The "feast of all languages" seemed to be spread
about and I was gathering what few I could of "the scraps." The Frenchman slipped out his words with an ease and volubility amazing to me.
The Dutchman made all manner of faces as he jerked out his rough and
unmanageable consonants. The German was far smoother-tongued. The
English sounded as the dignified medium of all. The little glib Italian
chanted his delicious syllables, as if his language was not made to talk
but to chant—and then the Castilian came in with his full-sounding periods, so much softer than the German, so much more dignified than the
Italian or French, so free from the clipped hissing syllables of the English.
How could all these languages have been formed thus on one continent?—and here we had them all spoken at once. I was surprised at the
facility with which some few of our passengers would change from one
to the other, and then run through all—with what correctness I am sure
I cannot say. One young man, not over twenty-two, spoke each of these, I
remarked, except the English; and this, he observed, "no Christian man

could learn to speak in such a manner as not to be laughed at"—and
therefore he would never speak at all, though he read it well, and fully
understood it when pronounced. Everybody, I also remarked, spoke
French—everybody of any pretensions—for, not to be able to speak
French in England is a mark that you have received a mean education,
and it is almost as disgraceful as with us would be bad orthography, or
the inability to read with ease. Hence, every Englishman, woman, or little miss on board our steamer, speaks French, which seems to be the
common medium of exchange in communication, just as gold and silver
is in the mercantile world. French enables you to speak with every welleducated man, wherever you meet him, no matter from what quarter of
the world he has come, America alone except! Placed thus, in such a situation, I assure you it was no pleasant one: for, just as an American
would feel who does not know how to write, I felt when I saw at times
all others thus enjoying a conversation to which I could only listen, and
then guess out the meaning—for, like many other Americans who have
received "an education," I can read French with ease and pleasure, I can
murder it in conversation, and understand it when spoken slowly, or
when pronounced with an English accent. But to murder any language,
before others who speak it well, is an act one will seldom be guilty of, if
he knows what he is doing. And, as for understanding the confusion of
vowels and consonants that Frenchmen themselves make, that is altogether beyond my power, in their animated conversation. Hundreds of
Americans who come over here are in my situation. This picture of the
condition of one may do some good to thousands at home; and therefore, I have given it. I always endeavor, in conversation here, by explaining our remote position from all these European tongues, and the few
opportunities which we have, in many parts of the United States, of ever
hearing these languages well spoken, to account for our inability to
speak them, though we read them, or many of them; but the Englishman
will not understand how it is that an educated American does not speak
a language which is even a part of his education and which is ever necessary to him, situated as he is, on the very borders of a continent where
they are spoken—forgetting that we are three thousand miles off, and
that in hundreds and hundreds of our towns, and in very many of our
colleges, a French word is never spoken without being anglicized.
I need not draw a further picture of our motley company as our steamer
paddled down the Thames, for the volubility of such company, all will

fancy for themselves; and how that volubility was suddenly silenced, as
the white waves of the English Channel came rushing around us, bringing a paleness on every face, it needs no description to conceive. In
common with many Englishmen, I admired the ingenious management
of our steward, who spread out his tempting dinner viands full three
hours earlier than the English dinner hour, so as to bait well the eager
runners for the table d'hote,6 before seasickness came upon them. The
hitherto voluble declaimer was now stretched at length upon piles of
carpetbags. The chattering English miss would now hardly ejaculate an
aye or no. Every nook and corner was filled by someone seeking to hide
his head. The roguish sailors, as they passed along, and witnessed the
misery, would only change the location of their quids7 of tobacco from
one side of the mouth to the other, as they sneeringly pitied our sad
condition. Anon, the decks were cleared of the women, and but here and
there a man lingerer was left, a pale monument of what is gained in
traveling for pleasure.
I should do wrong, however, to pass over a somewhat queer discussion
which I held from Gravesend to Margate with some English gentlemen,
one of whom, a high Tory, as he was discussing English politics with a
Whig, I fell upon and interrupted, as he was warmly contending for his
political side of the question, and supporting his argument with the declaration, "that between despotism8 and democracy, as an unambitious
man, desirous only of enjoyment and peace, he should prefer the refinement and elegance of the court of the Russian autocrat to the vulgarity of
the American democracy"—that is, he would rather live in St. Petersburg
than in the United States!
This was a little too much even for the calm training I have ever given
myself in all political matters; and no sooner was it uttered than I broke
in upon the conversation, and soon had as an auditory the whole English
part of the passengers, men, women, misses, boys, maidservants and all;
for I can assure you that, with a certain part of English society, particularly that of the higher orders, there is as much curiosity to see a native
Table d'hôte — A menu where the restaurant offers a set meal at a uniform price
Quid — (per Webster) a cut or wad of something chewable
8 Despotism — Brooks deals repeatedly with the topic of despotism, both its negative consequences and unexpected accomplishments (see Letters 36, 39, 92 and
95).
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American as there would be to see an American Indian—say Black
Hawk,9 for example; and if the native American does really deserve, in
their estimation, to associate with gentlemen, no Englishman will receive half so much civility and kindness—for, in the first place, they are
surprised at the existence of such an anomaly as an American gentleman; and, in the next place, they are so deplorably ignorant of everything that concerns us, that whenever an American, well-acquainted
with all the states of his own country, can answer all their questions,
(and as constant reference is now made in parliament to our political
systems, they are eager in putting them,) they will receive him with extra kindness and extra attention—studying him, I call it, as they would a
new book in a new language, so as to learn its contents.
Indeed, I was amused not a little by this, the last week I was in London;
for an article that I had written upon American affairs, and sent to a
newspaper, introduced me, very much to my surprise, to the dinner tables of certain politicians, who catechized me upon American matters,
and studied me through and through, very much as I studied my catechism in bygone days. If I did not hold that conversation at such places
is to be kept "sacred," particularly the free conversation ever held when
a few bottles of wine have gone round, I should be delighted with the
liberty to recite this; for it was one of the most amusing and interesting I
ever had. All were delighted when I told them that the ballot would be
altogether a different thing in England from the ballot in America—and
that in England it would upset from top to bottom the conservative party, whether Whig or Tory, and the hold that property here has upon
numbers in all the varied interests of the state—for, in America, if the
employee did not like his employer, he could employ another employer,
such was the pursuit for labor—whereas in England, such was the pursuit by labor for employment, that now the tenant was under the complete control of his landlord, and voted as he chose to have him vote,
which would not be under the ballot system—the ballot system, I went
on to say, making no difference in America, in fact, from the viva voce
system—both systems, such was the demand for labor, enabling the
voter to be equally free and independent. The removal of the stamp tax
upon newspapers, I told them, would have almost the same effect, for it
9

Black Hawk (1767-1838) — American Indian leader and warrior, opposed to the
white settlement of the Midwest

would enable every man to read a newspaper, and the consequence of
this flooding the people with light would be, as it is in America, to make
almost every man a politician—which being done, they for themselves
could judge how long corn laws would stand, an established church, and
hereditary legislature. The two last, I frankly told them, we had exploded years ago in the United States. I could see, however, that they only
pitied me for such weakness, and excused it, because I was educated
among a people who do not know the blessings of hereditary legislation,
and of a religion which people pay for, not to enjoy!
But, to return to my discussion on the Thames. I found that Mr. Basil
Hall10 and Captain Hamilton11 were the chief authorities my disputants
quoted for "the vulgarity of American manners," and "the horrid barbarity with which we murder the King's English," they generally eschewing
Mrs. Trollope12 as only the drawer of a caricature. Hall and Hamilton's
books, I replied, were vicious books, written in a bad spirit, and were
full of misrepresentations from beginning to end; whereas, in Mrs. Trollope, almost every item stated as fact, was fact, the like of which I myself
had seen in some part of the wide-extended Union; the lie only arising
from her generalizing her facts, and judging a whole people by one man
or one family. As for the murder of the King's English, the English people, I contended, were much more guilty of this crime than we were; and
as a proof, I quoted the beautiful language used in Yorkshire, Lancashire
and Westmoreland, and parts of Scotland and London proper; at the
same time, acknowledging that educated men in England, as a mass, do
speak better English than the educated men in America—not that they
know the English better, but that society teaches them to be more careful; whereas, in America, we are careless and criminally negligent in our
conversation; also insisting that, nowhere in the world, over such an extent of territory, is any language spoken so well by the mass of the people as the English language is spoken in the United States. Jack Downing,
the New York edition of whom has lately been published in London,
(meeting with an extraordinary sale,) was then quoted upon me as auBasil Hall (1788-1844) — Royal Navy commander; some statements in his 1829
Travels in North America gave offense to US readers
11 Captain Thomas Hamilton (1789-1842) — Scottish author; published Men and
Manners in America (1833)
12 Frances ["Fanny"] Trollope (1780-1863) — (Mrs. Trollope) English author, published Domestic Manners of the Americans (1832)
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thority. The asses, pardon me, did not know that book was a caricature
of ourselves by ourselves, and really looked upon it as a standard of authority in the United States!
Next, I had a letter of bishop McIlvaine of Ohio thrown in my teeth,
which one of the passengers had read—a letter of the bishop, now in
London, soliciting donations for a college in Ohio; which letter, it was
argued, was not English English but American English; but my disputant
not being able to tell me how or why, he had this part of the argument to
himself, not making much impression upon me, however; for, I have not
a doubt, from the reputation of bishop McIlvaine, that his English will
pass current in any quarter of the globe where English is spoken. The
conversation grew warmer and I grew cooler—as a matter of course, it
always being policy to keep the cooler, the warmer others grow. To a
man that attacks the manners of a people—a subject which, of all others,
foreigners ought always to touch with the utmost care—there is no other reply than an attack upon the manners of his own people, and I therefore opened a battery upon the servility, the society-hunting, and the
jealous, surly spirit which, as a class, (with glorious exceptions though,)
do characterize the people of England. I told too, many truths, and
meant to tell them, for I know something of England now, and have a
magazine of facts which I mean to keep, but only for the purpose of retaliation, and of matching case with case, when necessary. The company
pricked up their ears.
A surly old gentleman adroitly turned the conversation upon the last
American war and, in the course of his conversation, bitterly remarked
that the English never heard of us during that war, and did not "know
that war was going on" with any other than the powers of Europe—so
little did they regard it or us. Some wicked spirit tempted me to reply
that "there was many an English family, and of noble rank, that would
have reason to remember it, and with sorrow too." I never saw a man so
suddenly overcome. The change was astonishing. His only son, an English gentleman told me afterwards, was killed in the American war! I
never in my life have more regretted a single saying so much as I have
this, for I saw by the tears in his eyes, that it was the loss of that son that
made him thus bitter against my countrymen, and he felt he had (but
unintentionally from me) received a most severe rebuke.

At this point, the dinner bell rang. An entire stranger to me, a large bluff
man, on whose trunk I afterwards read "R.N." (Royal Navy,) took me
aside, and patting me on the shoulder, cried "Bravo, my lad; you have
done well. Always stand up for your country when it is right, and
acknowledge what is wrong; but fight for it, right or wrong. The people
here talk like fools. You Americans are English. I know you well; and if you
were not all full of English blood, you could never do what you have done
in America."
The dinner bell sounded more and more, and for a few moments, all
conversation was suspended amid the clatter of knives and forks. I never found a more agreeable company than this was, after the little dispute was over. The Englishmen, for once, seemed to open their hearts. I
received pressing invitations from two English gentlemen, entire
strangers to me, to join their parties and families, and go with them up
the Rhine to Switzerland; but my route lay another way, and at Rotterdam we all parted on the most friendly terms; they thinking, I am sure,
that Americans are not such savages and bears as their Tory writers
have taught them to believe we are, and I liking the English character
better than ever, as it for once seemed to throw off its cold icy cloak, and
to show that there is a heart under it. I have also learned that no American gains anything abroad by suffering his own home to be jeered in his
presence, without reply. His reply, however, should always be made
temperate, acknowledging all the faults of his own country, and palliating them, as truth will let him—becoming no propagandist in a mad attempt to republicanize people here, but leaving everyone to enjoy his
own prejudices for the government under which he lives. For England,
"merry Old England," is as dear to the humblest man there, as our own
forest-clad hills or green fields are to us. In short, with the fortiter in
re,13 always join the suaviter in modo;14 and then Englishmen will be
taught that their Halls, and Hamiltons and Trollopes, and Kembles15 are
all of one school—people who have humbugged poor John Bull16 with
books upon America. At present, such travels sell better than travels in
any other country.
fortiter in re —(Translation) firmly in deed
suaviter in modo — (Translation) gently in manner
15 Frances Anne ["Fanny"] Kemble (1809-1893) — British actress and popular writer; moved to the US in 1832; published her memoirs
16 John Bull — Character symbolic of an Englishman
13
14

English feeling is not polite to us at heart, but proud of us in fact, as
showing what the Saxon blood can do when untrammeled by artificial
society, as it is in Britain; and though Englishmen are now deplorably
ignorant in all the great political truths that we have established, yet
they are beginning to learn—are commencing a study—and I really
have some hopes of them, for John Bull is no fool, though rather stupid
at times, and very slow in learning. Put him into our free schools, and his
excellent commonsense will make a promising lad of him, in this his
(second!) childhood.
Enough, enough for this day. I had a troubled sleep last night on the
deck of our steamer, for the cabin below was but the Black Hole of Calcutta17 in the impurity of its air, changed as it was—and therefore I am
the more sleepy now. By eight o'clock we were in the river Meuse. Helloctslays[?] was on our left—and passed. I noticed there and thereabout
women with earrings of brass, curling far forward, as sometimes do the
horns of [a] beast. The ship canal was then entered. The Dutch lateral
tricolored flag often met our eyes. Schiedam was on our left. By 12
o'clock the steeples of Rotterdam were in view. Our passports demanded. I did not give mine up, but dodged the officer. Our names, professions, ages, usual residence, places of birth—where from—where going—when arrived—when leave—dates of passports, and what authority gave them—were all taken down. Our luggage was then taken to the
custom house—we waiting at the door—and some of it was examined
much, and others little, but mine escaped without even an opening, as I
have but fifteen pounds in a single portmanteau—and then after the
payment of an English shilling "to his majesty" for every parcel, all were
permitted to depart—and I made my way to the "Hotel Pays-Bas"—a little palace of a place, where they have what I like so well in America—a
table d'hôte, where you can talk with your fellow creatures. The distance
from London to Rotterdam is 220 miles. The fare, without meals, in the
best cabin, is about ten dollars and a half.

★
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Black Hole of Calcutta — A notorious dungeon where a group of British prisoners
died during the Indian revolt of 1756

34. Things in Holland
Amsterdam,
August 10, 1835.
Do the people here and hereabout, live on land or on water? Do they go
by fins or legs? Are they amphibious or not? I never saw such green
places, such greenly-built cities, such an odd mingling of land and water,
a paved street here and a canal there, this man crying things for sale in
his skiff on the water, and that man carrying things on his head for sale
on the land; here a ship by that man’s windows, and there a stepping
from a side door to the paddle-boat; here men sailing under the houses,
through the cellars as it were, and there a fellow going under the visible
earth, and popping his head up again some rods off. Never did mortality
dwell in such places before! Well done, ye Messrs. Thunderbludgeons
and Sheepmakerhuysens, with your unpronounceable names! Ye won't
even give the frogs a resting place. Ye have robbed the fishes of their
dominions. Old Ocean you have driven back, and though he is ever battering your rocky walls, and roaring around you with threats of desolation, yet ye laugh at his anger, and smoke your pipes in peace. Are ye
men, and women, and children, made of the same flesh and bones as we
are, with blood in your veins, or some new finned tribe from the deep,
that naturalists are puzzled with?
What a strange language this is of yours, strange signs too, this Koffiehuis (Coffee-house) this Vishmarkt (Fish market) this Boterhuis (Butter
house or hall) this Korenbeurs (Corn house or market) &c. &c. What
metamorphosed English and French ye have, and German too, as if your
language, like your lands, was made up of all the scraps of the earth. All
things are so odd, so very odd, that I verily believe some fine Flemish
painter is cheating me with a sight. Never were cities made as these are!
For the first time too, I really feel that I am in a foreign land. England,
where I can hear and talk, is like my own home. But now I have lost two
of my senses. I am deaf and dumb. I can hear, I grant, but there is not so
much sense for me in the sounds I hear as in the sounds of the bugle,
and if I talk my English, who understands? and so, I am dumb, yes deaf
and dumb! For the first time in my life I am deaf and dumb. I go by signs

as the deaf and dumb go. I puzzled for an hour in Rotterdam, using all
manner of signs, to find the house of a gentleman to whom I had a letter,
and signs alone enabled me to find it at last. It is no use to talk—I have
given up that. How delightful then are the sounds like those I have heard
before. I never hear a bell now without a thrill of pleasure, for I know
what that means, and I listened for an hour or more, one evening at Leiden, under the window of a lady, who was playing on her piano some
German waltzes that I had heard in America. Think of the rapture then
with which a lone man, as I am now, hears the English, his own language, spoken. I had that pleasure in some families at The Hague—and I
am quite attached to a servant in this hotel, who can utter a dozen
words or more in a tongue which I have been accustomed to speak all
my life.
How happy then must Europeans, when in America, be, to have their
own language spoken to them, for no tongue is so sweet to us as that
which we first lisped, and which is linked with all our early associations.
And if, as Washington Irving hints, we close, when we leave America for
England, one volume of the world, and open another when we land, I
may add, with truth, that volume is written in a language we cannot
read nor understand if we enter Holland, or any other part of Europe,
the words used in which we are ignorant of. I feel this difficulty every
step I take—every movement I make. I see that it will take away from
my letters whatever of the spirit or interest I may flatter myself that my
letters from England might have, for I have now but one sense to learn
by, and that is by my eyes. People discuss questions with earnestness
before me—and I cannot understand them. I am overflowing with questions, and I can have no answers. I have separated myself from my countrymen, or rather, have been separated—consoling myself with the reflection that I should learn more when alone, and be more independent
in my movements, and knowing that it is not well for men of the same
nation to travel together, as then they always cluster together, and keep
up old prejudices, and old habits—but I cannot endure this awful feeling
of loneliness. The first party I fall in with—l know I shall be drifted
along with them, no matter in what current, so fond are we all of going
in flocks, herding as the cattle herd; and, in this respect, so like them, as
well (too often) in the exercises, or in the non-exercise of the intellect—
the great faculty which God has given man to distinguish him from the
brute—that I sometimes feel the chief difference to be only in the fact,

that the brute has four legs, and we but two. I am vexed with myself that
I have no courage to travel anywhere alone, but must, perforce, in spite
of my better judgment, make “the grand tour,” and go in the track of the
whole mob of travelers who, like flocks of sheep, scamper over the one
way that their leaders have shown them.
Yes, of all countries, I think Holland must be the most extraordinary,
which, with an Englishman’s definition, means all that can be said of it,
and if I were writing for Englishmen, I could say nothing more. The
wonder-working power of industry here is beyond description. No writer can give a vivid idea of what man has made of the earth out of the water. Think of rescuing all the swamps of the Lake Mississippi from the
inroads of the waters, and of making it all as a garden—a healthy and a
charming country full of little palaces, and pleasure houses, and bridges,
and canals, under which and over which the boats are ever sliding—and
you will have a faint idea of what has been done, in Holland; save that
Nature has done nothing for it, man everything, and that there is nothing remarkable in soil but everything bad in climate, and with the whole
train of aches and rheumatisms that cold and damp are ever generating.
Why, I thought the English were the most remarkable people on earth
for profiting by their position, and turning every spot of land to advantage or to pleasure, but the Dutch are far before them—very far, remembering how little Nature has done here.
Think of a city, built as Amsterdam is, on enormous piles, in what was a
deep and pestilential morass, a splendid city now of nearly 200,000 inhabitants, with canals (forming ninety little islands connected by 300
bridges) running through the streets, vessels or boats in all of them;
loading and unloading at the large warehouses going on, and all these
canals bordered with large, lofty, and healthy trees—the masts of the
shipping here mingling with the trees, or there running by the windows
of the houses. See them at quite every house, often at every window,
single or double looking-glasses, or reflectors, so that a person in the
room, sitting before the window, can see by reflection the whole length
of the street, the passengers, the trees, the canal and the shipping. Look
into one of these, and you are quite convinced that such a city is no city
but a picture. No view can be more picturesque. Thus, the Dutch ladies—beautiful women they are, with beautiful complexions, and fine,
healthy forms—pass their leisure hours with a book, or with needle-

work in their hands, often arranging their reflectors at right angles, the
right angle pointed toward the window, so that, directing their eyes to
that angle, they see (concealed themselves) the whole street, both to the
right and left. When they are very pretty—and I have seldom seen such
a profusion of beauty in the windows of any city as in Leiden, say, for
example—the provoking sinners will show you their beauty in their reflectors—themselves with their backs toward you, and you in the street,
or at the door of your hotel—by arranging their glass at a right angle
with the window—and then your eyes meet theirs, and you see them
roguishly smiling at the recognition, as they drop the curtain, or run
away from the window, or quickly turn round the glass. Alas for the little sinners, if their sober Dutch mothers were to catch them in such
sport as this, for their ears might ring with a strange story, or they might
tremble before the frowning nods of their rebuke. But wild, pretty girls
are the same all over the world, and if they do not have wings so as to be
entitled to be called angels, they endeavor to make up for the loss of
them in that buoyancy of spirit, that light aerial frolicsomeness which, at
times, make them seem not of this dull, cold earth, but of some warmer,
more fairy sphere; for I take it for granted, I do not know why, that angels have not sad, sackcloth wings, with truculent—puckering—Puritan
faces, but dance and sing, and have joyous times, ever happy, because
they are ever innocent.
Angels last! Reflectors, Amsterdam, sentiment, and nonsense before!
Really, I admire that lucidus ordo18 of this my own performance, which
the rhetoricians extol so much; so snugly do I stick (a critic would not
use that word,) to my text (nor that proverb, either.) But I write as my
pen races along with my thoughts, quite indifferent as to the route it
goes, just as I am indifferent to the route I go myself—for everything is
so new to me, and so astonishing to my unprepared mind, (thus fresh
am I in this Old World,) that I do not take a step without gathering a
thought, or having a feeling I never had before. But, to return to Rotterdam.
The traveler, landing at Rotterdam from another country, is not only
reminded by a change of language that he is in a foreign country, but by
a change of coin too. The English shilling, half crown, and sovereign give
18

Lucidus ordo — (Translation) Clear arrangement

place to the florin or guilder, and stivers and centimes, with an incomprehensible lot of little coins, the value of which I shall never take the
trouble to learn. A letter of credit from a banker in London soon filled
my pockets with gold and silver, with ten guilder pieces of gold, and
Persian crowns and shaters, and Baden dollars and florins and francs and
groschens &c. &c. &c.; so that, though I took only fifty pounds sterling
home to the hotel, I travelled as if with a load of iron in my pockets, realizing for the first time in my life all the blessings of a specie currency, by
which a man is made a horse, with the impossibility of carrying his
money about him, besides the danger of losing it if he leaves it in his
luggage, and thus of enjoying that very comfortable sensation which one
would undoubtedly have, when penniless in a strange country. All I can
say is, that the fifty pounds are not worth carrying, with the constant
impressions of peril upon one, provided there was any mode of moving
without them. Again, you exchange the lone dull dinners of English hotels and English coffee houses, for the lively table d’hote, where all sit
down around one board, and you hear, see, and know who is in the
world with you—a knowledge to which you will seldom attain under the
exclusive system of England. Porter and ale give way to the Rhenish19
wines. Your expenses become less too. Servants’ expectations are not so
enormous, for you have ceased to help to pay this national debt of England, which every traveler must contribute to pay in part, who puts his
foot on English soil.
In Rotterdam, there are many things worth seeing, though it is not the
most interesting of the cities of Holland. If it is the first of the cities that
the traveler sees, the novelty of the sight will make a deep impression
upon him, no matter how much he may have heard of Holland. I never
shall forget with what strange, staring attitudes I roamed about, over
bridge and by canal, gaping at the new sights, and confused by the
strange Dutch gabble. But no man can go through even a single city of
Holland without being impressed with the greatest respect for the
Dutch character. As yet, I have not seen a beggar in Holland. I do not believe I shall see one.
Nothing that is said of their neatness is exaggerated. They are undoubtedly the neatest people on earth, and the women scrub from morning to
19

Rhenish — Pertaining to the Rhine

night, scrubbing everything—post, pillar, floor, door, street, brass, yes,
everything that can be scrubbed; and the consequence is, that even the
streets are as neat as a parlor. In Leiden, they never permit the dirt to
rest in peace between the crevices of the rocky pavements! Water, in the
morning, flies about in all directions. It is really unsafe then to venture
in the streets, for little cataracts from engines, prepared to wash the
windows, are hissing about you in all directions. Scrub, scrub, scrub!
You see in the morning, and at noon, and at night too, but more particularly in the morning, whole battalions of women, scrubbing, scrubbing,
scrubbing. They do it with the air of people who know how to scrub.
They seem to love to do it. I have seen them scrub where there was no
dirt at all. Amateur scrubbers they are, playing with a broom as the
young lady plays with the strings of a harp. Is all this so well? What can
a poor Hollandtz husband do, whom, when he comes home for peace,
his wife begins to scrub! I have a horror of an American washing day,
and my heart aches for their afflicted husbands; and, therefore, I do not
wonder at all that they smoke, puffing off their afflictions in clouds of
tobacco, and thus enveloping themselves in an atmosphere that even
scrubbing cannot touch. But, smoking and scrubbing aside, and scrubbing is only a virtue carried to excess, the Dutch are a most interesting
and wonderful people.
You hardly see a miserable house. I do not remember one. Though the
country houses have not so many flowers as the English have, yet they
are all neat and attractive. All have gardens, who have grounds to make
them, and the prettiest gardens too. If I were called upon to point to the
place where the industry of man has done the most to triumph over obstacles, where nothing of soil or climate seems to have appalled him—
where not the wilderness was made to blossom like the rose, but the
morass, the bogs—I certainly should point to Holland. To say that such a
people who have done all this, now so well off, so rich too, so happy in
possessing all the necessaries and enjoyments of life, are a wonderful
people, is faint praise. It only illustrates the position, that the more Nature does for a people, the less they are likely to do for themselves, for
they are content in the profusion of its gifts; but, where labor is necessary, and the duty imperative, then man arouses himself, and every faculty of mind or body is developed to its full extent. Thus, Holland is what
it is, and thus Italy is what it is.

★

35. Traveling in Holland
Amsterdam,
August 10, 1835.
I left Rotterdam on the 7th instant, in a diligence,20 (the stagecoaches
become diligences now,) for The Hague, only 13 or 14 miles off, after
looking at all the curious things there. Rotterdam, its Stadhuis, a town
hall, its Regtbank, a court of justice, its exchange, where the bell rings at
3 o'clock, (the Dutch merchants dine at 2 o'clock)—just five minutes,
and he who is later pays 10 cents entrance—at the East India house, the
Custom house, the dockyard, the Grote Kerk (St. Laurent's great kirk) in
which is the tomb of the Admiral De Witt,21 and a huge organ—and also
the statue of Erasmus22 in brass, clothed with the doctoral toga and
holding a book in his left hand, whilst the right appears to be turning
over some leaves. The statue of Erasmus is the only thing in Holland
that does not shine—but this is no fault of the Dutch, for they scoured
and scoured this till it appeared like gold in the sunshine, so that its
more delicate features were likely to be destroyed; when, with great reluctance, they discontinued the scouring, left it to the action of the
weather, so that now the contrast of the dark brass with the brightness
all around must, I am sure, worry the Hollanders over much. Erasmus
was born in Rotterdam. "Hier rees die groote zon" (here rose the great
sun) says the monument, that set at Basel—but, if Erasmus was fond of
retirement, as he undoubtedly was, his image has but little of it in the
thoroughfare where it stands, shops crowding about him, boats near
him, people thickly rushing over the bridge.
I saw many other things in Rotterdam—the club houses and the tea
gardens where the citizens meet in the evening to enjoy themselves
with various kinds of games, drinking their wine, tea or coffee, and
Diligence — (from the French) stagecoach; for a fuller description, see Letters 42
and 99.
21 Admiral de Witt (1599-1658) — Prominent Dutch naval officer; in 1629, captured
the Spanish treasure fleet near Cuba
22 Erasmus [of Rotterdam] (1466-1536) — Dutch classical scholar and humanist;
died in Basel while traveling (see Letter 43)
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smoking their—everlasting—pipes.23 Actually, the broad-shouldered
beaux will smoke under the very nostrils of their lady loves! and while
they puff out a compliment one side of their mouths, they will whew,
whew, in curling clouds of smoke, on the other side. The beautiful girls,
and they are beautiful, take all as a matter of course, and with a submissive Christianity that a martyr might wonder at, smile upon the authors
of their afflictions, and admire—their long fantastic pipes! I am just in
the mood now for waging war, horrid war, with all the tobacco devourers, snuffers, quid-chewers, men with tobacco tails in their mouths
called cigars, and men with clay pipes or long china pipes projecting
out—making themselves little Mount Vesuviuses, and their mouths volcanic craters—steam locomotives going with a puff, puff, puff, over the
railroad of life—kitchens, rather, with chimney outlets, vomiting out
sorrowful smells. Hang them all—under the second section, if you
please—for I can say nothing rougher, but I am outrageous just now;
for, though I have been riding in a diligence with some of the best-bred
people, they would not only smoke, smoke, smoke, filling the whole
coach with thick clotted smoke—but then, they would have the impudence to ask me in French, with the most civil air in the world, and the
choicest phrases of that adroit language, to close the window I had
opened to let out their rascally smoke—and I, yes I, would oblige them,
and throw back my head as if I were frying at the stake—for when impudence becomes thus impudent, it is so very funny to see what a sacrifice a man will ask you to make of yourself, that you never think of daring to disoblige him.
But I am forgetting. This broadside of mine will only blow up a hornet's
nest about me at home, for America is the only country in the world, I
believe, where a "gentleman" chews tobacco. Many nations smoke—but
in England now, the man who values himself on his good breeding, if he
smokes at all, begins to do all his smoking in secret, concealing the practice from the eyes of the public as much as he can, as he would conceal
any other obnoxious habit that the world denounces. I do contend with
Englishmen, however, when they denounce us for chewing and spitting,
that, bad as the chewing is, it is not so bad as smoking, so far as other
Brooks was ahead of his time in expressing distaste for tobacco smoking in public
places: although the Prussian government prohibited the practice in its wellmanaged "diligence" coaches (Letter 36), this practice was not universal (Letters
41 and 42).
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people are regarded; for the chewer keeps his tobacco quid in his
mouth, whereas the smoker not only sticks his end[?] out as a sign that
he has one within, but, he sends forth emissaries all abroad in the form
of smoke, lodging these emissaries in other people's clothes and persons, and thus impregnating the whole atmosphere around, to notify
people, as it were, of what he is doing, and thus to annoy them to the
greatest extent. The next time I travel in Holland, I will carry a jar of asafetida,24 and defend myself with that.
But I was going to The Hague. I left the "Hotel des Pays-Bas," which is
"immortal" I have found out, because there the queen of England passed
a night in 1834,25 the air being purer, I suppose, ever since, from the
force which some English companions of mine gave to the fact; and in a
little less than three hours I was in the "Hotel Cour Imperial," a sounding
name, at The Hague. Here I may as well say, that there are two methods
of traveling in Holland, one by land, the other by water. The latter is the
cheapest, the most common, and the most agreeable, but unfortunately
the treckschuit, as they call the passage boat, goes so slow, that one has
but little wish to try it. As the country houses of the Dutch are often,
very often, if not always, when they can be, well-built upon the bank of a
canal, with the gardens reaching to the edge of the water, and little
summer-houses overhanging them, no traveling can be more agreeable
than that in the treckschuit, if one has enough of time, for the succession
of objects is pleasing, and one can read or write at his pleasure. Not so in
the diligence, though: they go quicker, and yet they do not go much over
five miles an hour; for, in the diligence, you are not only pent up and
compelled to take the smoke, but the Dutch have such strong objections
to currents of air, that they almost always compel you to keep the windows shut, and thus you are in a little prison without the ability to see
much that is around you. The diligences are built nearly as our stagecoaches are, but far more clumsy, longer, wider, larger and heavier,
though they go very well over the brick-paved, and brick-arched roads,
which have no ascent or descent anywhere in the low country, unless it
be in passing over a bridge. The expense of motion is cheap, quite
cheap—cheaper than in England, and cheaper than in the coaches of the
United States, particularly in the passage boats, even if you engage a
24
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asafetida — (per Webster) a dried fetid gum resin used in folk medicine
Brooks had earlier expressed his disapproval of the custom in British hotels of
advertising the names of royalty who had "patronized" their services (Letter 27).

passage in what is called the roef, the smaller cabin toward the stern,
where you will be less smoked—not that people do not smoke there, but
that there are fewer people there to smoke you. In these treckschuits,
the driver of the horses, at every change, expects about a stiver—and
this driver has in the Holland language the very musical name of het jagertje. With this information as to the means of traveling, I will again
take you back to The Hague, or at least, the road to The Hague.
The villages out of Rotterdam—a little distances from the canal, as they
commonly are—are very pretty. I like the paint of the Dutch better than
the somber houses of England, which "antiquity" and the coal smoke of
an English city, have made so "venerable." In this respect, the Dutch resemble us, or rather, we resemble them. The country seats are scattered
all along the road, and from the road, many of them very charming, all
neat and pretty. We passed through Delft, where Grotius26 was born and
buried. I had just time enough to look at the monument27 of William I,
Prince of Orange,28 which, with its various devices, trophies, escutcheons, &c. is well worth going a little out of your way to see. The ride
from Delft to The Hague is more than pleasant. The houses, gardens,
walks, verds, little manufactured hills, are all very pretty. But the Dutch,
like the Americans, will regularly plant their trees, forgetting that, when
thus planted in rows, they look as if they were planted, and forced to
grow, "on purpose," as it were; whereas the English understand this better, and study the position of a tree, so as to adorn Nature, selecting the
choicest location, training and educating it, with as much care as a parent would train a child, never violating Nature, but always assisting it,
and thus making one of their parks not a made paradise, but cheating
you into the belief that Nature has bequeathed them one of her own
handiworks. I cannot too much admire this charming taste of the English gentry, for they, it is, who make old England such a series of landscapes, of which the eye is never wearied. "To have a view," "to choose a
view," "a fine view," even the poorest Englishman seeks after in the location of his house, or the setting out of a tree; but sometimes, I will conHugo Grotius (1583-1645) — Dutch jurist and philosopher; contributed to theoretical foundations of international law
27 The ornate monument to William the Silent, mentioned by Brooks, dates from
1651; it is located in the Nieuwe Kerk in Delft.
28 William the Silent, Prince of Orange (1533-1584) — Joined the Dutch uprising
against Spain; assassinated
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fess, this passion for views appears in a most fantastic and rather alluring way; for I remember that, the last night I spent in London, there was
a great fire not far from my lodgings in Jermyn Street, and that crowds
and crowds of people would rush by or over each other, some even
fainting in the press, just to get "a view of it," "the best view," for the police and the soldiery kept the crowd at a distance, and allowed the eager
population to have only a "distant view." So, the English lay out their
roads, not in straight lines as the Americans and Dutch do, but in
sweeps, or winding ways, partly to please the eye, and partly to keep
upon the sides of the hills, and thus to get round them, having evidently
learnt one fact which many of my own countrymen have not yet learnt,
that, generally speaking, it is as near to go round a hill in a circumference, as to go over it with like circumference. I do not mean to say, however, that in building roads in America, it will do to consult the eye and
the line of beauty, but there is no reason in the world why we should
make such sad havoc as we do with the trees upon their borders, or obstinately refuse to plant any there in order to refresh the traveler.
But was I not going to The Hague? As soon as I landed at the hotel, and
"parlez voused"29 myself into a room with the garçon30 there, laughing at
my own impudence in murdering French, when I could pronounce
Dutch quite as well—the waiters all speak French in hotels here, and
English now and then; the educated and mercantile Hollanders speak
more languages than any other people under heaven, for nobody under
heaven but themselves speaks their Dutch (they do not like to have it
called Dutch, by the way). After a room was hunted up, and I had got
downstairs, a commissionaire, as he called himself, (a guide in English,)
offered his services, as they usually do to all who speak English—and I
went round with him to deliver some letters of introduction, and then to
see The Hague. My letters opened for me an entrance into some of the
private houses at The Hague, with a kindness and hospitality that I never shall forget. Seldom does the traveler see a prettier place than The
Hague, and as it is the court city of Holland, with the usual attractions of
a court, it is well worth going to see, and stopping till it is seen. The
principal street, called the Voorhout, is rather a series of palaces than a
street. Several rows of trees are in the center, with gravel walks beneath
parlez voused — Humorous reference to a stumbling conversation in a foreign
language (from the French parlez vous?, meaning do you speak?)
30 garçon — (Translation) waiter
29

them, and a carriageway on each side. The most beautiful part of The
Hague is the Vijverberg, an oblong square, with a noble walk and an avenue of trees on one side, and on the other the palace and a large basin
of water. The Royal Library, with its 70,000 volumes, is worth seeing.
The cabinet of medals of 34,000 pieces, 33,675 of which are medals, and
1,325 intaglios,31 is yet the more worth seeing. The Royal Museum is yet
the greatest attraction of all, for in it there is a choice collection of pictures, particularly of the Flemish school, one much admired and of great
note, the celebrated Bull by Paul Potter32—and on the ground floor
there are five rooms, with curious and choice collections of articles
manufactured in China—a beautiful model of the interior of a Dutch
town—the complete armor of Admiral Ruyter33—the clothes worn by
William I, and the bullet with which the assassin killed him—and also
the model of the interior of a house, completely furnished, made by order of Peter the Great.34 The Museum is open every day. Indeed, there is
pleasure in looking at curiosities here, compared with the restrictions
imposed upon you in England; for the English have thrown a double
wall about all their attractions, and always fix a sentinel over you,
whenever you move, whereas the Dutch throw their door as widely
open as is consistent with safety and preservation. The English seem to
keep everything for themselves, and love to perplex and annoy you with
restrictions, though a half crown will buy your way almost into the bedroom of the queen, but the Dutch are in this respect free, liberal and
generous, and the difference is immediately felt. At this royal museum, I
saw a little girl, a child quite, who was evidently the object of great curiosity to the visitors there, and upon inquiry I learnt that the chattering
little thing was the Princess of Orange,35 quite unconscious indeed that
nobler blood was in her veins than in the veins of the rest of us. Oh,
what a mockery is this accident of birth!
intaglio — Engraved jewelry or gem
Paulus Potter (1625-1654) — Dutch painter of animals within landscapes
33 Michiel de Ruyter (1607-1676) — Dutch admiral; gained victories in battle with
English and French fleets.
34 Peter I, Tsar and Emperor of Russia (1672-1725) (Peter the Great) — Responsible
for expanding the sphere of Russian rule; modernized state systems and institutions
35 Princess Sophie of the Netherlands (1824-1897) — Only daughter of King William
II of the Netherlands and his wife, the Grand Duchess Anna Pavlovna of Russia.
Her age fits well with Brooks' description.
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The Hague "finished," as the travelers say, I went to Leiden, 12½ English
miles off—2¼ posts, as it is called. I tarried here a night. I looked into
the university, and my letters opened everything for me, museums, collections of birds, &c. &c. The botanical garden covers an extent of seven
acres, and the walks are beautiful. What revelry a man of science must
have here! Every step I take in this Old World, I see so much that is new,
so much of science, of art, so much of which I am wholly ignorant, that,
at times, I almost despise myself for my ignorance. How sadly rebuked
is all that little pride of acquisition which will now and then arise in everyone's bosom—and as a man grows older and sees, in the much he has
to learn, how ignorant he is—how insignificant he feels! I never go into
an European university (I felt it bitterly at Dublin, and I have not seen
Cambridge or Oxford yet) without some such sad reflections as these—
and whether an European tour will make an American better or worse, I
have yet to learn; for, though I would exchange no land, no government,
above all, no prospect of a useful life, for that land, that government and
that prospect which every young American has before him, in such popular institutions as ours, yet science, literature, art, taste, the painter,
poet and sculptor, have so consecrated and ennobled every spot here,
and antiquity is ever mingling such a mysterious charm with all my associations, that I often ask myself, in serious doubt, whether all will
seem as it once did at home. If not, far better that I and all other Americans had never crossed the sea.
I have written something of Leiden before.36 Nothing can exceed the
cleanliness of all its streets, whether those with, or those without, canals. The bridges are of stone, and there are not fewer than one hundred
and forty-five. The environs are exceedingly beautiful, the whole country around being studded with villas, gardens, and pleasure-houses; and
there is a most delightful promenade, without the walls, by the side of
that branch of the Rhine which waters and surrounds the town. Haarlem is but eleven English miles from Leiden, and it did not take long to
pass over that distance, which I would gladly have walked if I had had a
companion; but, walking alone, in a strange land, is a very sorry employment. I saw the celebrated organ in Haarlem with its 8,000 pipes
and 68 stops—the largest pipe 32 feet in length and 16 inches in diameter—but as the organist demands a sovereign to play it, and the bellows36

Leiden — See Letter 34

blower two guilders, my bump37 for money overcame my bump for music, or rather for thunder, for I take it for granted that such a monstrous
organ as this is only an earthly Jupiter Tonans,38 rather than—of the
sounds "most musical, most melancholy." The statue of Coster,39 the inventor of printing, stands here in front of the house in which he lived,
and he is represented in a consular robe, and his head is crowned with
laurel. I did not see any of the famous tulips of Haarlem, so precious and
so costly that a single bulb of rare variety has sold for 40 dollars, and
one root for more than $4,000! I saw the superb pavilion which was the
residence of Louis Bonaparte.40 And, when it was nearly or quite dark, I
got into a diligence and started for Amsterdam, 11 miles off. Of course, I
did not see much on the road, and indeed there is not much to see, but
meadows and ditches to drain off the waters, without a tree, or scarcely
a bush, as I judged by moonlight, when we were going along the Haarlem Sea. The Dutch, I am told, are about to drain this sea, which must be
a tremendous undertaking, and thus to rescue it for the purpose of cultivation, having already allotted out the shares.41 About here now, the
greatest attention is paid to the waters of the Ai and the Meer (the Haarlem Sea) and they are nicely regulated by sluices and gauge posts,
marked into very minute divisions, for the safety of Amsterdam and the
adjacent country from inundations depends much on the management
of these two seas. Two sciences, I am sure, the Dutch must understand
better than all other people: the first, hydrostatics, which saves them
from drowning, and the second, optics, which enables the young ladies
to manage their reflectors with so much skill.
It was nearly 11 o'clock P. M. when we entered Amsterdam, and the
ponderous gate, by which a soldier was pacing, opened to admit our diligence, for Amsterdam has walls. Our lumbering diligence, rattling along
over the pavements, threaded many a street and crossed many a bridge
Bump for money / Bump for music — Brooks makes a humorous reference to
ideas of phrenology, current in his day, that specific physical features of the human skull are associated with a person's character, thoughts and emotions.
38 Jupiter Tonans — "Thundering Jove" (Roman god)
39 Laurens Coster (c.1370-c.1440) — citizen of Haarlem; contemporary of Gutenberg; credited locally with invention of the printing press
40 Louis Bonaparte (1778-1846) — brother of Napoleon; King of Holland from 1806
to 1810; after abdication, settled in Austria; died in Tuscany
41 Drainage of the Haarlemmermeer began in 1840, and was completed in 1852.
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before we were driven into a court, and came out from our hiding places
in the coach: and as I had been asleep and was but half-awake, I doubted
for a long time my own identity, as I found myself, with the other passengers, locked into the court, and a Dutch police officer dinning "passport," "passport," "passport," into every man's ears. An abominable
bother this passport business is, I find, and a capital catchpenny, too, for
the hangers-on about the hotel. If I had time to waste, I would, for the
mere sport of breaking such vexatious laws, undertake to get through all
their Majesties' dominions without a passport, and in spite of the soldiery too, who are hereabout as thick as bushes in America. I gave up
my passport, of course, and was then trusted to go out of the barred-up
court. The hotel I sought was the "Doolen"—Holland is full of hotels with
this name—and after another bother, recording how old I am—what I
am—what I am after—where I am from—where I am going—when I
leave—whom I know, &c. &c., to which I am sure I gave most unsatisfactory answers, as I do not know what I am, though a "gentleman," I see, it
is fashionable for all people to call themselves—nor what I am after, for
I am after nothing—nor where I am going, for I have not looked ahead a
day—nor when I leave, for I do not know how long Amsterdam will
keep me; and as for the question "whom I know!", I know no man, woman, or child, and do not expect to know any among the 200,000 that live
here; after all this bother, I say—thank heaven we have none such in the
United States, and never shall have, if we cling to the Union, but enough
of it if we do not, with all the soldiery about here also—I was permitted
to go to bed and to rest in peace.

★

36. En route to the Rhine
Cologne, (on the Rhine),
August 12, 1835.
To reach this city on the Rhine, this famous city, most famous in history,
but most famous of all (which shows what fame of itself is worth,) for its
eau de Cologne, a water known all over Christendom in every boudoir,
and at every dressing table of man or woman—now the traveling companion, in the pocket, the trunk, or the toilette case—anon in the sprinkled kerchief, entering all societies, the court, the palace, or the humbler
saloon; to reach this city, I say, thus famous, I have made a long and a
rapid stride over all Holland, longitudinally too, with a dash upon the
Prussian dominions, making in traveling what in French would be called
a coup de main,42 or in plainer English or American rather, “going
ahead." The truth is, I was rather weary of being off, so far away from
the general route of English travelers on the Rhine, and wanting to hear
a little English once more, I determined to see how quickly I could fall
upon their route at Cologne, for at this season of the year the English
swarm—yes, literally swarm—up and down the Rhine, and there is very
little to remind you, in the conversation you hear, that you are not in
England.
I left Amsterdam on the afternoon of the 10th, after looking at its
churches, the exchange, its charitable institutions, some of its literary
and scientific institutions, all of which are interesting, but the description of which would weary you—and at the royal palace particularly,
said to be one of the noblest structures in Europe, full of paintings and
sculpture, with one magnificent hall, around which are hung the standards and trophies taken by the Dutch. By midnight I was in Utrecht, going up the canal to that city, and making as pleasant a journey as I ever
made in my life. Our passage boat was drawn by two horses which were
often changed, and we therefore moved with almost as much rapidity as
we should have moved in a diligence.
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Many, very many, hundreds perhaps, of the country houses of the Dutch
were passed, with their pleasant walks and gardens, and trees, and the
little summer sitting-houses of a circular or octagon form, full of windows, built on the margin of the canal, and intended as sitting-rooms for
the inmates of the neighboring house, where they could observe the
passage and burden boats upon the canal. The moon shone brightly at
times, and houses and trees were reflected from the clear waters of the
canal, while our boat glided softly along, and thus presented a constant
change of objects and scenery. I could not fancy a more delightful mode
or time for journeying and, so far from being in a hurry to reach the end
of the route, I was not glad when it was finished. The only companions I
had were an English family, the father of which had evidently forbidden
his daughter to speak with anyone who used the English language, for in
his presence she was as dumb with me as a rock, while she would talk
fast enough when he was out of the way, or fast enough when he was
present, but then only in French, with some Dutchmen whom we had on
board, whose yah, yah, yah, for yes, ever recurring, evidently showed
that they talked with more ease in Dutch than in the French they were
attempting to use.
The morning of the 11th I was up with the sun, walked over Utrecht,
through its narrow and its broad streets, and around its walls and canals, but I saw nothing remarkable, though I made near a two hours
ramble; and therefore, after a hurried breakfast, I took a seat in a diligence, with my face toward Cologne. I was the only passenger, and after
I had well escaped from the environs of Utrecht, which are very pretty, I
found the road dull enough for miles and miles, always paved, however,
with brick, and always lined with trees, where trees would grow. At last,
another diligence, from another road which ran into mine, gave me two
companions, one a crazy-headed Dutch girl, and the other not much soberer; and never was such a gabble kept up as they kept up all the day—
of course to my amusement, as I understood about as much of it as I
should understand of the discourse of the Choctaw43 Indians. At last, I
ventured upon an acquaintance, and then I found that one of them
spoke French about as well as I did, so that by means of signs we could
exchange an idea or two, while the other contributed to make up in fac43

Choctaw Indians — A Native American people, originally from the south-eastern
United States. Brooks had visited that region in 1833.

es and fingers what she wanted in words; so that we, at last, became the
most interesting companions in the world, and it is impossible to say
how much of love and romance there might be in such pantomime as
this, if some cruel fate had not sent us at last upon different roads.
Arnhem was one of the large towns we passed. I had but a peep at it
through the windows of the diligence, and on we went to Nijmegen,
where we crossed the river on a bridge of boats overlaid with plank, the
like of which there is also in Cologne, and I am told, all along the Rhine. I
never shall forget the fuss that was here made in this, the frontier town
of Holland. A sentinel stopped our diligence at the bridge, the fierywhiskered officer bristling all over his mouth and neck with unshorn
hair, demanded my passport and, as I gave it up, I was marched under
the escort of two soldiers, armed and equipped, perhaps to shoot if I ran
away, to the police office, with a Commissionaire at my heels to lead me
back to the hotel after the police was done with me. The police signed
my passport, gazed at the stray American eagle, took me at first for a
black Prussian eagle-man, I dare say—and then permitted me to go on. I
take all those things very kindly. The nil admirari44 is all gone. I do not
wonder at anything at all. If' the soldiers had taken me to a dungeon
with the like formality, I should have looked upon it as a part of the play,
and when they had done with me, expect to be let out again as a matter
of course. Indeed, I am very much in the situation of the raw fellow who,
when attending the feat of a conjurer in a room so overburdened that
the rafters broke, and thus, precipitated headlong into the cellar, cried
out, amid the groans and howls of those around him, "Oh never mind,
this is but part of the play—the conjurer will soon take us back again!"
Every move I make, I see these European conjurers performing some
new feat—but nothing surprises me. I look upon all as a matter of
course. The chief surprise I have is that the people look like the rest of
the world—are dressed just the same—are fond of the same amusements—with women and children just as pretty, and just as happy, and
just as good, I dare say, all the world over—and then I go on, and moralize upon the variety of communities there are in this big world—of social relations, too, and of pleasure and delight, of which we never
thought or dreamed. I never felt before, that when Bonaparte45 was
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Nil admirari — (Translation) To be surprised by nothing
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spreading desolation and slaughter over these fair European fields, he
was bringing sorrow and death to these women here, and those children
there, who loved their husbands or their parents as much as an American loves his.
It was a beautiful summer evening this, I passed Nijmegen in. The people were all abroad, it seemed, on their delightful promenade. The loud
jovial laugh was here, and the playful chattering child was there. Here
was a group under the trees, and there, in a little walk or garden another group, at tea—or drinking some Rhenish wines in the open air, with
fruits beside them, amid the music of the birds. How could I but fancy
that I was at home, seeing in such circles the joy that has a kindred feeling in every bosom. But the fancy was immediately dispelled as another
officer demanded my passport and, after reading it, bade the diligence
"go on,” out the gate of the walled city. I thank God, not only that we
have no such thing in America, but no need of it; and I trust, and know
we never shall, so long as our Union stands, and the government consults the good of the whole, not of the part nor party, for then the best
wall will be the hearts of all the citizens, and no passport necessary, for
it would be madness to attempt to overthrow what all adore. I wish I
could show my countrymen all the soldiers here—so thick here, too, and
garrisoning every little town—with their huge gates and bastions, and
forts, and bristling cannon, as if now, in peace, the legions of an enemy
were thundering at the gates; the drum rolling, too; the bugle sounding
from afar, the rattle of arms on every side, and the sentinel here, and
there, and everywhere, with his gun and bayonet, pacing his usual
round, as if all was war, war, war. What a lesson it would teach them!
How happy would they be that they were free from these minions of
despotism! How they would value that happiness! How jealous they
would be of its violation! How ever alive to preserve it! With what fierce
wrath would they swear vengeance against power, unauthorized illegal
power in every form! I hate—I abhor power—its very name. The less of
government the better, if we have just the quantum to keep us in order.
Our cursed vices seem to have made it necessary that we should be ridden and robbed. I am becoming an anarchist, I fear. Such spectacles as
these, in this charming land, quite unhinge my judgment. But look out,
look out—men will be despots, if ye are fools enough to let them. In all
ages of the world, men have loved to take some conqueror on their
backs, or some titled fool, and as their gushed sides would spout with

blood, the asses have brayed and brayed, and blessed the savages that
spurned them. God grant that we may be wiser, and profit by it.
I did not stop long to look at Nijmegen, though it was the Roman Noviomagum, and though Julius Caesar46 built a palace here, which Charlemagne47 inhabited. I was not in the humor to like Julius Caesars, and the
Roman legions were only plundering rascals to come thus far from
Rome to disturb the then quiet people in their forests. I pushed on to
Cleves, and for miles we rode over a beautiful country, with as tempting
fields as man can covet. By 10 o’clock P. M. we were in Cleves and, as we
were now on Prussian ground, our passports must go through the police
again. The Dutch too was wearing away, and the German tongue had
come. Guilders and stivers were talked of no more, but thalers and groschens had come. I was in the happiest state of confusion that ever man
was in, hearing everything, and understanding nothing. I was raving
hungry, for I had not had time to eat a meal, only to take a nibble, since
early morning; but, if I ate, I did not know how to pay, and hungry as I
was, I did not know how to ask for food. Necessity, however, is the
mother of invention, and when a man can make his signs, and can back
them with a prospect of pay, there is no danger of starving in the Prussian dominions. A generous supper with Rhenish wine, for wine is the
table drink here as cider is with us, quite put me in the humor for a
night campaign in a Prussian diligence. I engaged a passage, and never
did I see things better managed. The Schnell Post, as is called the Prussian mail coach, is under the control of the government, and is managed
by the postmasters or the civil authorities, who have given you a ticket
for the journey, with the number of the place you have engaged in the
coach, and the seats are all numbered; and in the fare you pay, as is stated in the ticket given you, (which, by the way, is printed in German, English, French,) is included also "drink money"48 to the postilion,49 so
much a German mile, who, with the guard, is forbidden on pain of dismissal to make any demand of money from the traveler. Your luggage is
Julius Caesar (100 B.C.-44 B.C.) — Roman military commander; (later) dictator
Charlemagne (c.747-814) — Charles I; King of the Franks; King of the Lombards;
Emperor of the Romans; unified much of Europe
48 Drink money — Literal translation of Trinkgeld, the German word for "tip"
49 Postilion — (per Merriam-Webster) One who rides as a guide on the near horse of
one of the pairs attached to a coach or post chaise, especially without a coachman.
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weighed, and you are allowed 30 pounds free, and no more without paying for it—and the safe transfer of it is guaranteed in your ticket. No
smoking is allowed in the coaches.
This is remarkable here. Dogs you are not to be pestered with, as coach
companions—lady lapdogs nor Newfoundland mastiffs. A drunken fellow is just tipped overboard, by the wayside, and at every post office a
book is kept for travelers to register all complaints, which are most rigidly attended to. Hence, when the postilion mounts his horse, the postilion is in uniform, as grand a man as his majesty owns, and the bugle
sounds—off you go, not fast, to be sure, but as regularly as clockwork,
plodding, plodding, plodding—with a certainty, however, that you will
arrive at the journey’s end not one moment after the specified time. In
such a Schnell Post, I went from Cleves to Cologne, or Colyn, as they
spell it here, and pronounce it too, sleeping comfortably all night,
aroused only now and then, as the conducteur sounded his bugle when
he approached a post station. I do not know what towns we passed
through, and it don’t matter much.
Neuss, however, was passed—the Novaesium, or Nova Castra of the
Romans, which in Tacitus's50 time was close to the bank of the Rhine,
but which is now half a league from it, so much has the course of the river changed. I did not tarry long to look over this city, so memorable in
ancient history, and memorable in modern, too—that here the allies,51
in 1813, effected their first passage over the Rhine. All about in the
country, one sight impresses me as very odd, and that is, fields—wide,
broad-spread fields, of the extent of miles and miles, without a single
fence, or any apparent bound to mark the division of property. There
are no fences here on the roads, or between estates. All is open, as if for
everybody, and as if all belonged to one man. Hence, though the harvest
is coming in, and the fields shine like gold, with a mellow delicious color
varied on every patch of earth almost, yet this want of fences makes a
desolation, as it were, in my untutored eyes, and I am quite sure that in
the winter such boundless unobstructed areas must be horrid indeed.
Mulheim was opposite us. Over the Rhine here Caesar threw a wooden
bridge, and before the Christian era! What a sense of antiquity an Amer50
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Tacitus (c.56-c.120) — Roman senator and historian
The allies — Forces opposed to Napoleon Bonaparte, after his army's retreat from
Moscow in 1812

ican has when he first casts his eyes over fields, thus memorable in ancient days! And how much is his impression of the Roman power
heightened when he sees the Rhine here, in Caesar’s day, but banked
with forests and filled with wild men—the Rhine, so many hundred
miles from Rome, where the Roman legions penetrated, sweeping all before them, building castles, bridges, and cities, and though they brought
the battle-ax, bringing art and civilization with it. The towers and steeples of Cologne were soon in sight, at the head of a noble expanse of water, bordered by a rich and beautiful country on both its margins. Anon
we passed the massive walls of terrible height, at the gate we entered.
Our diligence lumbered and tumbled along through many a crooked and
narrow street, and by 3 o’clock P. M. I was in the "Cologne Hof," for they
call public houses Hofs here—brushing, rubbing, and washing, to get off
the dust gathered by my long ride. When I went down to the Salle, the
public sitting and eating room, I heard English enough from men and
women, and the waiters spoke English, too, so that I fancied I was in
England, as I could now, once more, with ease use my tongue. A London
newspaper quite completed my felicity, as I sat down to dinner, though I
made horrid faces at some German dishes, so sour and so spiced up, I
could not divine what they were—relief, however, always being afforded by a draught of Rhenish wine, which is put upon the table here as water is with us.
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37. River of castles
Koblenz, (on the Rhine),
August 13, 1835.
I had time yesterday to see all that was worth seeing in Cologne, and no
traveler will wish to tarry long in its narrow and dirty streets; for, undoubtedly, to make the Eau de Cologne, all the sweetness of the air is
taken from the city, such is the noisome stench left; and this morning,
therefore, I went with the crowd into the steamboat to go up the Rhine,
and thus to enjoy the charms of "the exulting and abounding river."52 To
give you an account of all "the wonders" of Cologne with their associated history, I should make out quite a volume, but, do not be alarmed,
dear readers, I will vex you with no such thing. I must confess, I did not
feel so much enthusiasm as I expected to have in such a city, this "oppidum Ubiorum,"53 where Marcus Agrippa54 established an entrenched
camp when Rome was master of the universe, where Roman emperors
were proclaimed—where Constantine55 erected a stone bridge, the
foundation of which may still be seen—now posterity, having only a
bridge of boats,56 what a falling off!—where the king of the Franks
reigned, a city once the principal support of the Hanseatic league, able to
bring into the field 30,000 men, with sixty or seventy convents, churches and chapels without number, all the marks of opulence and grandeur—the throne of superstition as well as the throne of power, now
banishing the Jews, now driving off the Protestants—anon the camp of
the French in that fiery Revolution, soon the camp of the Russians, and
now, with the Prussian eagle fluttering in it, and the Prussian soldier
guarding its gates! What a checkered history! What a strange destiny!
But I could feel no enthusiasm in its dirty, crooked streets, with their
Byron. Childe Harold's Pilgrimage
oppidum Ubiorum — (Translation) town of the Ubii (a Germanic tribe)
54 Marcus Agrippa (c.63 B.C.-12 B.C.) — Roman consul and general
55 Constantine the Great (c.272-337) — Roman emperor; promoter of Christian
church; the Rhine bridge (308 A.D.) was built at Colonia Agrippinensium (hence
Cologne).
56 No solid structure would span the Rhine at Cologne until 1859, with the opening
of the Cathedral Bridge, which carried both street and railroad traffic.
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overhanging houses, the upper stories of which are so projecting, at
times, that you can almost leap across the street from house to house. I
took a guide, or rather a guide took me, who would not be shaken off,
and began a-wandering. The little rascal—for he was but a boy not fifteen, with a smattering of French, of a strange Italian look—did all he
could to interest me, so as to get a groschen, or a few pfennigs, or so. His
display of wares amused me by its variety, as well as astonishing me in
showing the progress such a lad made in a knowledge of the passions of
the world. He began with his first sample thus. "Monsieur," a church
here, a convent there, statues in this place, pictures in that, here the
house where Rubens57 lived—there the tomb of the three kings (with
their skulls in crowns of gold) who worshipped our savior—here altars,
columns, towers, turrets; and thus, mounting up higher and higher, with
burning exclamations, of "grand," "magnifique,"58—and an "oh Monsieur," with a roll of his dark eyes up to heaven, as if his heart was blazing with enthusiasm! The frowning "allez" ("go away") was far from discouraging him, for then he only tried me in another attack, judging from
his ill success, my taste was not of the antique. "Cologne water, Monsieur," says he, "will you have some? I'll show you the very best, so cheap!
This shop here, the real eau de Cologne. So many bottles, for a few francs!"
Cologne water did not seem to answer his purpose, and the little wretch
soon offered me another bait, which I must leave you to imagine rather
than describe.
The cathedral of Cologne is the greatest curiosity in the city, which,
though never finished, is said to be one of the finest monuments of ancient German architecture. It is built in the form of a cross. The arches
are supported by a quadruple row of sixty-four columns. The two towers, which were intended to be 500 feet high, remain unfinished. In one
of these towers is the great bell which weighs 25,000 pounds. It requires twelve men to put it in motion, and when it strikes, causes the
immense tower to shake. The walls of the choir of the cathedral are covered with tapestry, the designs of which were taken from several drawings by Rubens. The stone statues of the twelve apostles, clothed in
robes embroidered with gold, are beautiful monuments of old German
sculpture. The paintings on the windows, in the interior of the choir, are
57
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well worth attention, though nothing so very remarkable after one has
been at York in England. The great show of the cathedral, however, is
the chapel of the three kings, behind the altar, who, it is pretended, worshipped our savior. The chapel is of marble, and is of the Ionic order.
The lower part of the tomb there contained the bones of the three kings,
whose heads were placed separately in the middle, on the lid of which
are these three names now formed by rubies, Caspar, Melchior, Balthasar.59 The French robbers of the revolution made sad havoc amid this
gorgeous plunder. When the grand chapter of Cologne fled from the
storm in terror, they took a great part of the treasures of the cathedral,
among which was the famous tomb, but when it was returned to Cologne, the sculptures were much disfigured, many of the precious
stones, gems and enamels were lost. The superb crowns were wanting,
but all has been replaced as well as imitations would permit. I went into
the golden chamber to see the dresses of the priests. Beautiful curiosities here were shown us, but here too, the French robbers had penetrated and despoiled it of its former glory. I sympathized with the indignation of the priest who acted as our guide, and ejaculated his "Mon
Dieu,"60 as he threw himself into attitudes, exclaiming against this robbery of the French marauders of the revolution; but I could not help believing that he has practiced these attitudes so often that he had lost all
the spirit and all the temper with which he originally began them.
Cologne is full of churches, many of which are worth seeing, and many
of which I saw, but you shall be bored with no more details of them. Rubens' beautiful picture of the crucifixion of St. Peter,61 his chef
d'oeuvre,62 it is said, is in St. Peter's church. The French stole this, and
took it to Paris, and while this picture was at the Louvre, a copy of it, the
same size, was made by a Prussian student, and this is now exhibited as
the original, the former being placed on one side of the frame, and the
latter on the other. The ancient convent of the ladies of St. Ursula63 is
remarkable for its relation to the legend of that saint, and her 11,000
Caspar, Melchior, Balthasar — Three Wise Men / Three Kings / Magi, traditionally
believed to have visited Jesus Christ after his birth
60 Mon Dieu — (Translation) My God
61 Saint Peter — One of the twelve apostles of Jesus Christ
62 chef d'oeuvre — (Translation) masterpiece
63 Saint Ursula — Legendary early Christian martyr; supposedly shot by the Huns,
while accompanied by 11,000 virgins, who were beheaded
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virgins. All the church is filled with bones, which are variously disposed
in glass cases and frames. Some of these cases contain 24, and others
from 90 to 100 skulls. There is one apartment called Goldene Kammer
(golden chamber) in which are preserved the heads of many of these
11,000 virgins. The French had a revelry in plundering this ancient city
of vases, urns, ancient gods and drawings, from the best painters of every school, and the churches, convents and chapels they either destroyed,
or converted into warehouses, manufactories, or stables for their cavalry, taking what was valuable and moveable to Paris—then the blazing
focus of the treasures of a world—or desecrating what remained at
home: doing this single good in such a week of mischief, that they put to
flight 12,000 mendicants, it is said, who had particular stations, which
they left as an inheritance to their children.
Come, go with me up the Rhine, and I will make as few detours, and
have as few "spasms,"64 as possible. Up with the morning sun, and on
board the steamer, I soon found myself among a host of travelers, made
up two-thirds of it of English folk, "My Lord Anglais," his wife, his daughter, his servants too, whole English families, toppling children, puppy
dogs and all, with scattered Frenchmen here and there, and a sprinkling
of German now and then, which from the lips of pretty woman, and one
we had, sounds jagged, wiry, rough, especially when she bowed her
beautiful head, and uttered the horrid yah, so broad, so like an Indian
whoop, that really I fancied some charming squaw had changed her
copper color, and was carrying on a soft dalliance on this, the distant
current of the Rhine. But the educated Germans here generally all speak
French, and many of them English also; so that I soon formed an acquaintance among so accessible a people, and made a delightful journey,
receiving answers to all the questions I put—and they were many. The
German lady, of whom I write, spoke English with ease, and I can assure
you, I was as agreeable as possible on finding such a valuable companion, whose home was on the Rhine, and who knew full well the history
of every castle and every hill we were passing by, and who seemed as
pleased to tell what she knew, as I am certain I was to get such
knowledge from such a charming book. I never shall forget the surprise
she manifested when I told her "America was my home," pressed as I
64
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was by her to answer questions about England, of which I knew nothing
as an American, and thus, to save my credit, was compelled "to show my
colors,"—for sometimes I choose to sail under the English flag, for the
sake of drawing up my little shallop65 somewhat nearer the English frigate. "America!" said she, "so far off! here, on the Rhine!"—and I do believe
she was surprised to find me white—intelligent as she was, for she did
not seem to have the least idea of the United States, and she was much
alarmed to find me wandering so far abroad, estimating distance in her
own mind ten times as much as I do, for it does not seem to me that I am
at all far from America, so easily have I reached where I am. I never
meet with woman abroad without thinking of Ledyard's beautiful tribute to her character, and feeling the full force of the picture;66 for, go
where you will, Nature, artless, simple Nature, so triumphs in her character, and religion, no matter of what name, throws such a luster over it,
that her sympathies will ever reach the stranger; and if it be necessary,
she will be a mother or a sister to him. The divinity of her spirit will
break forth, and illuminate his path, and her light will shine as the star
in the doubtful night. And though education and training may subdue
and change the man, you might as well attempt to extinguish the electricity that lurks in the atmosphere, as to extinguish what of kindness
and sympathy ever is shining in the presence of woman. Pardon this little outbreak of sentiment, for toward the evening I lost my agreeable
friend, as she landed at the chateau of Neuwied, on the right bank of the
Rhine. What a pity it is to make friends but to lose them!
Luckily, our steamer, though very neat and comfortable, and of course
good, was very dull of motion, and dashed ahead, with nothing of the
spirit with which an American boat throws aside the water. "To go
ahead too fast," is an idea an American cannot well comprehend, and
one which I am certain I never felt in the train of the most rapid locomotive in the United States, or even on the mighty current of the Mississippi, dashed onward with paddles propelled by the high pressure of a
whole range of steam boilers. But our "Frederick William" steamer, stupid as it was, went much too fast for me. Ideas created by all I saw of the
many frowning castles, whose ruined battlements overhang the Rhine,
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thronged upon me in such thick confusion, that while I was preparing a
lodgment for one idea, a whole train would fly away and escape. I saw
so much, that I can remember—nothing. I thought so rapidly that I have
forgotten all. While I would be gazing upon the peak of some ragged
cliff, and listening to the story of the ruined castle upon its summit, another would be opposite, and that I lost, or another would be in sight,
and make me forget the last. History here, instead of being written in a
book, stands starting out in awful grandeur, speaking, as it were, from
every mountain, hill and tower, like some old man of other ages, with
his streaming beard and rusty robe. The pages that you turn over are
the rocky pinnacles, which the storms of Heaven for a thousand years
have buffeted. The letters that you read are letters of stone, printed, not
on paper, but on the Rhine itself, which the destroyer Time may mutilate, but can never quite efface. I lived, or seemed to live, a thousand
years this day. I thought I talked with History itself. Antiquity was before me in his ragged garb, and I was in his presence. The old man of the
past told me all, and showed me how it was done. Oh God, what a voice
of admonition for my countrymen! Every castle on every hill, stands as a
specter of the past, shaking its gory locks toward you. History has piled
up these cliffs upon the broad way of the Rhine, and put those ruins upon them, as terrible beacons to warn the people everywhere against
power, against usurpation in every form, against disunion, against misrule, and above all, against that love of glory which seeks a martyrdom
in its blaze.
The Rhine does not become very interesting till the steamer passes
Bonn. Bonn has much history, and quite a famous university, but I must
not stop for them. What is called a flying bridge there attracted my attention, which is considered on the Rhine the best and most convenient,
where it can be adopted, but this is only where the river has a strong
current. An anchor is fixed at a certain distance up the stream, always
greater than the breadth of the river, from which a cable of rope or a
chain passes to the platform of the ferry boat, which is here supported
on a couple of large barges. This cable is buoyed up by passing over such
a number of boats as may be found necessary. If the rudder of the large
platform be moved so as to turn the heads of the supporting barges
about a point of the compass towards the stream, so as to let it out
against the sides of the bows, they will, of course, sheer across or oscillate like a pendulum, with a slow and uniform motion, to the opposite

side—the cable and its supporting boats edging over in the direction of
the platform. By having the height of the platform the same as that of
the piers, or landing places on the sides of the river, carriages of any
size, without unyoking the horses they drive upon it, can pass over
without disturbing passengers or baggage with them. I have been thus
particular in the description of this bridge, because I should think that it
might be used with profit on many of the rivers of the United States
where a ferry is difficult, and where it is not permitted to obstruct the
river by a bridge.67 68
Bonn passed—the environs of which are very pretty—you come at once
upon the picturesque scenery of the Rhine. The mountain (which hardly
deserves the name) and the ruins of Godesberg first attract attention—
you have here only a specimen of what you are to see in the way of ruins
on mountaintops—but when you remember that this castle, or the ruins
rather, are as old as the reign of the emperor Julian,69 and has been garrisoned successively by the different people who have struggled for dominion over this spot, you feel great interest in it, as you will in all that
you see. I must confess I did not think much of the famous Seven Mountains, nor of their highest summit, the more famous Drachenfels, (the
dragon's rock) said to be so named from its having been the abode of a
terrible dragon, whom a Christian maiden, as the legend goes, one day
frightened off, just as he was going to devour her, by the sight of a crucifix she had concealed in her bosom, when her pagan captors exposed
her here as a victim for his devouring jaws. The Drachenfels, you know,
is exhibited on engravings all over the world, as wonderful and more,
and on the engravings it looks mighty fine, but it is only so-so in fact. An
American eye, however, is no judge for an European to form an opinion
by—for, accustomed as we are to the most astonishing views of a scenery that is in truth grand or sublime, it takes much more than the
Drachenfels to arouse that admiration we have so often felt at home as
The description of the operation of a flying bridge appears almost verbatim in the
earlier "A family tour through South Holland ...", Sir John Barrow, London: John
Murray, 1831, 144
68 The editor of the Vincennes Gazette (Indiana), in publishing Brooks' description of
the Flying Bridge (9 January 1836), remarks that "Ferry Boats on the above plan
have been in successful operation two years on the Wabash, opposite the town of
Vincennes. It is an American invention, and worthy of an American genius."
69 Julian (c.331-363) — Roman emperor; last non-Christian ruler of the empire
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amid the Alleghenies, say—or in the north of North or South Carolina, or
in Western Virginia, New Hampshire, Vermont or Maine—for nothing in
all the Rhine in natural scenery will compare with what I have a thousand times seen in the United States. But the secret of the admiration we
feel here is that every hill has a tongue, and that there is a history, an association linked with it.
I have just been telling a young Englishman, enthusiastic in sketching,
that he can make his fortune if he will go to America, and return with his
sketches to Europe, for they would sell rapidly in England, if done well,
and probably soon make our country as great a tourist-ground as this of
the Rhine is, for a European has not half the heart for this antiquity that
we Americans have, fresh as we are in the view of it, and all new as it is
to us, however old it is in fact. I have had the truth of this remark often
confirmed today. For, while at times I have been hardly able to behave
like a sane man, so spasmodic have I been in my enthusiasm, many a
John Bull would not lift up his head to see the wildest ruin, and one
family actually passed the whole time while we were going by the
Drachenfels in sipping a bottle of Hochheimer70 wine, and in nibbling
bits of bread! John too was in a furious hurry, cursing the steamboat
very often for its "stupidity"—a favorite word with John, while, as I have
told you, every American would feel that he went too fast. But, put John
by a waterfall which is not bigger than a teapot-stream, and he will become quite spasmodic, and stay there half the day, boiling over with ohs!
and ahs! and "grand" and "terrible." Thus, Fanny Kemble went off in a
tangent under Niagara, and quite expired, and has not been heard of
since—at least this side of the water. Sam Patch71 never performed such
a feat as she did at the end of her book in the way of waterfalls—for the
truth is, Fanny had never seen a cataract before bigger than some twopenny cascade from an English (mole) hill.
The Drachenfels passed, and your interest is revived, and reviving, you
see an obelisk on one of the loftiest of the Seven Mountains, with the
Prussian flag upon it—erected in memory of the passage of the Rhine by
70
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Hochheimer — Hock; British term for German white wine
Sam Patch (1799-1829) — American folk hero, gained notoriety for his spectacular high dives. His leap into the Niagara River in 1829 drew thousands of onlookers, and secured his fame. He died the same year after leaping into the Genesee
River (upstate New York).

the German armies in 1814. Old castles, without number, are here
sprinkled over every hill. The old castle of Rolandseck shows you a
beautiful arch toward the Rhine. There is an island nearly under it, and
there was a convent there. My German lady threw a romance over the
somber ruin by means of a legend that she attached to it. Roland,72 the
nephew of Charlemagne, she said, built the castle over the convent to
gaze upon the walls, which contained the beloved of his soul. His betrothed, it seems, believed him dead, and, in her grief, took the veil.
When Roland came back from the wars, and found her forever separated from him in this world, he built this fortress on the summit of the
conical rock overlooking the island convent, and there sat day after day.
Two years passed in this manner, when one day he heard the bell of the
convent tolling, and saw a grave dug in the garden. Something whispered him that it was for his betrothed. He stood and watched the funeral procession, saw the sod thrown over her, and listened to the
chanted requiem—and the next morning he was found sitting as usual,
but without life, with his eyes fixed upon the grave. A beautiful legend
this, and so corresponding with the ruins too, and it is such legends as
this, with a corresponding scenery, that makes the Rhine so attractive.
The poet Schiller,73 she added, has made this the subject of one of his
ballads,74 but with bad taste, she thought, however, placing the scene in
Switzerland.
If I were to undertake to speak of all the castles here, I should only fill
my paper with a column of names. Almost every high hill was crowned
with one, and the Rhine here runs through ranges of hills often separated by deep ravines, with a village at the foot of almost every castle; so
that, as you go along, your eye runs from hill to castle, and from village
to village, in constant succession, changing one but to find another, and
thus relieving all the tedium of the way. The southern declivity of every
hill is planted with vines. The cliffs are walled up to make the hills as
level as possible, and thus scattered vineyards are here, there, and everywhere among the rocks, checkering their grey gloomy color with the
verdant lively vine. The young vines are often planted in baskets filled
Roland (d. 778) — Legendary figure, much celebrated in Medieval and Renaissance literature; tradition assigns Roland as the founder of the castle of
Rolandseck.
73 Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) — German poet
74 The Knight of Toggenburg
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with earth and green turf, and placed in the clefts of the rocks. Thus, the
white wine, called Leywein, is produced from the vines on a mountain of
basalt, called Erpeler-Ley. Peculiar soils, you know, produce peculiar
wines, and so do peculiar positions at times.
At Linz, there is a castle constructed of basalt, built there near the gate
of the Rhine, in order to protect the navigation and to defend the river.
The castle of Rheineck is being rebuilt in the ancient style. Nothing
seems stranger than to see a habitation on such a beetling rock—thus
high in the air, thus over our heads, thus to the eye quite inaccessible.
The garden is on the side of the Rhine, and must command a fine prospect. A pistol-shot from over its walls, by way of a salute only from its
proprietor now, quite startled us, for it brought back, in vivid view, the
feudal days of war and slaughter. The castle of Hammerstein, on the top
of a rock, was quite remarkable.
Andernach, the Artonacum of the ancients, is such a town, with walls
and ruins and towers and tombs, as an American's fancy can never picture rightly, for he has no object to make a comparison by. Neuwied,
with its broad streets and pleasant houses, is thought to resemble American towns, but I don't know why, unless that it is pleasanter and prettier, and with a lighter air, than the other somber towns upon the Rhine.
All about here are Roman remains, over which the plough is continually
passing, now turning up medals, and now striking the ruins of a Roman
temple. In the ruins of Roman baths near here, have been found a Diana,75 a Mercury,76 and a Genius77 with a cornucopia. Caesar built a
bridge over the Rhine here. Here the French armies crossed thrice in
their modern wars; and here it was that the Austrian battery kept up
such a galling fire upon the soldiers of General Hoche,78 which a French
captain, however, swore to take, and which he did take, but with the loss
of his life. Not far off, on a hill, all in view, is the monument of General
Hoche, with this inscription: "L'Armée de Sambre-et-Meuse a son Général
Hoche."

Diana — Sculpture of the Roman mythological goddess of the hunt etc.
Mercury — Sculpture of the Roman mythological god of travelers etc.
77 Genius — (per Webster) Sculpture of the attendant spirit of a person or place
78 Louis Lazare Hoche (1768-1797) — French soldier; general in the Revolutionary
army; died of consumption; monument erected in 1797
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Anon, the renowned castle of Ehrenbreitstein appears in sight, one of
the strangest castles in the world, now all in order, and stoutly garrisoned. But, before I could have a view, Koblenz was in sight—we were
on the pier—a Prussian officer was demanding my passport—all were
running for their hotels, and scores of porters were around, whose only
words I understood were "yah, yah, yah." Thus ends my first day's journey on the Rhine.

★

38. Rhine scenery
Mainz, (on the Rhine),
August 15, 1835.
From the "Hotel de Belle Vue"79 in Koblenz, my last epistle came only 18
leagues hence, and yet, such is the profusion of interesting objects on
both sides of the Rhine, that it seems as if a world was between. I am, at
times, actually afraid to trust my pen, such a rush of thought comes upon me, and it seems to me now—so rapidly had matter accumulated,
that it would be the work of weeks to write out the story of a single day,
if I did not check my pen at its every turn upon the paper. I often wish I
could trust these thoughts in print, as I would trust them to a friend, for
they lose all their life, clipped and winged, and powdered up in their
Sunday dress, for everybody to read. I get upon stilts, when I would be
humble on the ground. I am fresh, green, raw. I feel as the Pawnee80 did
in treading under the stately dome of the Washington Capitol, when his
every footstep found an echo, and when his eye for the first time saw a
painting, or the sculptured marble, or the massive column. It may be a
strange idea, but in my case, it is true, and I think it is with every American, if he is as ready to open his heart to make a confession., when I say
that, to a Pawnee, fresh from the forest, the art of the Capitol, the thickly
crowded thoroughfare of Broadway, the roar of the cannon, the huge
timbered mass of the Pennsylvania, cannot be stranger, or more exciting
than the first feelings gathered by an American in his first pilgrimage
upon the Rhine. Yet, will they alienate him from home? Oh no! for he
will turn at last with joy from the track of desolation here, where every
fortress is bristling with signs of war, and where man is but half a man,
to that bright glorious land of his, teeming with life and light and promise, whose sun is coming up in floods of splendor, and where man is all a
man, with a princely destiny before him too. America is the dearer for
such contrasts as these. I turn away from this as from the body of the
dead, and love the more the young and healthy look of my own land. It
79
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Hotel de Belle Vue — (Literal translation) Hotel of Beautiful View
Pawnee — A native American people, originally inhabiting Nebraska and Kansas.
Brooks is imagining the first impressions of tribal members of the O'Fallon delegation who travelled to Washington DC in 1821-22.

interests me much to gaze upon these sights, and I would be here as
among the kingly tombs of Westminster—but I have no passion for such
an abiding place, and I now am weary of them, and seek the bloom of a
livelier prospect, less somber and less sad.
Koblenz gets its name from the confluens of the Romans, for the city is
situated in an angle which the Rhine and Moselle form at their confluence. As is Cologne, so is this, full of ruins and interesting objects. By sitting up to a late hour last evening, and by rising this morning at the earliest dawn, I made out to see all that was worth seeing before the
steamboat was off, which starts at 6 o'clock. You shall escape from an
account of churches now, though they are full of interest, and I will take
you to the fort of Ehrenbreitstein, which is one of the greatest things I
have ever seen. In connection with the Chartreuse, or Fort Alexander,
back of Koblenz, and another fort not far from it, it forms one of the
strongest positions in Germany. Before the morning sun, I ascended the
high cliff, on which this castle stands, as far as the sentinel would permit—and seldom have I enjoyed a sight more superb. Koblenz was in
front over the Rhine, on the banks of two rivers. Behind the town is the
fortified Chartreuse, surmounting a height planted with vines and fruit
trees, and in the plain below there are more than thirty towns and villages. One can live here, with a little money, on some of the greatest luxuries of the earth, for the vineyards give him the best of wines, and the
fields the best of fruits. I found my bill to be quite a trifle after indulging
in all these luxuries here. I have therefore come to the conclusion again,
that I have not only ceased to aid in paying England's national debt, but
have reached the land where the bounteous earth teems with some of
its richest gifts. That the view of such a country is superb, is rather a
tame phrase for so varied and so novel a view. I looked about this Ehrenbreitstein. A huge ditch is all around it. A drawbridge leads to it. Batteries overtop batteries, till you mount the summit of the hill. A hundred
mouths of thunder are ready to blaze on an enemy below. Of all the
German fortifications, this puzzled the French the most. It was cannonaded, bombarded and blockaded numerous times, and starvation only,
at last, effected what force could not, for when provision was so scarce

that a cat was sold for 60 cents, and horse flesh at 25, a pound, the
commandant was compelled to surrender.81
Near Ehrenbreitstein is the famous monument erected by the French in
honor of the Russian campaign in 1812, and underneath the inscription
is written the bitter and biting rebuke of the Russian, "seen and approved of by me, Russian commander of the city of Koblenz, 1st January
1814." If there is such a sarcasm anywhere else in such gentle words,
equal to this, I should be glad to see it.82
I was amused last evening, as I sat solitary at the common table, by finding out two young Americans from the frequent use of a single word
which is peculiar to many parts of the southern country, from whence
they came. Their mustachios puzzled me much at first, but, as I afterwards learned, they sport them to look more like the gentlemen of the
country, for all in authority wear mustachios here; and, indeed, so much
has my own eye changed, that even now I think what was horrid at first,
is passably well, which shows what is the power of fashion, though really it is a vile fashion, if I may be arbiter elegantiarum.83 So much did
those mustachios on their American lips puzzle me, and so much was
their conversation in the thick hurried tone of the English, mumbling up
words as they do, and chewing up syllables, which they say is "authority,'' and so far did they wander in all their topics from American ground,
in Rome and Switzerland, and St. Petersburg too—that if they had not
begun almost every answer to every question with I expect, and I expect,
I never should have ventured to break the ice, and ask them if they were
not Americans.
"Yes, yes," said one, and he was glad to welcome me, and, after a little
conversation, his curiosity broke out, and he exclaimed "how the d__l did
Ehrenbreitstein — French forces captured the fortress in 1799, and destroyed it
in 1801. The structure visited by Brooks was constructed after the Rhineland was
awarded to Prussia in 1815, at the Congress of Vienna, and was operational by
1834.
82 The St. Castor Fountain, as the monument is called, was erected and inscribed in
anticipation of a victorious invasion of Russia by Napoleon in 1812. After the unanticipated French defeat, a Russian army brigade occupied Koblenz and its
commander added the phrase quoted by Brooks (translated wording has been
corrected).
83 arbiter elegantiarum — (Translation) judge of elegance
81

you know?" I told him that every man who used the word expect, as he
did, was born south of Virginia, for there they expect, instead of guessing, as the Yankees do. They were pleasant companions, and our meeting was an agreeable one—for an American thinks more of an American
out of England; but we parted in the morning, they down, and I up the
Rhine.
Come, go with me another day, up the Rhine. The second day upon the
Rhine was more interesting than my first, or what would be the fourth
day upon the Rhine to the traveler who followed upon the river from
Rotterdam. The scenery was wilder. The castles were gloomier. The
rush of the water was more rapid and in a narrower bed, through narrower defiles. An excellent road runs all along the banks of the river, at
the foot of the mountains. The Englishman's coach was often seen upon
it. The bugle of the Prussian postilion would sound now and then, and
echo from hill to hill. Here and there was a cross, with some woman
kneeling at its foot. The church bell would strike at times. The drum of
the soldier was often rolled. A gay display of livery now and then. Here a
chateau, there the thickly clustering vineyards. Here, peeping over the
cliffs on the plains above, the rich golden harvests waving in the breeze,
and there the hills feathered with little trees. Now the Rhine would
branch off into the broad lake in quiet beauty, and pent up among the
mountains, hiding its ingress and egress too, quite deceive you; and
anon it would foam and fret and chafe, in anger as it were, that it was
passing in such a wild defile. Glorious river! glorious in fact and in fancy
too. Of all the things around, thou art alone unchanged. Castles have
fallen. Nations have thrown their flags upon thy cliffs. War has often
vexed thy bosom, but thou art the same as ever, in perpetual youth and
beauty, and one does not marvel why feudal lord and fiery chief should
seek thy sweet repose.
The castle of Stolzenfels, at the top of a mountain, is one of the first
which commands extraordinary attention. A little further on, and you
see, at Rheuse, the place where was the Königstuhl, (royal seat) and
where the four electors of the Rhine often meet to deliberate upon the
interests of Germany, located here because it was the place where the
territories of the four electors met. The French revolution that overset
so many kings did not respect their Königstuhls, and over this went with
it, lordly owners. On the top of a rock behind Braubach, in the duchy of

Nassau, is the strong castle of Marksburg, now inhabited, and very picturesque too. All our company started up to look at this, and they were
well repaid for their pains.
The Rhine now begins to make important bends. At Boppard a vast lake
is formed, surrounded by heights partly planted with vines, with villages at their feet, and many castles are in view at one coup d'oeil.84 Beyond,
the castles of Liebenstein and Sternfels, which form the summit of a
height planted with vines, ruins thicken upon you, so as to confuse the
memory. Welmich, with its Gothic tower, soon comes in sight. All now is
ruins! ruins, on the peak of almost every lofty cliff—prettier, lighter,
more classic, than the Gothic ruins of English castles. What dens for
robbery on the far-reaching Rhine its petty lords threw up! What a state
of society, too, that must have been, when man was only safe within
thick wall and moated ditch! These petty castles ever put me in mind of
the Indian warfare, and the little block-houses to which our fathers
rushed for safety from the tomahawk. Barbarian man here was little
better than the savage. If it had not been for the Christianity, with its
voice of peace to soften the ferocity of the times, would man have ever
advanced, and would the college and the scholar have ever divided sway
with the ax and blunderbuss? The ancient fort of Rheinfels is already in
view. The best comment I can make upon it is—none at all, for silence
often speaks what words cannot.
Wilder and wilder the country is. An enormous rock called Lorelei Burg
is on our left. A curious echo is here. Some workmen on the road blew a
blast on the bugle, to astonish us. Our captain fired off a small piece of
cannon. The boatmen of the Rhine here crying, "Lorelei, Lorelei," invoking the water-spirit that has dominion here, and "Lorelei" responds from
her rocky mouths.85 I love these little superstitions; they make us think
of others than ourselves; they show that we are not all of earth. And yet
wilder and wilder the scenery is. The early messengers of heaven made
their first lodgments here among these rocks, and spread Christianity
among the fishermen of the Rhine. The Rhine narrows, and the whirlpools form. Our steamer staggered in the current. The boatmen run
their wide rafts through in safety by attaching a large trunk of a tree to
84
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coup d'oeil — (Translation) glance
The Lorelei legend of an enchanting siren has been perpetuated in poem and song,
notably by Heinrich Heine in 1824.

the left side of one, which trunk is loosened when the whirlpool is approached, so as to be only connected with the prow. The whirlpool swallows this up, and thus the raft is attracted to the left bank, and kept in
the proper stream. The river here opens into a lake enclosed in rocks.
Oberwesel is in sight, with its Gothic church and chapel. On a wild, steep,
projecting hill stand the ruins of Schönburg castle. Caub comes next,
with the castle of Gutenfels. How strange it is to hear a bell sound amid
these rocks! The castle of Pfalz is opposite, in the center of the river.
Pfalz was probably built on this island, as a toll-house of the Rhine, to
stop the boats that would not pay the tolls. It is a queer place, with a curious staircase to the door of the castle, which is high up, to be free from
the river floods. Here Blücher86 crossed the Rhine, when on his way to
make an end at Waterloo of that sublime robber of a world.87 The
steamer "Ludwig" passed us here, which the King of Württemberg88 had
hired at Rotterdam solely to take himself and family up the river. Bacharach comes next, a walled town, so famous for its wines that Pope Pius
II89 annually caused a tun90 to be sent to Rome, and that the Emperor
Wenzel91 granted independence to the town for four butts of it! But—I
shall never get to the Rheingau, unless I break away from these castles,
and leap there with my pen at once.
Well, then I am in the vale of the Rheingau, the Eden of the Rhine, where
the epicure will smack his lips, and take off his hat in honor of the wines.
He will look upon the hill of Johannisberg with as much enthusiasm as I
look up the beetling cliff crowned with the ruined castle. Rüdesheim is
to him more than Ehrenbreitstein is to me. No matter: here are castles,
and ruins, Roman and modern for me, and glorious vineyards for you to
revel in, and I am sure I have no objections to a cup of Johannisberg, or
Gebhard Leberecht von Blücher (1742-1819) — Prussian military leader; fought
against Napoleon at Leipzig and Waterloo
87 Sublime robber of a world — The reference is to Napoleon Bonaparte.
88 King William I of Württemberg (1781-1864)
89 Pope Pius II (1405-1464) — Aeneas Silvius; born in Tuscany; pope from 1458
onward. The account of the annual shipment of Bacharach wine appears in
"Travelling Mems ... including An Excursion up the Rhine", Thomas Dyke, London
1834, 1:108
90 Tun — A large cask for wine
91 Wenceslaus IV of Bohemia [Emperor" Wenzel] (1361-1419) — born in Nuremberg; King of Germany from 1376 to 1400. The yearly tribute of wine may in fact
refer to the town of Nuremberg, not Bacharach.
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Rüdesheim, or Hockheimer either, to make the way agreeable. Just as I
began to be weary of being pent up among the hills with only vineyards
on the rocks, in my eye, and I might say I had seen enough of castles, as
we passed a cluster of them at Asmannshausen, and as six horses took
our steamer in tow over a ridge of rocks which cross the river at the
Binger Loch, the open, broad-spread vale of the Rheingau was in sight,
stretching as far onward as I could see, towns and chateaux on the right
and left, vineyards as famous as any in the world, and the rich mellow
cornfields now thoroughly ripened by the long summer sun.
The Rhine seems to have been formed for the purpose of charming the
eye in exhibiting delightful contrasts. As you first enter the river towards its source, all is dull and your expectations are sadly damped. All
at once comes the Drachenfels, and ruin and ragged cliff. Then the wild
passes, of which I have written, with their whirlpools and wilderness of
rocks, and then, as you have had enough of this, the Rheingau opens
with the panorama of everything you have seen before, specimens of
each all grouped for one glance of the eye. Wealth, taste, power, rank in
all times have sought a home within the Rheingau, or near about it.
Charlemagne built a palace at Ingelheim. One hundred pillars were
brought all the way from Rome to decorate it. The famous vineyard of
Johannisberg, the emperor of Austria92 gave to Prince Metternich,93 his
favorite, as a favorite gift. The vineyards alone on this estate, occupy a
space of sixty-three acres, and produce annually twenty-five hogsheads,
each containing 1,300 bottles, usually worth from eight to ten thousand
American dollars, but amounting in good years to double that sum, exclusive of other wines of inferior quality. The best wine, it is said, grows
nearest to the house. The vintages take place a fortnight later than in
other parts of the Rheingau, and the grapes which fall to the ground, in
consequence of this delay, are collected together by forks made for the
purpose. By the way, how does only twenty-five hogsheads supply all
the world with Johannisberg wine?

Francis II, Emperor of Austria (1768-1835) — Holy Roman Emperor; King of
Hungary and Croatia; King of Bohemia; King of Lombardy-Venetia; died in March
1835, shortly before Brooks' visit.
93 Klemens von Metternich (1773-1859) — born near Koblenz; German statesman;
Foreign Minister of Austrian Empire; active in Congress of Vienna; created Prince
in 1813; received Johannisberg estates in 1818
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But as I shall leave the Rhine at Mainz, and as there is so much of interest here, that description of all would be tedious, I will pass all over
now, and bid adieu to the blue mountains of the Rheingau, and the majestic lake of the Rhine, itself reflecting from its surface the many villages upon its banks, adorned with chateaux, and now doubly adorned
with the golden fields in the distance. I will quit all this, I say, matter for
poetry, in order to descend to matters of fact, just to give you an idea of
the manner in which boatmen manage rafts of timber upon the Rhine. I
saw one of their rafts at Cologne—a monstrous raft it was too—and, indeed the sale of a single one not infrequently produces $150,000! 94
The length of one of the large rafts is generally from seven to nine hundred feet, and its breadth about seventy. On this mass of floating wood,
there are twelve or fifteen small houses, built with planks, and the one
inhabited by the proprietor of the raft is usually remarkable for its elegance and convenience. There are sometimes upon one raft as many as
nine hundred workmen and rowers. The timber used in the making of a
raft is oak and fir. The bottom or base is formed of several long trees
fixed in rows, and connected together by trees of a shorter length laid
transversely; and every precaution is taken to make the work stout, and
strong enough to resist an ordinary shock. A great raft generally draws
six or eight feet of water. A large raft is always accompanied with several boats, the largest of which are laden with anchors and cordage, and
the small are employed in sounding the river. The houses on these rafts
are neat and convenient. The master's house is divided into two parts,
between which there is room for walking. On one side is the sitting, as
well as the bedroom of the master; and on the other the pilot's room
and the storage house for provisions. Quite at the end is the dining
room, and near it is the kitchen, in which may be always seen on the fire
a large copper kettle, constantly in use for cooking. A basket elevated at
the top of a pole is the signal when the meals are ready, and everybody
proceeds to take his share, which is served with a wooden bowl. The
consumption of provisions on a raft, from the time of its setting out till
its arrival at its place of destination, is calculated at forty or fifty thousand pounds of bread, eighteen or twenty thousand pounds of fresh
meat, ten hundredweight of dried meat, 12,000 pounds of butter, 30 or
94

The following description of the large rafts appears almost verbatim in the earlier
"The Traveller's Guide to the Rhine", Schreiber, Paris: Galignani, 1833, 303-5

40 large sacks of dried vegetables, a ton of beer, and six or eight butts of
wine. The live cattle are on the raft, and there are always several butchers in the equipage. This beats Penobscot95 out and out.
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Penobscot River (Maine) — From early times, the river was used to float logs
from sawmills in the North Woods downstream to the coast at Bangor. Being a
much smaller river than the Rhine, it is unable to carry rafts of the size here described.

39. Mainz
Frankfurt, (on the Main),
August 19, 1835.
Frankfurt is not half a day's ride or more from Mainz, and yet I have
been here several days, and for several reasons; one is, that one of my
old American companions when in England is a little ill, and another is,
that I have been hunting for a companion who will go to Vienna and descend the Danube with me to Constantinople,96 then to Jerusalem and
Greece, returning home by the way of Italy along the Mediterranean—a
journey which, with my habits of traveling, I can make with ease, and be
in London by April or May next. But, dumb as I am in German, and deaf
too, not feeling the ability to hire a courier, some of whom, by the way,
ignorant of everything else, speak half a dozen languages—Dutch, German, English, French, Italian, and Spanish enough, all of which they sell
for 30 or 40 dollars a month and "find themselves"—and knowing too,
that traveling alone is more expensive than company travel, generally
speaking; thus, tied hand and foot by that ugly tyrant called Economy,
rascal enough he is, and without the courage to venture thus, deaf and
dumb, all alone, I am going on "the grand tour," in the swarm, with the
whole herd, as great a fool as the rest of them. Every mountain, hill, and
rivulet in Switzerland will be overrun by us this autumn, and if I now
have a correct idea of Switzerland, it is about as sensible a visit for an
American to make as for the man who lives at Niagara to make a tour to
Trenton Falls.97 However, it is the fashion to go, and nobody will be "out
of fashion" in this world of ours. A man can say and do what he pleases,
and people will tolerate him; but if he does not wear a hat in the street
or a snug-bodied coat at a party, particularly the last, even the best of
the young misses and older madams will not treat him with civility. It is
actually more criminal in many places, even in the eyes of virtuous
women, to wear a frock coat at an evening party, than it is to … I will
River Danube — By 1834, passenger service downriver was available from Bratislava (ref. "A Steam Voyage down the Danube", Michael J. Quin, Paris:Galignani,
1836).
97 Trenton Falls — Located on a creek in Oneida County (New York), the waterfall
became a minor tourist attraction in the 1820s.
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leave blank the rest, for nothing would ruin the wearer sooner, such is
the power of fashion!
The "Hotel d'Angleterre," the "English Hotel" I stopped at in Mainz, is
very good. And I mention this and other things of the like, very often, so
that if any American should ever come here or intends to come here, he
may know, not only here, but elsewhere, all such things, but also the expenses of his route, and the time it takes to make it, if he will search out
such facts here and there, scattered as they are, all over these letters, for
I cannot arrange them and make a guide book for him, else all I write
would be mere statistics, tedious enough. It cost me, for example, about
forty dollars to come here from London, and I might have come with
ease for 30, or spent 200 on the route. I suppose I am 600 English miles
from London, but I have made a circuit of 100 miles or more, to add.
The difficulty in exactly calculating arises from the fact that here they
reckon in posts and German miles, which are not so easily made English
of in every case! Dutch gold answers yet. Dutch silver is not worth much
here. Prussia has money of her own. Kreutzers now take the place of
groschens, but the little money98 is not worth studying out; for, study it
never so much, you cannot make out what it is, the people themselves
not knowing half their own pieces, and as the silver coin is often adulterated by copper, you can judge of nothing by the size, the states and
towns and duchies hereabout seeming to be in the full enjoyment of that
beau ideal99 currency which American tinkers have so zealously endeavored to introduce into the United States. Why, when it comes night, my
sides ache from lugging about them hard money, which is not worth the
lugging, a whole handful of it hardly buying a man a dinner; but, necessary to be lugged about, as it is to have the air to breathe, no matter if it
is never so bad. Make up your mind, then, to lose by the exchange, every
time you change a flag across a boundary. Let porters and waiters cheat
you in the exchange, and they will, but they cannot cheat you much; and
then, by knowing well the value of the large pieces, with a good temper,
you will sail along as smoothly as you can wish. Never allow them to
mingle money of different kingdoms, as francs with Prussian thalers,
say, for they do this to confuse you, and to make a few centimes. And ex98
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Little money — (Translation) from the German noun Kleingeld = small change
beau ideal — perfect type

pect to pay well for speaking English, for my Lord Anglais scatters his
money at every step so profusely that more is demanded of, and expected from, him who speaks that language, than for the French or German. I came over here with an English gentleman who speaks the German well, and I found out that under his mode of proceeding, seldom using at the hotel his own tongue, that, or something else, if not that, made
a sensible difference in our bills.
There are three modes of traveling in this country: one by the diligence,
a stagecoach, which is the cheapest, cheaper I think than in an American
coach; the other in a carriage that you hire, cheap enough for a party,
but very slow; and the other "by post," with your own carriage, or without, just as you please, your own carriage saving you the expense of hiring one, and of changing at almost every station—post horses and postilions almost everywhere, night and day, being always ready. This
mode of traveling, by far the pleasantest, is likely to cost you 20 or 25
cents a mile for a party, which, when divided, is not a monstrous bill.
Two-thirds, if not nine-tenths, of the people who travel here, travel by
post, and very many with a carriage that they buy for the purpose, selling it as they easily can at the end of the journey. The postilions sit on
the back of one of the horses, and drive in that manner. They jabber a
little French almost always. The servants at the hotels, very often, one or
two of them always on the larger routes, speak English, French and
German, and the first very well too. I see the younger servants here at
the "Hotel de Russie" in Frankfurt, as I go to breakfast, writing their exercises every morning, in French and English; and indeed, this is made a
part of their necessary education, and to perfect themselves they are often sent from hotel to hotel, where they will hear a variety of languages.
Are there not some who will thank me for these particulars?
Mainz, whence I wrote you last, is the most important town in the grand
duchy of Hesse. The uniforms of different nations are seen upon the military here, for Austria and Prussia hold the fortress. Again, one may
have an idea of the extent of the Roman conquests, if he will remember
that the same legion, which under the emperor Titus100 assisted in the
conquest of Jerusalem, was stationed here. Charlemagne here threw a
wooden bridge over the Rhine. The present bridge is a bridge of boats.
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Titus (39-81) — military commander; later, Roman emperor

Mainz also claims the invention of printing;101 and it is a little remarkable now, that here, where printing was first taught, if not invented, that
a newspaper is issued not much larger than the leaves of a folio book,
while, in the United States of America, then hardly discovered to exist,
there are now more newspapers, and larger newspapers too, than in
any other nation of the earth. But what is there to print in Germany?
Why, if the freedom with which I am making many of these comments
was known to the police or soldiery where I have been, I should not be
unapprehensive of my safety. I would not write you letters from Austria,
for so little is the right of the person regarded under such a government,
that one has no security, of course, for his manuscripts, when he has
none for his person.
I love to dwell upon these little things because, I am sure, my own countrymen do not know the blessings they enjoy. This morning, for example, in this democracy of Frankfurt, and it is one of the four free towns of
Germany, with a senate and legislative body, I was awakened at six
o'clock by the drums, and saw four or five companies of soldiers passing
under my window; and since I began the writing of this letter, I have
gone to the window twice or thrice to watch the movements of these detachments of a standing army. The drum is heard every now and then.
The soldiers are thick in the streets. Walk out in the evening, and you
hear the patrol giving the regular challenge, and exchanging the password. The gates are guarded, and a sentinel is ever pacing there. This, all
this too, in a democracy, and in more of a democracy too than our constitution recognizes—for more popular its institutions are than ours,
taken as a whole, with the unequal representation of the States; and yet
this democracy is such as I represent it. You see, there is not much, and
yet there is much, in a name. Why have not we a need of all such nuisances as these about our very houses? Do you suppose that man is not
man all over the world? It is because our government as yet is as free
from the wild licentiousness of a mad democracy as it is from the tyranny of the despot, because it is a constitutional republic. King Numbers
and King Power are both ugly tyrants, unless you tie them up and watch
them well. The man that votes me down and robs me of my bread in
America, because I will not think as he does, I hate as cordially as I do
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the despots here. I have no more respect for the machine and tool of
party than I have for one of these machines here, going on two legs,
clothed in uniform, with a gun on his shoulder. Indeed, the soldier is the
better man, for he does not pretend to be free, whereas the republican
machine often does.
To give you a detailed account of Mainz, and all the history, little and
great, connected with it, I may again remark, as I have of some of the
other towns on the Rhine, that I should be compelled to make out quite
a little volume. Indeed, the traveler will find in all these towns a little
volume at hand, already made, and "for sale," which he can purchase
much easier than he can carry—for books here cost not half so much as
they cost in England, about the same as they cost in the United States;
but the carriage is not so easy, as, every time you ascend a diligence,
your luggage is weighed, and all over a certain number of pounds
(above thirty pounds in general,) is to be paid for, the cost of transporting which is not a trifle. Travelers commonly obviate this difficulty by
shipping off home their extra luggage, whenever they have an opportunity.
I went into the cathedral at Mainz, which is worth seeing, not so much
for the beauty of the architecture, as for the specimens of the different
styles it presents, from the year 900 to 1500. A column commemorating
the invention of printing is also erected here, as well as in Haarlem.102
Indeed, the traveler may find enough here to keep him for a week,
enough of Roman monuments, pictures, aqueducts, cemeteries, &c. But,
as by this time, the traveler's curiosity will be somewhat quenched, he
will not tarry more than a day or two, at the most. The curiosities which
most interested me were some valuable works in the library, printed
during the infancy of the art, such as the psalter of 1459, the bible of
1462, the catholicon of 1460, and many others of an earlier date. The
taste which the people here have for collections of antiquities, curiosities, &c. is stronger than even in England, for even every little town has
its museum, and other like attractions. Let it not be said in America, that
with a commerce as extensive as ours is, now visiting almost every part
of the earth, a museum of curiosities could not easily be collected in the
progress of time, if but the captains of our merchant ships would, as in
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Salem,103 collect the curiosities of all the countries which they visit, and
then unite them when they return home.
From Mainz, if you please, you can go up the Rhine in a steamboat, as far
as Strasbourg in France, but three days of time are consumed by this
journey, and as, by this, you would lose many objects of interest that a
detour will give you, I would not advise one to make it. I left Strasbourg
[sic, should be Mainz] for Wiesbaden, one of the Saratogas104 of Germany, which holds divided empire with Baden and Schwabbruck, and one
of my companions in our vetturino,105 (or hired carriage,) was the Englishman with whom I had such a warm debate in the steamboat from
London to Rotterdam—the one who preferred the despotism of the
Russian autocrat to the vulgarity of the American democracy! Never was
there a more amiable or gentlemanly man in fact. The only fault he had
was that he was very ignorant—of American affairs I mean—and if my
assertion is not sufficient evidence, I have only to add that he did not
know General Jackson106 fought the battle of New Orleans; think of that
too, though he had heard of New Orleans to be sure, but only as a city,
where the people die by cartloads, and where they shoot or stab every
man who cocks his eye at you! The poor man. I enlightened him all I
could, and he enlightened me, for I was as ignorant of Germany as he
was of America, and as he had been in Germany much, and spoke German well, he threw a flood of light upon my benighted intellect, and I
hope I did upon his.
Wiesbaden, I have said, is a Saratoga, and it is therefore here and hereabout, as a watering place, what our watering places are in America, but
only as far as the collection of people go—for matters here are managed
in a far different way—so far as I have heard of Saratoga, for I have never been there, and never mean to go, not in summer at least, but in winThe East India Marine Society of Salem, Massachusetts, founded in 1799, maintained a library and museum. It flourished in the first decades of the 19th century, being later subsumed into the Peabody Academy of Science.
104 Saratoga Springs — Located in mid-state New York, the location was developed
as a health resort (spa) from the 1820s onward.
105 Vetturino — (Literally) A coachman. Brooks uses this term, instead of the word
"vettura", to denote an Italian four-wheel carriage for hire.
106 Andrew Jackson (1767-1845) — Born in the Carolinas; lawyer; As U.S. army general, defeated British force in 1812 at Battle of New Orleans; 7th President
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ter, say, when one can have a place to put his head in, and a whole bed
to himself, without being compelled to sleep in tiers or layers. The environs of Wiesbaden are charming indeed. As you ride from Mainz you
have a view of the Rhine, you pass the "vine-clad hills,"—you see immense fields of grain, chateaux are all around you, the fruit trees are
now overladen with fruit, and the valley and the distant hill seem to be
struggling for the victory of beauty. Wiesbaden is in the center of the
broad-spread vale, and of itself is prettier than many of the Rhenish
towns, for I cannot say that I think much of town or village-making upon
the Continent. Bathing houses and springs are numerous here. There is
one spring like the burning springs of Western Virginia107 in its bubbling
character, as if there was fire under it, but the water will not, I believe,
ignite and burn as it does there. Two of the baths are kept exclusively
for, or rather are only frequented by, the Jews, for, be it known, that on
the Continent old prejudices are not yet enough worn away to be willing
to consider the Jews as made of the same materials as the world in general; but they are yet driven to their separate places of amusement, and
are yet compelled, if not by law, by a moral power, to live in their own
streets, even yet as a persecuted and despised race.108
I have always looked upon bathing places and watering places as resorts
of the sick, to talk over their "complaints," and thus to make each other
miserable, the haunted ground of living ghosts and bony specters, who
form in companies to fight the fight with death, and as resorts, too, of
the over-happy living, flushed with health to show that flush in dance
and frolic, and thus to make the miserable more miserable still in the
very contrast of a different scene. If I had not had such a feeling I would
have stopped at Wiesbaden, "to see the world." I only looked at its
springs and its baths, and its beautiful walks. The Kursaal,109 as it is
called, a new hall, is a splendid establishment, for the use of persons tak-

Burning Springs (Wirt County, West Virginia) — The community owes its name
to the inflammable natural gas that accompanied upwelling spring water. In the
early 19th century, this deposit was commercially exploited to produce salt and
illuminating oil.
108 Brooks would have been familiar with the long history of prejudice and oppression directed at European Jews, but could not have imagined the terrible scale of
events that occurred during World War II.
109 Kursaal — (Literal translation) Cure Room
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ing the water. To give you an idea of the manner in which such things
are done in Germany, I will enter into particulars here.
This building is situated at the end of a promenade, behind a fountain,
and communicates with an agreeable garden, in which there are numerous walks, shaded by trees. In this garden there is an arbor, where a
band of musicians sit in the evening and play. Little baths are all around,
in the open air, where companies, as the sun is setting, resort to sip their
coffee, or drink their wines, or eat their ices, having whatsoever they
choose to order, and paying for only that. The principal building includes a splendid dancing-room, with smaller rooms for refreshments,
and gambling too. This beautiful room—and beautiful it is, indeed, in its
decorations, furniture, and arrangement, too—has in it, various busts
and statues, and a cast from the Apollo Belvedere.110 The columns in the
great hall are of marble. The whole edifice is of stone, with a front of 350
feet in length. In front of the great saloon are colonnades containing
shops. During the bathing season, concerts are given daily at this building, balls often, and a table d'hote is provided every day. The funds for
its erection were raised in shares. Wiesbaden is full of Roman relics, but
I did not stop to see them. When the Romans and the Germans disputed
the possession of the beautiful territory on the banks of the Rhine, they
seemed to have encamped upon the heights around Wiesbaden, for the
traces of stone ramparts made by the Germans, and the remains of the
walls of ancient forts constructed by the Romans, are shown to this day.
It has long been used for the purpose of bathing, for history says it was a
favorite resort of Charlemagne.
The same day that I left Mainz, I was in Frankfurt on the Main. The road
over which we passed was uncommonly good, macadamized, as are all
the roads (or paved with brick) which I have as yet seen. Upon this road
is a monument, used as a fountain, too—a good idea this—with a Latin
inscription, stating that it was built by the order of the duke of Nassau,
in whose duchy it is. The sun was blazing hot, and the road was so dusty,
that I did not enjoy the spectacle much, if any spectacle there was. We
passed a number of ugly-built villages, (no villages are so pretty anywhere as those in many parts of the United States,)—with the timbers
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showing out, like the ribs of an old worn-out horse, the chinks filled up
with the brick or mortar, or with whatsoever the building material is.
They use, indeed, as much timber here for the framework of a little
house, as we should use for a palace, if palaces we had—often disposing
it in the frame in many fantastic forms, so that, when it juts out, it looks
like the play work of children. As we entered the gate of Frankfurt, our
passports were demanded, and, of course, we gave them up. Even democracies, you see, here have a passport law, to look out for stragglers,
and to bother well-disposed men. Without a passport, the gates of
Frankfurt would not have opened, which, by the way, would not have
vexed us much, as we could have ridden all round this little nation of
democrats in an hour or more.
We stopped at the "Hotel de Russie," which was a palace once, and is a
palace of a place now—with marble statuary in the niches of all its halls,
and superb rooms too, neat and cheap, with a table d'hote laden with the
luxuries of the valleys of the Rhine and the Main, that no traveler need
be afraid to touch, for fear his bill will be a monstrous one—for he can
live there at a cheaper rate than he can live in a New York hotel, and
with a bottle of Hockheimer also, if he loves it, upon his table. I need not
add that here I was quite willing to tarry a while with the old friends
with whom I walked over parts of Great Britain, one of whom, to my
great surprise, saucily pulled my ears as I was looking over a map at
Wiesbaden, with all my dignity on, wondering where on earth such impudence could come from there; and only he who has felt the loneliness
of a strange company in a strange land, with a strange language too, will
understand what an incident it was in my journey—particularly as I had
parted from them with no expectation of seeing them again, at least in
Europe. In fact, we Americans again come to a focus in Frankfurt. Illness
brought two parties to a halt—and the weather has been close enough
to make anyone ill, who don't leave off eating for a while, which is my
panacea for all diseases, and one that gives the doctors nothing to do. A
North Carolina bishop is here—A New York merchant with his daughter
and lady protégée—A New York divine with his daughter too—A Mobile
merchant, my two Connecticut friends and myself. A pretty collection of
wandering Americans this, at a city in Germany! Niles' Register and the
New York Gazette, which the American consul loaned us, made us very

happy. Father Niles,111 I am very sure, never had such a devourer as I
was of his statistics, documents, and figures too. As for New York, I
know just how much pig iron and linseed oil every merchant has to sell.
None but an editor can commiserate the condition of an editor deprived
of newspapers, his staff of life, his meat, his drink, his daily bread. I
ached to see one—can I get a stronger word?

★
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40. Frankfurt
Heidelberg, (on the Neckar),
August 20, 1835.
This place, in the Grand Duchy of Baden, is about eight hours' ride in the
diligence from Frankfurt on the Main, and is, in many respects, one of
the most interesting spots I have visited. But, before you consider me
here, please to suppose me at Frankfurt a little longer, giving you a short
account of the curiosities there. Frankfurt is not uninteresting to us, on
account of its peculiar government, in the heart of all the despotisms
hereabout, as well as for the fact that it has been the seat of election of
the German emperors. The government, as I have said in a former letter,112 is a democracy. The supreme government is in the townsmen
professing the Christian religion, and is divided into three powers—the
senate, a council of the representatives of the townsmen, and the legislative body. When Bonaparte was overturning the kings, emperors, dukes,
landgraves, &c., all around in Germany, Prussia, and Austria too, he did
not spare democracies even, and Frankfurt was by him deprived of its
liberty, and metamorphosed into a grand duchy, dependent upon him.
The Allied Powers,113 however, acting upon the principle of undoing all
he had done—else why leave such an anomaly as a democracy here?—
restored its independence and, in conjunction with the other free towns
of Germany, gave it a voice in the Diet, a deputy there, amid its titled noblemen! Frankfurt, too, belongs to the Holy Alliance,114 and furnishes
seven hundred and twenty men as its contingent of troops. Austrian and
Prussian troops are also of its garrison. In addition to this, it has a local
militia115 of all the male citizens of a certain age and condition, whom I
saw parading; and excellent troops they seemed to be, without a regular
discipline as they are, all in uniform, with fine bands of music, and well-

See Letter 39
Allied Powers — Prussia, Russia, Austria and Great Britain
114 Holy Alliance — Coalition formed in 1815 by the crowned heads of Russia, Austria and Prussia. Its intention was to stabilize Europe after the disastrous Napoleonic era, which came in the wake of the French Revolution.
115 Brooks returns to the subject of militias in Letters 88 and 98.
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equipped officers, who seemed to take a pride in the performance of
their duties.
This part of the democracy, I have no objection to an imitation of in our
own land—for, by and by, we shall find, and to our sorrow too, that a
militia, which now all are attempting to degrade, and which has, therefore, become degraded, so that every man who can afford it, or has ingenuity enough to invent an excuse, escapes from the performance of its
duties, will not answer the double purpose for which a militia must be
constituted—the first, to enforce the laws which its members make as
citizens, and the second, to repel all invaders of them, whether they be
tyrants at home or tyrants abroad. If I were permitted to be a lawgiver, I
think I would remedy all this mischief now, by inflicting a penalty for
the non-performance of military duty in proportion to the citizen's
property; for there is no reason why a man who has much to guard,
should not aid to guard it himself, or pay in proportion for the guard
that others give the much he has; and thus, the consequence of this
would be that the rich, as unwilling to pay their penalties as the poor are
now, would themselves perform military duty—all of all occupations in
society—so that the militia would be what the National Guard of a republic ought to be—well-acquainted with the laws, and interested in
their defense—lovers of liberty and acquainted with the weapons to defend it—lovers of order too, and bound to maintain it. Think of our large
cities and towns, generally speaking, having no such guard as this! Think
of their rapid growth, and the sudden influx of a foreign population, unused to respect anything but the bayonet, or the glitter of a uniform!
Think too of the host of troops that England is annually concentrating
on our north and east frontier—of the huge fortresses piled up in the
Canadas and in Nova Scotia too, which, God grant, there never may be
occasion to use; but which, as they are there, we must guard against, not
by a standing army, but by a local militia, confident in itself and in its officers, as well as ever-ready. The democracy of Frankfurt teaches us a
useful lesson in this leaf of its history, for a republic, more especially,
ought to have the best local militia of any people on earth, and yet we
have the worst, the very worst, I have ever seen or read of.
Those Germans whom I have as yet seen and met with, puzzle me much
when I look at their governments, their other institutions, and society as
it is. If I could talk, I dare say I could find a solution of the many difficul-

ties that puzzle me—but a deaf and dumb man, as I have often said I am
where the German is spoken, is not in the condition to escape from puzzles with only his eyes to aid him. They seem to read much and think
much, and yet in this enlightened age of the world, many of their states
are without constitutions, and the rulers over them are absolute. Books
abound, and yet the liberty of the press is not known. They know as
much, if not more than any other people, yet that knowledge avails them
but little in political or physical advancement. Ardent in the pursuit of it,
indefatigable even, and profound in its possession, yet how little does all
this turn to good in whatsoever affects or is to affect the destinies of
masses of mankind! I had no idea of the extent of German periodicals,
till I saw them in their reading rooms or casinos—periodicals treating
upon all the various topics of literature, and science, and art, apparently
with a profusion of learning. Newspapers are not scarce, but how unlike
a French, an English, or an American newspaper!—mere abstracts of
news—but indices, as it were, dull and soulless, of what this great world
is doing in its myriads of little societies! All the love of art that the English have, the Germans have too, with perhaps yet warmer, and juster
enthusiasm. Beautiful pieces of sculpture are here, there, and everywhere.
Galleries of paintings are numerous. Though with no musical science of
my own, yet I hope not without some natural love for it, nothing is more
agreeable, to one who has an idle evening, than to walk in the streets,
and listen to the sweet music that comes from almost every window. If,
perchance, one hears some German waltz, played upon a piano, which
he may have heard before some thousand miles distant, as I have heard
in my rambles here, sure he will then love music if he never loved it before—for of all the associations, perhaps no one is so strong, so touching, so full of words (as it were,) with such life and soul in them, as this.
Perhaps, too, no people are more thirsty for varied knowledge, or read
so much of the literature of other countrie,s as do the Germans. All, or
almost all, any way educated in these parts, speak French with fluency.
Very many speak English—whereas a Frenchman or an Englishman
speaking German is a miracle. Next to the Dutch, they probably know
more of other languages than any other people—the Dutch I except, for
as no one speaks their language, they must speak almost all others.

Washington Irving's116 books, in English too, are in almost every
bookstore in which I have been. Cooper's117 are often met with; but if
Cooper plays the fool in another Monikins,118 they will not have him
long. Pity, a man who has such a strong, and at times brilliant intellect,
should not know how to use it. Washington in a full-length engraving, is
seen at Mainz. All of the standard English authors are for sale, in German and English too. How much criticism and poetry have done for the
Germans—the Goethes,119 the Klopstocks,120 the Wolfs,121 and others
whom I know only through translations—but they have made a language, quite unthought of a few years ago, one of the most desirable acquisitions a man can make, not only on account of the vast extent of territory, and of the millions in it who speak it, from the Baltic even far into
France and Switzerland, and then in the South and East, in various dialects, I know not how far. But it is an acquisition mainly desirable on account of the immensity of its literary and scientific reservoirs. For
though French is necessary as the common coin of exchange with all the
nations, yet German is a kindred tongue with ours, and the Germans are
in many respects a kindred people, while the French are all different in
every imaginable manner.
What puzzles me then is this: that a people so thinking as the Germans
are—not volatile, but resolutely thinking—so full of knowledge too—
such enthusiastic readers of the classics, sparkling throughout as they
are with the luster of liberty on every page—valuing full well, as I know
they do, even the poor, but in this Old World, great, triumphs of Englishmen in their struggles for British liberty—what puzzles me then is,
that such a people permit, year after year, bodies of soldiery, the manmachines of the despots here, to ride rough-shod over them, and make
them slaves. The solution, the only one I can give, is that they are so narrowly watched, that they are afraid to move. Poor Poland has taught
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120 Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock (1724-1803) — German poet
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them a frightful lesson, that even submission to despotism is not so terrible as an empty and unsuccessful struggle to shake it off.122
Do not misunderstand me when I speak of despotism. The people here
apparently do as they please. They are secure enough in their lives and
property, for the despot never has a disposition to rob them of either.
Out of Austria, probably, they can say what they choose, if they do not
say it too publicly and too forcibly, and there are no spies, as it is said
there are now in Austria, to overhear and report private conversations—but they have not that glorious privilege of grumbling, which an
American and an Englishman have—of grumbling at their rulers and at
all they do. Pray do not think I am trifling here, because I use this word
grumbling. It is the very word to distinguish American and British liberty from the liberty here. Man is in some respects a steam engine. Grumbling is the safety valve that lets off what is within and frightens power
without, by its hissing and its noise, not to apply too much fuel, or to test
the strength of forbearance too long. Believe me, all men, or almost all—
I have never read of but one glorious exception, Washington123 alone—
men will be tyrants, and abuse power, if you are fools enough to let
them. If they attempt this with us, or in England, we grumble singly
sometimes, first softly, gently—then in masses, loudly, terrifically—thus
manufacturing public opinions, and by and by we raise such a whirlwind and put so much thunder and lightning in it, that we frighten our
rulers into moderation, and thus force them to let go their grip upon us.
Now people cannot grumble here, and hence they cannot often frighten
their rulers. The press, that electric battery124 of the social system, is
muzzled. The pen is, therefore, tied; and as for the tongue, fond of rattling as it is, it will not rattle long when each word may cost a fine, or a
prison, bringing the bayonet to enforce them. The privilege of grumbling
is worth more than Magna Carta, or the written constitution of the United States. Cunning men may twist words to suit any purpose. But grum-

After the defeat of Napoleon in 1815, Poland found itself increasingly under Russian control. The November Uprising of 1830 was widely supported by the people, and militarily successful. However, lacking support from other foreign powers, it ultimately failed, leading to a further loss of autonomy.
123 George Washington (1732-1799) — First President of the United States
124 Brooks is forward-looking in recognizing the energetic potential of the electric
cell: at this date (1835), experiments had not progressed to practical application.
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ble loud enough, and with tongues enough, and they can never go too
far.
But if, as I have insinuated above, a despotism gives security to life and
property, and a defense of both, and happiness exists on all sides, as it
undoubtedly does here now, there being far less of misery or poverty
than there is in Ireland, and as much content as there is in the United
States—if not more—why is not then a despotism a good government?
A most intelligent German, who spoke English well, put me this question, after I had granted what I have just before—he himself contending
that a despotism was the best government on earth, when justly administered, free as it was from party spirit and all the fiery hostility generated by it—with the people enjoying, as he said the people of Russia
now do, as much useful liberty as any people on earth. That an intelligent man would put such a question will probably astonish an American. And yet, every American in Europe who ever enters upon political
conversations will have questions as strange as this put him; and I can
tell him from experience, that he cannot always answer them as readily
as he thinks he can. I love to discuss such a strange question as this, for
it at least does me this good, that I lose some of my own prejudices, and
are [sic] taught the more to respect, if not to believe in, the prejudices of
others, educated under a different system. One's fanaticism, if any he
has, is thus usefully worn away. As the question was put me, and as my
acquaintance was arguing with warmth that the father of a family was a
despot, and if he did his duty to his children, must be; and that a patriarchal despotism, such as that of the patriarchs of old, where the chief
loved all the children of his race, was the very beau ideal of a perfect
government. I asked upon some circumstances, or objects rather, just
before us, to illustrate the effect of a free government, impelled by public opinion, upon the man, or masses of men, only as illustrating the
manner in which it raised and elevated them as human beings.
A porter was hauling off our luggage (and he had much) with great difficulty, loaded as it was in a long cart, the cart having arms (is that the
name?) or shafts of timber which only a horse ought to support, he himself acting the part of a beast, with this contrivance, as ugly and as inconvenient as you can imagine. "You may go", I said, "in Great Britain
from Land's End in England to John O'Groat's House in Scotland, or, in the
United States, you may go in a right line two thousand miles, and you will

nowhere see men acting the part of a beast, with so much stupidity—and
why? because there, every man, no matter how humble, feels that he is a
man, and here, such men only consider themselves as beasts, and are
therefore willing to act as beasts." "Here," I went on to argue, "you see
they do not consider man of importance enough to give him a pavement to
walk on, but in all these cities they again confound him who has not a carriage to ride in, with the horses that haul others, whereas even the smallest village in England, the mere road often, and so in the United States, has
its sidewalk, which is in fact of more importance than the road itself." "See
this stagecoach," I pushed my point, "with its traces of rope instead of
leather, &c. &c." and then I went on with the like illustrations of the
manner in which a popular impulse acts in bettering the condition and
improving the comfort of the human race. All these are little things, very
little things, it is true, in the detail—but it is in these little things, so
highly important in the aggregate, that our country is so preeminently
distinguished above all others—England may be excepted— an infant
nation as we are, hardly known here yet.
I shall not be understood unless I am more particular. I do not think our
people are happier than the people here, I am sure no people on earth
make themselves so miserable as the English. It seems to be the chief
business of their lives to be unhappy, and to make others unhappy too.
But, I mean to say, that under the government which you impel by the
popular impulse, and the more that impulse is infused the greater the
truth, the livelier, the more spirited, ingenious and exalted will the mass
of society be. I mean to say that a popular impulse acts upon government, and thus retro-acts upon itself, as the leaven upon the bread. It
is—I cannot find a better figure for my idea—the sal aeratus125 of society. It keeps all things in motion, and in commotion also, it is true—but
there is no stagnation anywhere. All is bubble, bubble—hubbub, and
hubbub. If a man sleeps an hour, he is a Rip Van Winkle indeed. Whatever faculties, not one class (as here,) has, but whatever faculties all classes of society have, are developed to their very utmost. Instead of
throwing in as a capital, one million of men to improve the condition of
twelve millions of their fellow men (as it is here,) you throw in for capital the whole twelve million under the popular impulse.
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Sal aeratus — Potassium bicarbonate, used in baking to raise dough

It is this popular impulse in Great Britain, there but partially developed,
which has made this little island the wonder of the world; and, notwithstanding the astonishing debt saddled upon it, yet better able to pay its
interest than is any other people on the Continent to pay their mere taxes; the most advanced of all people too, in manufactures and agriculture,
and as ingenious, if not more so, than any other. It is this popular impulse, thus acting upon society in the United States, there fully developed, which is effecting changes daily, more astonishing the more I
think of them, and compare them with the lifelessness and permanency,
or unchangeability rather, (if there is such a word,) of things here. It is
this popular impulse, acting upon the mass, which Tocqueville126 remarks, when he says there is no peasantry with us, as there is all over
Europe. This popular impulse gives us now, and has given us, so many
ingenious men from the humbler walks of life—more I think than any
other nation can boast of, considering how old we are as a people, and
not forgetting to compare the number of our population. This popular
impulse, in short, inspires everything in the United States. I believe—
having made the comparison with the best of English orators—that it
has given us the most eloquent men in the world, and when taste and a
more careful education have refined that eloquence, all the world, I
think, will acknowledge it too, for the Old World will not yet appreciate
what Nature does, and popular impulse effects, unless the polish is with
it. I might go on to prove that, just where this popular impulse has the
most sway, the most eloquent men must spring up, other things being
equal—and that for the same reason that England has orators, and that
we never hear of orators in Germany (where there is little or none of
this popular impulse,) for this very reason, our orators must, and will
be, more distinguished than those of England. Not only, however, does
this new impetus, so fully developed with us, act upon the intellect in
the higher exertions of its power, but it acts in business, in commerce, in
speculations, and unless there is some change of government with us, I
have not a doubt that, in twenty years, we shall be as rich as any people
on earth, side by side with England, and far beyond all the nations of the
Continent; for, as I said before, we have twelve millions of men contriving as well as working—and not one twelfth of that number, as it would
be on the Continent.
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We must, it is susceptible of demonstration, be the most powerful nation in the world, and soon—very soon too—if the popular impulse,
now impelling us, is not palsied by some change of government, or some
misgovernment, without a change. I feel this truth, the more I see of
other nations—and, now and then, an enlightened European is awakened to it. What wonders this popular impulse effected in Rome! With
what terrible energy Napoleon wielded it in France, when he fashioned
and shaped it amid the whirlwind of the Revolution! What wonderful
military men it then threw up! How intellect blazed and dazzled in the
fire of our own Revolution! The truth is, mankind have [sic] no idea of
their own energies till permitted or called upon to exert them. There is
intellect dormant enough in every generation which, if aroused, would
throw that generation centuries ahead. Our system arouses this intellect
as much as the good order of society will permit; and the effect of it has
already been to make us, in little more than half a century, one of the
important nations of the earth, and by and by, will make us the important nation, especially upon the ocean.
Let it not be said, we have done but little in literature. Shakespeare,127
and the bright host after him, belong to us as well as to England. Since
our revolution, what has England done so wonderful? Besides, intellect
does not necessarily develop itself in literature. There is poetry, energy.
Imagination comes as much in the daring enterprise that inscribes itself
upon the face of the earth, as there is in that which is written upon paper. Besides, we have labored under immense difficulties. Unfortunately, as writers, but fortunately in every other respect, we speak the English language. The competition has been too great for us, and the field a
little too unpromising. But wait—wait, and give us breathing time, and I
am confident that as soon as we can fulminate our Literary Declaration
of Independence (for we are not wholly "free" yet, as much as we boast
of it) the literary vassalage remains, and our writers and readers are too
often afraid to think for themselves. As soon as we can screw our courage up to proclaim this, then the same popular impulse will act upon us,
as literary men, that acts in so many other ways, though not in so
marked a manner. For literature, mere belles lettres,128 all over the
127
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world, have full scope, under all forms of government. The advantage
that we shall have, by and by, will be that our reading population will be
greater than that of any people under one government.
Pardon, pardon me for this wandering letter. Perhaps I have dropped a
thought now and then which may do some good. All I see here reminds
me of home—not by the resemblance, but by the wide contrast, as when
one is in thick darkness, he thinks most of the sun; and as my heart goes
homeward, it takes my pen with it, and I give you essays on what I feel
on this strange ground, rather than epistles of what I see. The screams,
yelps, and bellowings of the students in the college here, near my window all the night, (students will perform their pranks all over the world,
though a German yell of college boys is extra horrid,) have made all attempts at sleep utterly useless, and I have beguiled much of my time
thus taken from sleep, in the remarks above, which, if not arranged in
the best of order, charge to the account of—those rascally German Indians here.

★

41. Heidelberg enchantment
Baden Baden,
August 21, 1835.
Now I will promise not to stray away—very far—and thus commit such
a sin as I did in my last. See how well I keep my promise! I left my traveling friends in Frankfurt. One was not yet well. Whether I like the better
to travel alone, or in company, is a question I am yet debating in my own
mind. Alone, I see everything, and chat with everybody who speaks English, or will endure my French. As for German, I have learned just
enough to save me from starvation—water, bread, beer, butter, &c. &c.,
and Gallaudet's129 best of pupils was never more adroit in making signs.
But traveling alone here is very sorry and sad at times, I can assure you,
and many an hour hangs heavy. But traveling for pleasure is an idea I
have long exploded. The best of pleasure is with one's own friends,
probably in one's own home, where one has all the comforts of life. A
triste plaisir,130 as Madame de Staël131 well called it, it is indeed, at best.
Frankfurt, then, you may please to consider left, and described too. All I
need say of it is that, like all the cities hereabout, it is full of a thousand
curious things. They show you cathedrals, churches, museums, libraries,
academies, &c., till you are weary even of seeing such sights. But, one
thing they show, well worth going miles to see—and remember, I mean
what I say when I say this, for I am no enthusiast in such things—and
this is a statue of Ariadne132 by Dannecker,133 the most wonderful piece
of workmanship I have as yet seen, though I do not know what I may see
when I get into Italy.

Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet (1787-1851) — Pioneer in the education of the deaf
in North America.
130 triste plaisir — (Translation) sad pleasure
131 Madame de Staël (1766-1817) — French novelist and critic; of Swiss parentage
132 Ariadne — Greek mythological figure; daughter of Minos, King of Crete; assisted
Theseus to kill the Minotaur
133 Johann Heinrich von Dannecker (1758-1841) — German sculptor; born in
Stuttgart; his masterpiece, "Ariadne on the Panther", sculpted in marble, was
completed in 1814.
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Frankfurt is the rendezvous of the English in Germany; and many, very
many, were at our table d'hote every day—so very many, that if the
French and German had not hit my ears now and then, I should not have
known but that I was at an English or an American table. I left Frankfurt
in the evening, at 8 o'clock. Darmstadt, I passed therefore in the night,
and am not, of course, the wiser for such a visit. One of the oddest sensations a man can have, is to be passing through walled cities in the night,
particularly when the coach rumbles over the pavement in the narrow
gateway. If he should then half-awake from a slumber, and hear a company of Germans jabbering, not knowing one word what they say, if he
does not doubt that he himself is himself, and question whether he belongs to himself or to somebody else, then he is of a constitution differing from mine. I went through the process many times, during the night,
of proving that I was I; and then of satisfying myself how I came where I
was. Arriving at Heidelberg by daylight, in the morning, I did not know
where on earth I was; and as I was dropped in the street, mustered up
German enough to make the postilion understand that it was a Gasthof,
(a house for strangers, or a public house,) that I wanted. Actually, I was
so dreamy, and in such a fog of mind, that I could not tell the landlord,
who spoke French very well, where I came from, or how I came to his
house, which he seemed to be rather desirous of knowing before he admitted a stranger straying thus early in the morning, and thus carrying
his own luggage (a porter was not yet stirring); for, all the world over,
they have settled it that a man who touches his own luggage is no gentleman; and it is very suspicious even to be carrying your own outer
coat! Oh, fiddle-de-dee!
I came to Heidelberg to see the famous ruin there—the ruins of an old
German castle, one of the first of the kind, and I was well repaid for my
trouble. The position chosen for this castle gives the spectator one of the
grandest views in the world, built as it was, in the vale of the Neckar,
just where the river breaks between two mountains, on the side of the
mountain on the left bank with the opposite mountain and river in front,
and the long vale of the Neckar, as the river bends, to the left, throwing
open to the eye as far as Mannheim on the Rhine, a prospect ornamented with everything that can make a landscape charming—hill and vale,
river and field, church and city, all in as flourishing an agricultural country as there is, perhaps, in the world. The lord of the castle thus overlooked his vassals for leagues around. High on the table-land of the

mountain he had thrown up his costly structure, with its turrets and its
walls, embellishing every niche upon them with all the art of sculpture—fancying, no doubt, that for ages his race would dwell within; but
Time the destroyer has chased away their vision, and the crumbling
towers, the creviced walls, and the falling battlements attest that his
footstep has often trodden there, while sculptured kings and old divinities seem to mourn over the havoc he makes about them, and to tremble
for the period when they themselves must mingle with the common
mortar and stone. Time seems to rejoice in showing how he can work a
slow but certain ruin. There is, I fancy, now and then, much of mischief
in his triumphs—as when he comes with golden beams of morning, and
throws them upon such a relic of man's ambition—burnishing up the
gray facade, and the ivy-peeping pillar in robes of freshest light, as if to
contrast his own gay youth with the somber prospect all about him; or,
as in his joy, to exult over the ruin he is ever working, and to crown
death, as it were, with the dazzling garbs of the rosiest health. I ever
think of a corpse at such an hour, with such a view, as seen in its marriage robes. The setting sun, with its mellow hues, or the twilight mingled with the moon, agree far better with such a scene, for then the
lengthened shadow and the misty sky, as if in mournful drapery—the
louder murmur of the distant fall—the graver sound of the village
clock—the sweet repose of Nature—that soothing quiet for the eye and
ear—all are harmonizing with the sad and somber ruin, and the heart is
softened and forced to feel.
I saw the sun rise amid the ruins of Heidelberg, and I also watched its
setting beams. Sure I am, such a view is an era in the life of a man who
has ever dwelt in a world where, if antiquities exist, time has hardly left
a ruin of them, where no such structures stand upon the mountain and
the hill, and teach an awful history, and sure I am, too, I shall never forget the sad but sweet reflections of an evening passed, unknowing and
unknown, about these ruins, in the garden here, amid a crowd of people,
within its groves and on its walks, the music sounding from the ruined
tower, the mingled murmur of many sounds from far below, the river
Neckar rippling on its rocky bed, the little forest here, the arbor there,
now the thickly-growing fir, and anon the lofty oak, here the cliff, there
the flower bed, the mountain overhead, and the vine underfoot, here the
gallant beau with the lively belle, and there the jovial party with their
pipes and wine, all in the open air—beautiful picture, indeed it was! I

love these people, because they know so well how to live. They have not
suffered this ruin to be a ghost among them, and left it to the rook and
owl, but they have surrounded it with charming walks, and bade all the
world come in. When twilight is approaching, they conceal within the
ruined tower a band of music, that now sends forth a sad and plaintive
tone, and then the liveliest notes, as if the very walls were happy that
the world was happy too. To tempt the people to study Nature, they
have made Nature as lovely as possible. Every part of the world has
been searched to procure for them trees and flowers, and all are
marked, and from whence they came. Many an acquaintance of our
woods I met and welcomed here. You step from the thickly-crowded
walk in but a moment, to a solitude, if you choose. You may stand here,
and listen to the voices from the town below, and watch the lights as
they shine out one after another in every house—or, you may join the
festive board, and hear the story and the song. Go, if you wish, and gaze
at men in suits of armor, on counts, and emperors, and kings of former
ages, medallions too, and winged musicians, that in the misty light seem
life—life itself, as petrified on the ruined wall; or change the view, and
see the very life, as it speaks and acts in the gayest circles, all before you.
Much of history, from the fabled gods of Rome to the real emblems of a
Christian day, much of poetry and music too, in sculptured genii, stands
unscathed by time upon the walls of this majestic ruin. No bars, nor
bolts, stop your progress to see them all. In England, a sentinel would
have been at every post, or else a wall as thick as dungeon walls, so high
that the trees could scarcely overlook it, would have surrounded all.
But these people here know how to enjoy life, and to be happy, as I have
said before. The work of the day over, and they come in crowds here.
They labor to live, not live to labor, as is the case with us. Wealth, they
love as much as we—not to hoard and to gaze upon it, but to use it, and
to enjoy it too. No atmosphere of ice encircles them, but the warmth of
their hearts spreads all around. Life, they remember, was given to improve and to enjoy: and to this enjoyment here, they unite as much of
instruction as possible. Rational pleasure it is—how much better than
the beer houses of England, or many of the evening resorts of ours!
Some day or other, I hope we shall lose this part of the English character, this exclusive antisocial part, this love of wealth to show it, not to
enjoy it. The love of Nature even, that the English have, we have not yet.
They only, however, use their gardens and their walks, to keep them out

of sight, fencing them within lofty walls, as if to make others miserable,
who have not as much as they; to tantalize them, as it were, with an imaginary pleasure, giving the world a single peep, just to inflame the wish
to have another. The lesson we are to learn is from the people here, who
are not afraid to mingle together, who make their blessings common,
who are happy in seeing others as happy as themselves.
But to come to the conclusion here, I advise everyone who visits Europe
to visit Heidelberg, its chateau,134 and its gardens; for, as a lesson only, it
is worth much sacrifice of time, if viewed in a proper spirit by an American eye. The beauty of travel is that it makes you think, and thinking
enough to do, the traveler will find here, especially one from our New
World, where all is so different from this world here. But you would be
instructed also. If my eyes do not deceive me, this chateau here is one of
the finest monuments of art. If some Walter Scott135 would people it
with a story, the whole world would make a pilgrimage to its walls. The
palace of Otto Henry,136 as it is called, with its beautiful facade, is the
study of hours. I know not how many sculptures adorn it. Statues are
numerous, and the chisel, with its marvelous delicacy, has traced
around them garlands, foliage, trophies too, and a drapery that seems to
float. Groups of infant musicians play about the medallions of the Roman emperors. Love137 blows with trumpets. Some play on guitars.
Harps are in the hands of others. Above them are the Christian heroes,
mingling in strange association with idol heroes too. Joshua,138 the judge
of Israel, and Sampson139 also, are in the same rank with Hercules,140 the
son of Jupiter, with David141 at the end. Faith, Piety, Charity, Hope, and
Justice, each with its appropriate emblems, are in the niches yet above;
and over these are Saturn,142 Mars,143 Venus,144 Mercury, and Diana.
Heidelberg Castle is a major city landmark, now in ruins.
Walter Scott (1771-1832) — Scottish historical novelist, playwright and poet
136 Otto Henry [Otto Heinrich], Elector Palatine (1502-1559) — Died and buried in
Heidelberg
137 Love — Imaginary being representing the concept of love
138 Joshua — Leader of the Israelite tribes after the death of Moses
139 Sampson — Israelite leader, endowed with great strength
140 Hercules — Roman mythological hero famed for his strength
141 David — Killer of Goliath; King of Israel and Judah
142 Saturn — Roman mythological god of plenty etc.
143 Mars — Roman mythological god of war
144 Venus — Roman mythological goddess of fertility
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There is indeed a profusion of sculpture all around, so excellently done
that many say it is the finest work of art out of Italy, if there be now existing anything, anywhere, so fine.
I left Heidelberg the morning after this, quite before the sun was up. The
troubled sleep of two nights—one in the stagecoach, and the other disturbed by the German yells of the collegians there, who seemed to be
celebrating some fete that I could not understand, left me in that
dreamy way that I saw nothing clearly from Heidelberg to Baden Baden.
Here again, I was regularly smoked and smoked. The only time you can
venture into a German or Holland diligence is in the night, when sleep
gets the better of the propensity to smoke; for every German takes his
pipe, tobacco pouch, and flint with him. with as much surety as he takes
his coat. With the morning sun the smoke commences, and it ends only
with the later night. Fancy, then, one's misery, under a now burning sun,
the dust flying in clouds, the dust of a macadamized road too, with seven
or eight puffers all about him, heating even the rays of the sun, and
thickening the very dust. Certain I am, I shall be a mummy soon under
such an operation, and never fairly die, only cease to breathe.
I had a little adventure here, perhaps worth the telling. First, by the way,
let me say that in company now, I almost always strike my English flag,
and run up American colors as soon as possible, without seeming to
force the fact upon my fellow-passengers—and all the world over, rely
upon it, you cannot ride in a stagecoach a day, without knowing who a
man is, or what he is after, and all his cousins and second cousins perhaps—so keen is curiosity, in the little prison where all are sitting, to
know their fellow prisoners. An elbow companion, after sounding others, began upon me; and I was about his last patient, for I had been
dumb for hours amid the German jabbering, and so cold in manner, and
so cross on account of the smoke, that he evidently screwed his courage
up, before he hazarded his question. Something or other he said to me in
German—I know not what—at which I, of course, looked as wise as a
fool, answering him as well as possible, with a significant shake of the
head. "Oh, you are French," said he to me in French. I told him "no;" and
the accent of my "No, Monsieur," soon convinced him, I am sure, that I
told the truth. "You are English, then," he added; and here he was sure,
on account of my English accent of a few French words. "No, Monsieur," I
replied once more, with a smile that puzzled him to know what on earth

I was. "Hollandtz, then, I am sure," he added, with a tone of interrogation. I thought I would let him puzzle on; and I yet said "no." "But you
speak English," he pressed the question, "for, pardon me, you speak English French." The truth of this I did not need to be told of; and to puzzle
him yet the more, but yet to answer his question, I told him that I spoke
English, and English was my native tongue. The poor fellow for a moment, did not know what to make of such a novel subject in his travels. I
could hear him muttering "English and not English," and see by his countenance that he was seeking a solution of the difficult puzzle. At last, a
thought had clearly struck him, for his face brightened up, as he exclaimed, "You are an American then; and they speak English in America—
don't they?" I might have deluded him longer, by telling him that Spanish
was spoken widely in America; but, at last I eased his mind. I was not
sorry, as I said before, to sail under the American flag, and to doff the
English colors; for Englishmen, themselves, have such a passion for
making Englishmen miserable, and the people of the Continent generally dislike the English so much, except when they can get their money,
that an American always gains by making himself known. I could mention a dozen instances of the proofs of this fact in my own case. But the
one I have before me now—and it is the adventure to which I have alluded above—was so very amusing, that I must detail it at length.
No sooner had I declared myself an American, and the word American
had gone the round of the diligence, than a mad-pranked youth, who all
the day had been overflowing with life, began all at once a terrible talking at me in German. I shook my head. He made my elbow companion
change places with him, and when he was by my side, he only talked his
German the more. I asked him to speak French. A whole volley of German consonants then fell upon my ears. At last, in his despair, he resorted to the man who had been speaking French by my side, and made him
his interpreter. I soon found out the young German—and he was not
more than seventeen or eighteen years of age—was overjoyed to see an
American from the United States, and that his unintelligible German was
full of a thousand warm expressions for me. He was mourning too, that
he did not speak the English nor the French, and that he could not say at
all what he wished. His French instruction was to come, I understood his
interpreter to say for him, and that he was in his classics now. At last he
asked me in Latin if I understood Latin; and drawing hard upon the
rusty learning of a schoolboy day, I found I had just enough to change a

thought now and then, while he was voluble enough, and would have
been easily enough comprehended, but for the unaccustomed pronunciation that he gave it. He seemed delighted when he found he could talk
directly. I soon found out that he was imbued with what would be called
here, a mad love of liberty, that will cost him his head if he does not stifle it as he grows older; and that he looked upon the United States as a
beau ideal temple for liberty to dwell in—an Altera Roma, as he often
called it. He had been reading some German history—I know not
what—of our country's earlier struggles. and his imagination had pictured the people all as patriots, and the country all as a paradise. I did
dispel the beautiful illusion, for I wished it was true. But what amused
me much was the wild enthusiasm he seemed to feel for everything concerning us; and many more questions he put than I could understand, or
answer either. The fact is, he was but a boy of the school, on whose enthusiasm no cold water has yet been thrown—but a few years more of
age will dampen his ardor much. He clung to me during the whole journey. At Baden Baden, he would insist upon finding me the best of the
rooms. Nothing less was insisted upon, than that I should stay a month;
and when I told him I must be off in a day, he really seemed to be
pained. Everything that is curious in this, another watering and bathing
place, he took the trouble to show me; and as he seemed well acquainted, as I observed in my walks, with many of the principal people there, I
consented to take his introduction to a ball that was given in the evening, where I saw much, and heard much, though I understood but little—quite happy, however, with the use of my eyes in a corner, with my
strange friend at my side, watching the new spectacle of a German
ball—and the ladies, if not with pretty faces, with pretty figures, as they
went through their various dances—of the Galopade, Francaise, Retorte,
Mazurka, Boleros, and Fandangos, and other novel waltzes, with—I
know not how many names. But here, as I must dismiss my most amusing acquaintance, let me say that he did not forget me in the morning,
nor bid me adieu till I started off in the diligence, to part with him forever. Pity indeed, that such a fresh, pure and honest heart must change—
but it must, as it will never answer for the commerce of such a world as
ours!
On our journey we passed Karlsruhe, the capital of Baden, a beautiful
and neat city, with a palace in it, having a commanding view. The ride
from Heidelberg to Baden Baden was nearly ten hours in the diligence,

to which add two, spent in Karlsruhe. A German mile commonly consumes about an hour in passing it, so that it is about as safe to reckon by
hours as by miles here, particularly in a warm day. Five English miles
make a German mile, and five and a half English miles make a French
post; but, after all, the only idea you can have of distance here is the
time it costs to pass it. Baden Baden is off from the regular route to
Switzerland—not much, but only a little. English, French, German, Russians—all nations, or almost all, resort there to "drink," and "bathe," and
"dance," and "gamble." The ill go there to get well, and the well to get ill.
It is in a little nook of a valley, amid the mountains, as they call them
here. The town is on the side of the hill, with streets as puzzling as the
Cretan labyrinth145—ugly enough, generally speaking, and so overcrowded now that even a pig-pen of a room is a godsend, and the victims here chuckle over such a room as over a palace in a better place.
Baths and fountains are all about. Badhaus (house) is the German word
for the first, and an appropriate word enough it is too here. This only is
to be said of Baden Baden, as a town. Out of the town, over a little muddy rivulet, they have thrown up some palaces of places, and made some
beautiful walks that redeem the town. Give me a tent to dwell in there,
and I would be happier than in a temple on the other side. Beautiful, indeed, all is there, laid out in beautiful taste. This is the resort of all the
company for pleasure—the focus of the fashionables of the place. There
is a theatre there. They dance when they choose, or have a concert at
their pleasure. Refreshments in abundance are at hand, just for the paying for. They talk, chat, walk, or flirt, in the open air, in the private or
public walk, as they wish, or in the crowded saloon.
The saloon is a gorgeous room, and devoted to gambling, the evening of
which I am speaking. For the first time in my life, I am surprised that, in
importing fashions, we have not imported this—for the first time I saw
the delicate fingers of woman twirling the dollar, and the golden guilder,
and hazarding it at the gambling table. If I had not made up my mind
weeks ago, to practice the Nil Admirari, in the strange scenes here, I
should have been shocked by such a spectacle. They played high, it
seemed to me, as I value money. To say that they were indifferent to the
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Cretan labyrinth — In Greek mythology, a maze built at Knossos (Crete) by
Daedalus for King Minos, to hold the Minotaur, a monster half-man and half-bull.

loss of their money, is to say what is not true; for a man with the least
skill in reading the human countenance, divine, could read there, an
anxiety often—or as pleasure—when a sum was won, under chagrin at
its loss. A man may conceal all his feelings, and a woman often thinks
she can; but she is seldom or never right in her belief. Thus, the mangambler here, would see his money swept away with an apparent insensibility; but not a sweep would be made, when you could not mark its
effects, if not in the woman's face, in the twinkle of the eye, or the
movement of the lip, at least in some gesture or new position, that
leaked out a little of what was wildly working within. Oh, what profanation this is, of that delicate mechanism of hers—that tremulous fabric
that quivers thus, whenever it is rudely touched! And yet, that woman
should not gamble as well as man, and indulge in all his other vices, or
faults, whichsoever you choose to call them, is a conclusion to which I
have not come. The strangeness of the sight, however, made me marvel
much at first. It cost me an effort to believe these women were reputable, but I needed no proof of that, for everything confirmed the fact. In
but a short time, however, the novelty wore off; and I have no doubt
that, if I should live here a month, I should think no more of seeing a
woman than a man at a gambling table; so quickly have I learned, do
such impressions wear away, and so readily do we become what, and
think as, other people all about us.
Baden Baden, I might dwell upon a column or more, if this letter was not
already too long. A watering place is not to be finished in a single article,
particularly when a ball has enlivened it. But you can imagine it all, for
society here is as society with us; and I do not see that one would note
the difference except in language, and the more attention that the men
seem to pay to dress and etiquette, while in the waltz or dance they are
as boisterously happy as the liveliest circle that can be found in America.
I cannot say the women are beautiful. Holland engrosses all the beauty
of the Continent, I suspect! Uglier people, in fact, cannot be found in the
world, than the women who labor in the fields here, and who are thus
burnt by the sun. The women, I am half-inclined to think, do all the
work, for I see but little of the men at harvesting. Probably, as it is necessary to make all the men into soldiers, it is as necessary to make the
women, men. But aha! halt! that will o' the wisp, association, is leading
me rapidly off over field and bush; and unless I tie up here, I may not
find a post for miles to come.

★

42. Road to Basel
Basel, (Switzerland),
August 26, 1835.
The Duke of Baden146 is a gentleman. He lets one go through all his territory, which is indeed quite a kingdom for Europe, and cannot be put in a
snuffbox, as some of them can, without bothering him or her, of which
gender soever one may be, with a demand for "passport," "passport," at
every part of every petty town. Thank ye, Mr. Duke of Baden, Esq.; ye are
a very well-behaved man, and if ye ever come to America, where I am a
prince (for we are all princes in America, with an odd-built throne they
call the ballot-box) then I will give ye the honors of the kingdom there.
By the way, we republicans are rather troubled over the water here to
know what to call ourselves at the hotels and the police offices. If we
were all to call ourselves princes, as we are, I fear they would think we
had a sorry retinue, and that princes were rather thick, too, in the American forests. But if territory makes a prince, many of our land speculators own more land in extent than two thirds of the princes here rule
over, without owning an acre, perhaps; and therefore, why should not
they be princes, dukes, or at least landgraves?147 However, as we must
pass for something or other here, it amuses me much as I go along, to
see the different designations which Americans assume. The majority of
us go for Gentilhomme,148 which, you know, is at best a very equivocal
description; for there are no better-looking gentlemen than the swell
mob in London. Now and then one passes himself for a Rentier,149 or
Propriétaire,150 a description of people we have not as yet become technically acquainted with. One man, whose name I met with, had the courage to write himself nothing at all—which is really the best way, after
all, of setting down one's standing, if one is sure of escaping trouble by
so doing. The truth is, a plain republican is in a very awkward condition
Leopold I, Grand Duke of Baden (1790-1852) — Succeeded to title in 1830; liberal-minded ruler
147 Landgrave — German princely title
148 Gentilhomme — (Translation) Gentleman
149 Rentier — Person living on income from property or investments
150 Propriétaire — (Translation) Proprietor, house owner, landlord
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in this artificial world. The record of one's stand or état,151 is as much
expected as the record of his name; and as we are all of us just nothing
at all without a state or standing, or rank, claiming no distinction but
that which merit may give, we stray republicans scratch our heads often, I venture to say, before we record our names among those of the
dukes, princes, nobles, ancients &c. &c. in the hotel books, inquiring
what we really are—a question which, for the life of me, I cannot settle
here, inasmuch that, if we were to write ourselves "republicans," we
should frighten the police out of their wits, and frighten half the kings
out of their senses, by the belief that we were sowing treason, though
we spoke not a word of the language. Nothingarians, then, I proposed to
pass for. Let us write ourselves down "nothingarians." The police will
then think that is American for some wonderful man, and the waiters
will bow us in and out with twenty congees152 more than common.
Baden Baden, I quit at noon. By five or six o'clock, the diligence brought
me to the Rhine, opposite Strasbourg in France. The road was not remarkably interesting. To avoid being smoked, and made quite a mummy
in this day's trip, I got into what is called the Coupe of the diligence,
where but three persons are usually allowed—a seat generally considered the best in the diligence—concluding that two persons could not
smoke one so thickly as six or nine could in the Interieur; but unfortunately for me here, the Coupe, though divided from the Interieur, was
only divided by a seat from it, as well as by another seat from what is
called the Rotonde, so that I was again compelled to undergo a fumigation, and to have the company of a puppy dog in the bargain, which I like
very well, notwithstanding his hairs, as I understood his bark, which
was à la Angleterre. Even the bark of a dog, I can assure you, is agreeable, and worth recording, when you are in a diligence half a day with
people conversing in a language, of which the most I know now, though
I am not so deaf as I was, is to guess the subject of conversation.
But you may have some curiosity, by this time, to know something more
of what a diligence is, and how it is divided into apartments; and if you
are so uninformed as I was, of the manner in which those land-ships are
built, my information may not be unacceptable. Fancy then an omnibus,
151
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congee — ceremonious bow [obsolete]

or a yet larger vehicle—or an American stagecoach say, three times as
long as it is—divided into three apartments: the first, called the Coupe,
toward the coachman, with windows in front, and windows at the sides;
the second called the Interieur, the middle apartment; and next the
third, which is called the Rotonde, considered the least important in the
apartments of the diligence, behind as it is—and therefore seats in it
cost a less price than in the Interieur, those in the Coupe costing most of
all. But, these diligences vary very much in construction. Some have
seats for the conducteur, or coachman, or guard. In others, the postilion
sits upon one of the "wheel-nigh horses," guiding them, and guiding the
fore-horses by reins, having a horn under his arm, and a huge tassel
swinging at his back. In many of these diligences, there is no connection
between the different apartments. In others there is, by means of a window, to be opened or shut at pleasure. All have places on which hats or
coats may be swung. For the passenger who sits in the middle, there is a
place made on which he can lean his head. Indeed, they are made very
comfortable—much more so for those little conveniences, than the best
of the American coaches; for there is room for your legs and bodies, and
thus an opportunity to breathe freely, which one does not always have
with us. Some of the French diligences, I see, have a place on high, on top
of the coach, over which there is a covering, where passengers can be
put. Some of the diligences carry twenty or more passengers. The usual
number is about twelve—three in front, three behind, and six in the
middle. When a diligence is filled—the top and the within, the weight
must be immense. They look like large houses moving over the land, and
ordinary horsepower would in vain attempt to haul them with us, over
our rough roads, while here they go very well on the paved or macadamized roads, all graduated as they are, though not at a rapid rate—
seldom over six miles an hour; five, generally speaking, but not much
over three in the hilly parts of Switzerland. It is a very good way of traveling, the smoking except. You can read with ease in them. You see society as it is. You meet often with interesting companions. The people of
the country almost always journey in them. Englishmen and Americans
with families, almost always journey to Switzerland, either in their own
carriages, or a vetturino, or hired carriage and horses, which you can
always readily get almost everywhere at a cheaper rate than you can
post with the horses of the post, or government, in your own carriage.

I say you meet with amusing companions in the diligence, and I again, in
this day's ride, had another proof of it. Thrown upon my own resources,
as I am now, for companionship, I fall into strange society with a delightful facility. One of the Germans in our coach, observing that I was reading (or studying rather,) a German book by an English-German Pocket
Dictionary, addressed me toward the end of our journey and, much to
my surprise, in English; and I soon found that he spoke German, English
and French. We formed an acquaintance rapidly, and he insisted upon
taking me to his favorite hotel in Strasbourg, the Ville de Paris, where, as
soon as he learned that I was an American, he was wonderfully kind,
carrying me all over the city, by its walks and around its suburbs, from
the Orangery of Josephine153 to the banks of the Rhine.
This man did his business of sightseeing with such an air, that I must not
let him go, but must further treat of him. We visited the church of St.
Thomas, together to see the mausoleum of the Marshal Saxe.154 I would
have laid a wager that I could see a sight through quicker than any other
man; but a glance of the eye, and a scratch in his notebook, and he was
done with this, its allegories, and all so quickly that I was compelled the
day after to take another view, when I found the monument to be one of
the most splendid I had ever seen. A second past, and the splendid cathedral of Strasbourg, one of the most renowned in Europe, was finished
with a like scratch of the pencil. An ice came next—an ice-cream, I mean.
The walls of Strasbourg were raced by the gallop. The Orangery of Josephine was finished in a twinkling of the eye. A speculation in sausages
came next, which my funny friend was going to carry all the way to
Hamburg. We listened to the music on the promenade—the welcome
given to the general just from Paris. And then we turned a corner, and
my friend again was buying some goose grease, manufactured, as he
said, at a place the most renowned in all Europe. We wandered home. A
dessert of fruits was ordered up, and the best saloon was opened, and
while he was eating them, and drinking his wine, what should come up,
but a milliner with lots of shirts, that were tried on, and paid for on the
spot—he chatting with her in German, in barbarous rapidity, and translating all to me in English as he went along. At parting, he forced a HamThe Orangery is the largest park in Strasbourg. Its pavilion was named for the
Empress Josephine, first wife of Napoleon Bonaparte.
154 Maurice de Saxe, Count of Saxony (1696-1750) — German, of royal birth; career
soldier; rose to Marshal General of France
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burg ducat upon me as a token of remembrance, and I, in return, made
him take a golden eagle.
The pithiest of the story I have not told yet, and I am hesitating to consider whether I shall tell—but this I will say, if you will promise to keep
it a secret, and not put it in print—he promised me a wife when I came
to Hamburg, for he took it for granted, that I should not omit to make a
visit there with as much of a fortune as one could desire; but, whether
the fortune was to be in his gift or not, I did not inquire, not intending to
take Hamburg in my route, and being quite sure that it would be rather
difficult to make love in German, even if the lady would say "Yah." The
air of business with which all this was done, amused me so much, that I
have thought it worth the record, as showing into what funny company
a man is thrown, when he falls upon society, to float with it alone. The
good man gave me his card, told me to make his house my home, with a
thousand other kindnesses, which all assure me that human sympathies
are not confined to one language nor one people. When I complimented
him upon the ease with which he spoke so many languages, business associations, he said, compelled him to learn them: for with Englishmen
and Frenchmen, he added, he transacted as much business as with the
Germans. Germans, I always remark, speak English better than the
French, for they catch the accent better, and pronounce the different letters with more ease. My friend and myself parted, as usual in travelling,
never to meet again!
The cathedral and the mausoleum of Marshal Saxe are the chief lions of
Strasbourg, though the walls are a curiosity for their strength and extent. Strasbourg has figured much in French history, and has been
strongly fortified, located as it is, in sight of Germany, at that, the Rhenish gate of France. My passport receipt told me that I entered the gate of
"Austerlitz;" and one of the first sights I saw was an inscription on some
public building, "we will be free or die,"—which motto, if it is adhered to,
will in the present state of things, compel them all to die: for little of
freedom, I fear, is to be left under the late proceedings, since the attempt
to assassinate the King of France.155 Here, at this gate, it was that I first
saw some of the famous soldiers of France, whom Napoleon led to the
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gates of every capital in Europe, and with whom, when but a boy, like
Hannibal,156 he came thundering upon Italy from the glaciers of the
Alps—soldiers famous too, not only under his lead, but famous from the
age of Louis XIV,157 with whom French marshals have always accomplished wonders.
Always when we form great ideas of an object in a fancy-vision, we are
doomed to disappointment. I had been seeing such superb troops in
England, maneuvering with such wonderful skill, such rigid discipline
too among the excellent troops of Prussia, and so much of apparent bottom158 and manhood in the Austrian legions, that, knowing the French
always put the two last to flight, and often drubbed the first, I fancied I
should see something more than men—giants moving with an engine's
power, such discipline as other men could never equal, such beauty and
precision as none can rival. But, what was my surprise at seeing men,
little men in uniform, with pantaloons of red, as if of prisoners, with
slouching caps; and when they were marching, marching almost every
way, their bayonets pointing to almost every mark of the compass, their
lines irregular, and the step apparently anything but that of the soldier's
step! The French legions there! I hardly believed it, as I saw a parade of
many regiments at Strasbourg; and I can now hardly credit the fact, that
such are the soldiers who have so often awed the world. But the French
are not a people to be calculated upon by the same rules that govern
others. Of all the people of the world, they have the least of mechanism
in their construction. I watched for a long time the movements of the
soldiery. Long indeed it was before my curiosity was satisfied; for I
know nothing so pleasant as thus to have the reality of what one has so
often had so many visions, in all his readings. Some day or other, the period will come—Louis Philippe159 is but adjourning the day—when the
French and British soldiery, shoulder to shoulder, will fight the battle of
liberty against the despotism of the Northern Powers.160 When that day
does come, if I live to see it, how great will be the pleasure of thus havHannibal (247 B.C.-c.182 B.C.) — Carthaginian general; successfully invaded Italy, but unable to take Rome; widely admired as military strategist
157 Louis XIV (1638-1715) — (The Sun King) Bourbon; King of France; imposed an
absolute monarchy and built a powerful centralized state
158 Bottom — (per Webster) Capacity (as of a horse) to endure strain
159 Louis Philippe I (1773-1850) — King of France, 1830-1848
160 Northern Powers — Russia, Prussia and Austria
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ing an embodiment of the idea, as the intellect and the chivalry of Europe contend with its mechanism and its brute force! The sooner this
great war is waged, is better for mankind; for so much the sooner will
they have that rational liberty to which they are entitled.
But on, on, I must whip up my traveling Rosinante,161 or I shall never get
on. He is a very stupid beast, and loves to stop and browse at every step
of the way. On, on—the spur is applied, and I am sure he will now go on.
Saturday evening, the 23rd, I left Strasbourg for Basel, or Basle, as it is in
French. I cannot say that I prefer traveling in the night; but if the diligences will go in the night, what can the traveler do, who cannot form a
company to hire a carriage by day? Of course, therefore, I was not wondrous wise till I reached Colmar, and the daylight broke in upon us. I
was not much wiser then; for though we stopped two hours, the only interesting object I saw was my breakfast, which they dole out to you, all
along from Germany to Switzerland, in such little pots of coffee—
portions they call them—that though I ever hated the drink, I love it
ravenously now, because they give one just enough to make him think
he cannot have more. I will give the hotel keepers all over the world a
hint, if they will take it just now. Never sharpen a hungry man's appetite
by feeding him with bits. Give him twice as much as he can eat, and he
will not eat half as much as he can. The man who is a shark in a London
coffeehouse over a bit of beefsteak, is but a moderate eater at the table
d'hote. I charge nothing for this hint, but I throw it in, as it will save the
life of many, if it has effect.
The breakfast over, and other diligences from other quarters of France
arrived, we were permitted to go on. Mulhouse was the next important
town, but as his majesty's diligence kept us four hours in it, of course we
did not like it much. French and German are spoken here, as well as at
Colmar and Strasbourg. The mass of the people speak German; but
France, with her arms, has brought the French language too. Mulhouse
is a manufacturing town. The great canal connecting the Rhine and the
Rhone162 runs through here. The new part of the town is beginning to be
Rosinante (Rocinante)— Metaphorical reference to the horse ridden by Don
Quixote in Cervantes' novel of the same name
162 Work on the strategically important Rhone-Rhine Canal, ultimately connecting
the North Sea to the Mediterranean, was first authorized in 1783, and finally
completed in 1833. The southern branch (still intact) measures 224 km.
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pretty. The old is ugly enough. The same may be said of almost all the
towns on the Continent, and of Great Britain too. In old times, men huddled together. The several stories of the houses so jutted over the
streets, that opposite roofs almost touched. Perhaps this was for the
purpose of defense, that they might be more easily surrounded by walls,
the more they crowded the population together. But the love of the
country and of gardens was not so strong two centuries ago as it is now;
and perhaps the same causes that now lead our population to cluster
together in the center of the towns, rather than to seek the suburbs—
the comparative wildness of the country, its want of cultivation—also
led the people to crowd together there.
Our diligence plodded on, stupidly enough, meriting its name of diligence, perhaps from its diligent stupidity: but surely not from its activity—as the snail is diligent, so were we. I did not have company of the
kind that would keep me awake. I had been fool enough to get into the
Coupe, and there to trust myself to the company of one man, who was
the drollest companion I ever met with. The roadside was stupid too. It
was with delight that, as I stopped at a little village, I heard the sound of
music in a little grove, and saw there a company of dancers. Here was an
incident, one at least for the whole day. On planks swung upon the arms
of the trees, a band was playing. A floor of plank had been built nearby.
A hundred or two of the neighboring peasantry were here, a-waltzing
with all their might. The circle was continuous. The music never seemed
to stop. The stout-built girls, and the stouter men, whirled through the
waltz, if not with all the grace of Venus, with all the force of Hercules
and the tread of Vulcan.163 Happiness shone forth in every face. I never
saw a livelier or a happier crowd; and as they responded to the music
with their arms and hands, one could readily see it was happiness,
without sorrow cankering within.
A blast from the horn of our conducteur called us all away, and again we
were in our stupid diligence. The prospect, however, began to improve.
Some of the vales of the Rhine were in sight. The mountains had a
pleasanter look. Anon, we were in sight of the tower of Hüningen, the
stout fortress that the Austrians overthrew at the close of the last Continental war, at the request of the Swiss, for from this fortress the French
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had been in the habit of annoying Basel. A French officer took our passports here, and put his "seen" upon them. But a few steps further, and a
Swiss officer did the same thing. A rod passed over—only the drawbridge of the fortress at Basel—and we left the French soldiers on one
side, and came under the guard of the Swiss soldiers on the other—or,
in other words, we were in Switzerland. Sous and centimes ceased to be
the change, and batz and rappees came into our hands. What a bother all
this, no man can tell. The ghosts of Dutch stivers, Prussian groschens, and
German kreutzers, and French sous, haunt my pockets yet. Vain is the attempt to get clear of them as you journey along.
As I entered into Basel, toward the evening, I was, for the first time, reminded that it was Sunday, by the closing of the shops and the silence in
the streets. I had forgotten it myself, and for a long time, I was puzzled
to account for this silence in the town. Over in France, they were having
the jolliest times, and here in Switzerland, they looked as demure as
owls. If I were to express my opinion, and decide upon which was the
better, what a hubbub there might be! for, free as we are in the United
States, we will not tolerate a difference of opinion, without proscription.
The United States and the States of the Holy Alliance are the only states
where one is punished for difference of opinion. The monarchs of the
North use prisons and force as punishment. We are afraid of each other.
Social machinery compels us to herd and to go in flocks. In England and
France, a man upholds what opinions he pleases, and society, as yet, uses no machinery to kill him. But we are all so intimately linked in what
we call Public Opinion (often manufactured, by the way, as wind is by
the blacksmith's bellows) that we are afraid of it, and seldom dare blow
a blast the other way. Whether this is for good or ill, I cannot stop here
to discuss; for an essay might be written upon it. It sinks the man, if it
exalts the nation.

★

43. Things in Switzerland
Bern,
August 26, 1835.
Welcome to Switzerland! Switzerland is New England, and New England
is Switzerland. The west of Virginia would be Switzerland too, if it only
had the bright valleys and laughing fields of this happy land. Put glaciers
upon the Alleghenies, and on one side you would have the Alps, and the
Blue Ridge would be the Jura—not with the Alleghenies, the awful,
snow-crested peaks of the Alps themselves, but an Alps with as wild valleys and as threatening passes. I am not sorry that I came here, for nothing is more delightful than the change from the golden valleys of the
Rhine, now flushed with the harvest, to the green vales and the grey
cliffs of Switzerland. The summer is over, and at times I fancy I have
shunned the early winter, and met with the joyous spring—for all is
green here, even now—and we have verdant lawns, not scorched by a
summer sun, and fields, from which, if the grain is gone, the clover is
rapidly taking its place. But the winter is in the distance. I see it already
coming. I feel it in the blasts from the mountain tops. My heart bounds
for Italy. I long to cross the Alps, and be in that world of wonders, where
the Roman trod. Of Goth, German, Frank and Hun, cruel despoilers of its
palaced cities, and sunny fields, I have had enough. I know how it is—
but I feel that all is barbarism here, compared with what the Alps but
just divides from me. I know the impression is wrong, but I will record
it, to let you see the change.
My last letter was from Basel, the capital of one of the twenty-two Swiss
Cantons, written in a little room of "The Three Kings," ("Trois Rois,")
overlooking the here rapid waters of the here noisy Rhine. The river
here divides itself into two parts, which are connected by a bridge. The
people are of the German race, and the religion is the Protestant. I do
not know whether it is necessary to say there is a cathedral here, for
there seems to be a cathedral wheresoever I go upon the Continent,
even in the small towns that do not seem to have had wealth enough to
build one. This cathedral here is remarkable for the beautiful position it
has upon the Rhine, with a terrace about it, commanding a superb view.

The tomb of Erasmus is here too. The tomb of Euler164 is also here. I
have regard for the first, for I read his Latin in my schoolboy days at my
pleasure, not as a task—but the Algebra of the last was given as a lesson,
and therefore was a bore. Every town here and hereabout, has a Hotel
de Ville, which, in our plain English, where we have no commerce of soup
and Bureau of tobacco smokers, as they have in France, only means a
Town House, such as Faneuil Hall, or the like. The town house here,
where the military seem to have their headquarters, is covered over
with paintings on its outer surface, and the statue of Munatius Plancus,165 a Roman general under Augustus,166 is also there. Holbein's167
paintings are conspicuous. The famous painting of the Dance of the Dead
has only been preserved in fragments.168 The portrait of Erasmus by
Holbein is here, and of Luther169 too, by the same hand. Letters written
by Erasmus himself, are also shown—his will also, and some little movables. The gardens all about here are numerous and pretty. No huge
English stone walls, with frowning servants, are around them. Some of
them are open to the citizens on certain days, but to strangers any day.
The young misses will show you all around, and thank you for coming to
look at papa's gardens, and help you along with your French with the
kindest air imaginable—never laughing as we should, and do, at a
Frenchman's blunders, but excusing all, and complimenting you delightfully, the more blunders you make. People here, I repeat, seem to use
their property to make others happy. The people here are said to be
very rich. Millionaires, it is averred, run in the streets. But the signs of
this wealth are not very visible. The equipages170 are not remarkable.
The houses in the country it is true, are very fine.
The funniest thing I saw at Basel, was the clock upon the bridge. All this
Switzerland is indeed remarkable for a fancy in clocks, and for queer
devices. Geneva, you know, sends watches all over the world. This clock
Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) — Outstanding Swiss mathematician
Lucius Munatius Plancus (c.87 B.C.-c.15 B.C.) —Roman senator, consul and censor; presumed founder of the city of Basel
166 Augustus (63 B.C.-14 A.D.) — First Roman emperor, from 27 B.C.
167 Hans Holbein the Younger (c.1497-1543) — German-Swiss portrait artist
168 Holbein's Dance of Death (Danse Macabre) survives as a series of woodcuts,
drawn in Basel in 1526
169 Martin Luther (1483-1546) — German theologian; credited with starting the
Protestant Reformation
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here, in an embrasure of a tower of the bridge facing Germany, is connected with a head cinctured with a diadem, which continually protrudes and draws in its long tongue, moving the eyes at the same time.
The object of such a figure was to bully the people who lived across the
Rhine, when the people of Basel were in hostility with them. Over the
river, a bully often came out to mock, and make grimaces at the citizens
of Basel. The citizens of Basel, not daring to come out of their walls to
meet the bully and his hostile friends in hostile array, put up this image,
so fantastic, to bully for them night and day; and thus, its tongue and
eyes were ever mocking the living bullies on the German side. At Soleure, they have another fantastic clock. Death stands on one side of the
face of the clock, and a man on the other. Whenever the clock strikes,
Death just slightly moves his spear, and the man strikes his heart and
shakes his head, as if to say, “Oh you'll have me at last !!!"
Here, at Bern, there is a clock tower, almost in the center of the chief
street, with two fine dark dials, with gilt ciphers, marking the hours and
minutes, and a third dial indicating the phases of the moon, the signs of
the Zodiac, and the months of the year. Near this is a piece of mechanism, curious enough, and which was the chef d'oeuvre of its day. A
pheasant (in wood) crows twice, a minute before the hour sounds, and
twice after it has sounded. A funny figure with a bauble head-dress also
announces the hour, by striking with two little knockers upon two little
bells; and, at the same time, a troop of bears, (the emblem of Bern,) in
different postures, run around a little circle. Another figure, sitting on a
throne, counts the hour by opening his mouth; and, at the same time, he
drops his scepter, and turns the hourglass in his hand. Yet another figure, a little lion, at each hour, bends his body and slightly bows his head.
Far up in the steeple, an automaton is seen, all armed, which strikes
with a hammer upon the clock, and sounds aloud all the hours. I have
seldom been more amused than in observing this ludicrous play of machinery.
The ride from Basel to Soleure is put down in the post books at 12 hours
and 55 minutes. One can never find out the number of miles here. All the
answers to your questions are in time. The distance probably is, as the
road runs, 35 or 40 English miles. The traveler without a family ought
always to walk it, if he can. The large majority of travelers, however, do
not take this route on entering Switzerland. They go to Schaffhausen,

Zurich, and Lucerne. If I did not intend to go to Italy, I should certainly
take this route, for I lose in my route Lakes Constance and Lucerne; but I
have not time to spend, merely to gratify the eye amid pretty lakes and
hills, when I can see enough of them at home. An English gentleman,
with whom I got acquainted at the "Trois Rois," kindly offered me a seat
in his carriage to Soleure, and of course, I accepted it, though, if I had a
companion, I would not be hired to ride in Switzerland. All the sensible
people here, without their families, travel with their packs on their
backs, sending their luggage from point to point. The English gentleman
who gave me a seat in his carriage traveled in a manner that amused me
much, and in such a manner as no other person but an Englishman
would travel. He and his wife were in one carriage, and his man and
maidservants in another, with a little child, that was confided to the care
of the maid. He seemed to have brought with him half of England in the
way of books, engravings, costumes, pictures, traveling apparatus,
dresses, &c. &c. He never troubled himself about expenses, bills, or any
arrangements, but let his servant attend to all. Indeed, he was a gentlemanly man every way—to say nothing of his unsolicited politeness to
me, which he urged me to accept yet further, and which, undoubtedly, I
should have accepted, if he had not intended to idle away a day at Soleure—which, by the way, I would not lose in traveling, to ride in a palanquin with a queen. All this parade, however, (the expense is not so
enormous as it seems,) the people of the Continent laugh at much, and
therefore get out of John Bull what they can. First, they are amused that
he should come so far to see the country; and next, that he should make
such a parade in doing it. John is a very peculiar animal, whether you
catch him at home or abroad. He is always so exceedingly civil or so exceedingly surly, that I always edge around him at first, as around a tame
bear. My new friend here was all and more, in his kindness, that was
gratifying. The next one I meet, will not, perhaps, give me a civil answer.
My ride from Basel to Soleure is perhaps as pleasant and as diversified
as one will find in Switzerland. Soon after you leave the valley of the
Rhine, you come upon the grand route over the Jura mountains. At Liestal, while the postilion was feeding his horses with bread—yes, with
bread!—which they seemed to eat most heartily, a lively Swiss girl, who
chatted French, told us, as we were admiring the scenery, that this was
not "the pretty Swiss,"—but that "the pretty Swiss was yet to come." As
we journeyed on, we found what she said to be true. Liestal, of itself, is

not remarkable, unless it be for first raising the cry of "reform," after the
French revolution of 1830, when it revolted against Basel, and set up a
little state for itself. Soon we were ascending the mountain called Oberer Hauenstein, on a road regularly graduated to the very summit, so that
we could see its galleries over our heads, as we wound along its sides.
The galleries somewhat remind me of the galleries of a theater; for you
can often see, just below you, a carriage which, on a straight line is but
three minutes off, forty or fifty minutes off, in fact.
I got out of the carriage, and clambered up the steep side of the mountain. In twenty minutes, I was on its summit. The carriage was an hour
or more wending its way forward and back. A beautiful road it is indeed,
thus graduated and macadamized too; and though it is long, yet is almost as easy as the plain, and perfectly safe in the descent. Nothing can
be more picturesque than the view one has from its sides, as he sees the
traveling equipages wending along, and throws his eyes on the many little green vales amid the grey cliffs, here, there, and everywhere. Soon
we were winding down the other side. A rapid stream followed our way,
babbling over every rock, and winding at every turn. Here was a Swiss
cottager, and there the ruined castle of one of Switzerland's ancient
chiefs. Strange, indeed, these ruins seem on the lone cliffs, frowning on
the vales below! They tell the history of other days, when man was only
safe upon the beetling rock, with tower and wall about him, and chasm
far below. The best of pastures were all about us. The cattle were fat and
large. It seemed to be the very empire of the flocks. Happy indeed, is the
change that has come over this vale of the Jura, when robbers no longer
throng it, and when the castle, hanging over the narrow pass, may safely
be in ruins. At Ballstal we stopped awhile. There the postilions change
their horses, or the hired coachman, with his own horses, again feeds
them with bread. Anon, we were in the defile of Cluse, with the huge
mountains all about us, the road just finding a narrow way. The ruin of
Falkenstein was over our heads, three hundred feet perhaps, on the
peak of an enormous cliff; and there it commanded the pass. A wide
plain then opened upon us, a widespread plain, studded with villages,
and crowded with cultivated fields, with the Jura on our right, here barren of vegetation, with only the naked rock, and there covered to its
very summits with only the stunted fir. Soleure then came soon. I
marked the adorned environs of some important town. The chateaux—
the country houses about the town—show here, as everywhere else, the

passion of man for nature and society too. The woods, and the fields,
and the flowers, woo him away from the stone, and the brick and the
mortar; and society woos him back. He flutters around the city as the insect flutters around the light. Even if his wings be burnt, he assuages the
pain by thinking of the splendor of the blaze. The beautiful cathedral of
Soleure (in German Solothurn,) was soon in sight. In but a moment, we
were at the hotel called "La Couronne,"171 (in German "Krone")—with
the front of this cathedral, (an Italian front,) said to be the finest piece of
architecture in Switzerland, just beside us. The cost of the whole was
about three hundred and twenty thousand dollars.
As it was too dark, the night of which I have been speaking, to see the
environs of the town and the town itself—too dark, though not six
o'clock, for the mist came down, obscurely thick from the mountains—I
went to bed at seven or half-past seven, with the determination to wake
in the morning, by the earliest dawn of day. Charming faculty this that a
traveler gets, to sleep just when he pleases and to wake just when he
pleases too! It matters not to me where, or when I sleep, whether it be
on, or under the bed, in the diligence or the hotel, at night, or in the daytime, for I have got a lease of the Roman god,172 and I woo him at any
hour. "Blessed, indeed, be the man who invented sleep,"173 for in a stupid
place, with nobody to talk with, and nothing to do, I can woo him the
whole circle of the day—or in the city, where all is interesting, I have but
little need of his services at all. How grateful ought a traveler to be for
such a flush of health! I rose in the morning, at the earliest peep of day.
The sun had not even touched the top of the Jura chain. I fancied I was
the earliest man in motion among all the people. But the Catholic priest
was before me. Already the light was burning in the cathedral. He was
on his knees before the altar, and at every altar too, a priest was kneeling! I have no professed religion. With all the world, I think I will have
one some coming day, when I shall have nothing else to do, but to grow
old and become religious, and thus "to save my soul in time to die." I am
neither Catholic nor Protestant, but there are a solemnity and awe inspired within, as I witness the worship of all professions, when it seems
sincere—whether it be of the priest before the gorgeous altar, or of the
wild fanatic amid the groves and woods. As I roamed around the aisles
La Couronne — (Translation) The Crown
The Roman god of sleep — Somnus
173 Miguel de Cervantes. 1605. Don Quixote (adapted)
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of this cathedral, thrown broadly open for all, high and low, rich and
poor, gazing on the splendid paintings upon its walls, and at the costly
altars, before which the priests in their robes were kneeling, a train of
thought led me away, and occupied me long as I was walking in the
woods and fields, and at the base of one of the loftiest peaks of the Jura.
As the great use of travel is to infuse thought, I must again impose my
reflections upon you. This devotion of the priests surprised me. This
early rising with the earliest morning beam! True, there was no crowded congregation within the walls of the proud cathedral. Here and there,
at this lone altar and at that— before our Savior's image here, and a crucifix there—the old matron, trembling with age, and apparently shivering in ill-protecting garments, was kneeling, or else some humbler person, in much worse condition. Wealth was not there. Man was not
there—but woman was, and worshipping too in the sincerity of her
heart. The priest was at his duties. The prayer was offered up. The service all was read—with what sincerity, it is only for Heaven to judge.
The meanest poverty from the humblest cabin was admitted here, and
welcomed too. As the priests passed in, they lifted their hats even to
rags, if they clothed a human form. The suffering that found no covering
from the storm at home, found it here. The vaulted arch was over the
head of him who sat under the low thatched roof at home. The painter
on every panel, and the sculptor in every niche, had been at work to
charm his eye, and make him love the God that dwelt in such a temple. Is
it a wonder, then, that with such devotion as this, such attention too, to
even beggarly poverty, that the priest has such a power over his fellowman? What poor woman was not delighted to step from her hut to such
a temple? What poor man's heart did not beat the quicker, as the minister of God welcomed him within its portals?
The devotion of the Catholic priest to his profession is unexampled
among all professions. It is this devotion which gives him that terrible
power, if he misuses it, over the hearts and souls of all around him. It is
a power too much for mortal man to have. And what a lesson does it
teach the Protestant? Why are his cathedrals closed? Negotiation and
money, alone, obtain admittance into them. I have seen the poor man at
York Minster, begging permission to enter and see the tombs! It costs
more money to go over St. Paul's in London, than a London laborer can
ever spare from his earnings. You buy your way through Westminster

Abbey, also. Here, too, on the Continent, wherever there is a Protestant
cathedral, you must negotiate, or buy your way within its walls. But,
how different is the Catholic who stands ready to welcome you in, and
who seems to be pleased that you are taking the trouble to visit him!
What lessons, too, do his doctrines and attentions teach the Protestant
preacher? Is he thus up with the early beams of morning, upon his knees
before his God? Is his life thus ever made a sacrifice to the humblest of
his congregation? Remember, the Catholic not only invokes the eye and
ear, in the imposing arts of painting, sculpture, and music too, to make
the mortal think of heaven, but he sacrifices his own comforts also. How
great his acquisitions are too! I speak now of the French or Continental
priest—far be it from me to pay such compliments to what I have seen
of the priesthood of Ireland, trained as it is amid so much of civil and religious oppression. How wide his learning! How sharp his taste! How
sensible his criticisms! How much of the gentleman in all his ways! With
all the devotion of the Methodist, he unites all the power of the scholar—and thus he wields a double scepter. See, then, Protestants of America, much of the secret of Catholic success in the Western and SouthWestern States.
I fear the power of the Catholic priest as much as you do, but he fairly
wins that power. The field is as open for you as it is for him; but, unless
you enter it with his spirit, he will win the day. The Methodist is his
match for devotion—I use the word in a moral sense—in devotion to
his flock as well as in devotion to Heaven—and see what progress he
makes! If to this devotion, and to the doctrine he preaches, he united the
power of Catholic knowledge, America would be his in twenty years—
even if it is not now. The more of religious professions there are with us,
the greater the safety of government: for, as religion is necessary to the
safety of a people, so it is a wise provision of Heaven that has given us
various creeds, to stimulate each other, and not left one an unbounded
sway over the consciences of the people, and the corruption which an
unbounded sway, and unopposed, is always generating. You now have
the reflections of a morning's walk in and about the cathedral of Solothurn, be they right or wrong.
My English friend determined to tarry a day, to go upon the mountain
Weissenstein, one of the peaks of Jura, from which, it is said, there is a
magnificent view of all Switzerland, the entire chain of the Alps, Mont

Blanc, and indeed of much of Europe. The thick mists hanging about its
summit, and the sad lesson I was taught on the peak of Snowdon in
Wales, has quite indisposed me for ascending mountain tops. My business is on earth yet awhile, I hope, and when I have enough of that, I will
run mountain-mad, as the English do—mountain-mad, I say, for all I
hear at the table at Bern, among a party of thirty Englishmen, is of
"mountains," "mountains;" this one boasting how he clambered about
the Mer de Glace, with aching feet even in the adventure, and that of
how many mountain summits he has won the two months past, and how
many he intends to win the month to come; each being fond of his sufferings, and showing his scars, as if they were won in the battlefield. To
go upon Mont Blanc, for aught I know, would put any Englishman in the
best society of England, the acme of an Englishman's ambition, into
which, say what he may, all his glory resolves itself; and hence, so many
Englishmen, compared with other nations, tread this terrible height,
notwithstanding the money it costs for guides, the frozen feet, the frightful dangers from ice, avalanche, and the state of the air, which makes the
madmen there spit blood. Weissenstein, however, is not such a terror.
To ascend this is only pleasure. To go over the glaciers of the Chamonix,
the frozen ocean where only the nimble feet of the chamois can leap
from billow to billow, to creep up the steep of the mountains of ice with
iron-pointed shoes, the iron-pointed poles, reckless of the avalanche
and the wild drifts of snow—these are trophies which our English travelers have won, and which some of them with limping feet delight in retailing in our common eating-room. John Bull has told us that we would
go to the very devil himself to make a dollar. Certain I am, he would go
to the lowest depths of earth or mount its iciest peaks, to have a story
which should fit society at home, and answer his purpose there. My
business, I repeat, is yet on earth; and I sent my portmanteau on to
Bern, and took my own solitary way on foot, for I must see a little of the
Swiss interior. Alas that I forgot to pay the pilgrimage, which every
American owes, to the tomb of Kosciusko174 at Solothurn. The memory
of such a patriot, who did us such a service, with such a life, so starting
out in bright relief from the vulgar crowd of heroes, ought to be worshipped; for it is not a sin to worship the dead, thus illustrious—slaves
174
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only worship the mighty living, and I only pardon myself for making
such an omission by the excuse of ignorance, that I did not know the
great and good man was buried there, till I saw an engraving of his
monument upon my route. They have put his remains in a valley not far
from the Aar, but they ought to have put them in a mausoleum upon the
loftiest peak of the Jura, over the valley, that the mists might be his
shroud—that the thunders might sound his requiem, for to the memory
of such a man the elements themselves should be the august mourners.
At times, it is delightful to be traveling all alone, even as I was here,
among a people with whom I could exchange but the fewest words,
speaking German as they do; for, as I went along, the clouds were clearing away from the sides of Jura; the sun was lighting up its summits; the
mists were flying from cliff to cliff, as if fairies were troubled in their
mountain-cells; and all seemed as some mighty theater, sky-vaulted, as
in the sunny land where the drama had its birth—for Jura was in front,
the cloud spirits were holding their incantations, the mists were in revelry, the earth was broad-spread, rising higher and higher, with a spacious amphitheater for the universe. A mountain people must always be
superstitious. I wish I could ask these if they were not. It does not require fancy to be a poet here, for fact is fancy enough. I never shall forget that new emotion I felt when I had attained the summit of the ridge
here, between the Jura and the Alps; and, for the first time, my eyes
ranged along from cliff to cliff of those mighty mountains. Involuntarily,
my cap was off, as if in reverence. All alone as I was, I could think aloud,
and words fed thoughts, till I was wearied with the pain of thinking. I do
not know what produces these strange feelings, for I have seen mountains enough before. The snow on these is the only peculiar distinction;
and yet I have seen the White Hills of New Hampshire, often covered
with snow in summer, or early autumn. But the Alps! the Alps! the Alps!
I had never seen the Alps. All my early associations were aroused.
Whatever of influence classic story has ever had on me was at once reawakened. I thought of Italy beyond the rocky barrier. I called up the
day that Livy175 tells of, when Hannibal, amid the glaciers, pointed out to
his soldiers the tempting fields below. Here was the Thermopylae,
whose mountain gates, that the greater conqueror176 of our day un175
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barred, when he dropped, as it were from the clouds, with his blazing
artillery, upon the frightened legions of Austria.177 All the inspirations of
the poets inflamed my mind; and I am sure I must have seemed half
mad, as I spouted forth, aloud, that glorious description which Byron178
gives of a thunderstorm among the Alps, in the third canto of Childe
Harold, where, after describing the hush of night, and apostrophizing
the stars, as "the poetry of Heaven," he breaks forth thus sublimely:
"The sky is changed! — and such a change! Oh night,
And storm, and darkness, ye are wondrous strong,
Yet lovely in your strength, as is the light
Of a dark eye in woman! Far along,
From peak to peak, the rattling crags among
Leaps the live thunder! Not from one lone cloud,
But every mountain now hath found a tongue,
And Jura answers, through her misty shroud,
Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud.
And this is in the night: Most glorious night!
Thou wast not sent for slumber! Let me be
A sharer in thy fierce and far delight,
A portion of the tempest and of thee!
How the lit lake shines, a phosphoric sea,
And the big rain comes dancing to the earth!
And now again 'tis black, — and now, the glee
Of the loud hills shakes with its mountain-mirth,
As if they did rejoice o'er a young earthquake's birth."

I cannot vouch for the sublimity of the last line, though the preceding is
grand enough, and its full force is felt in the scenery here, as one sees
the peaks of the Bernese Alps, though Byron says it is the description of
an actual storm witnessed on Lake Geneva, in 1816, probably at his
house near Geneva. Please to suppose me at Bern, as I shall never get
there unless you do.
★
To make his point, Brooks pulls together three disparate combats from widely
different historical periods: Hannibal (Carthaginians fighting Roman Italy),
Thermopylae (Greeks fighting Persia), and Napoleon (French fighting Austria).
178 Lord Byron (1788-1824) — George Gordon Byron; British poet; travelled extensively in Europe; lived in Venice
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44. In and around Bern
Bern, (Switzerland),
August 30, 1835.
It is cold here now. One ought to be in Switzerland in July. The days are
becoming short. The blasts from the snowy Alps are chilly. The weather
can never be too warm in this amphitheater in the mountains. It requires great care of dress, when one is coming from the warm Rhine, to
move about and tarry in the little vales here, if he will avoid a cold, almost consequent upon what I have found to be the sudden change of the
climate. The temperature here, of itself, is very fickle. Now, for a little
while, it is uncomfortably hot. And anon, a blast will chill you through.
The Alpine snows undoubtedly cause these sudden changes.
My last letter left me, I believe, in rather a poetic spasm upon the dividing ridge of the Jura and the Alps. It was but a short walk from Soleure
to Bern—from canton to canton—for the cantons, states as they are, are
not states of such extent as ours. I was in Bern at early evening, though I
listened all along, popping my head into many of the strangely-built
Swiss cottages, and making signs when words would not go. The funny
costumes amused me much. In the Soleure canton, the women wear a
cap of black muslin, with outspread wings, that very much resemble the
expanded wings of a bat; and even the little girls of ten years old have
this headdress on. At Bern, the fashions are odder still. A hat, broadbrimmed, of straw, tipping a little over the right shoulder, is the cap of
the Bernese belle. You often see her, with her hair braided regularly, and
then fastened up in some fantastic tracery by a chain of steel to her bosom, under which is a corset of velvet, and over which is a neat linen covering, that gives her a very neat, although somewhat comic appearance.
One cannot help remarking how the appearance of the women has
changed, as he has come along. In Prussia, and all along the Rhine, after
Holland was left, they were as ugly as—is necessary, to say the least; but
when you get into Switzerland, you find that they began to be prettier,
and when you come here, you find them as pretty as you can expect, remembering that they work with the men in the open fields, and not only
plough with them in the field, but use the flail in the barn with them al-

so. Is it climate, or what is it, I that causes this difference in personal
beauty? Is it that a warm sun, while it often adds more charms in the vivacity of conversation, and the sprightliness of wit, often developing the
person better too, detracts from the beauty of the complexion, and that
a colder, or a moister, climate bleaches, as it were, or polishes, at least,
while at the same time it suffuses the cheek with the betraying blush of
the tell-tale heart. My own countrywomen, as they live in the various
latitudes, display various kinds of beauty; and while the men of the
north differ in fact but little from the men of the south, the women of
New England and of the south almost seem to be a different race; one
with the healthy, lively complexion, and the other with the more enchanting form; so that when a connoisseur can amalgamate them both
into one, he has the representation of his beau ideal of female beauty.
I have been, since I came here, on an excursion from Bern to Interlaken,
and have looked at Hofwyl, the celebrated institution of Mr. Fellenberg.179 To give you a detailed description of this route, I should only
weary you with an account of magnificent scenery, the very thing no
man can describe, so as to impart his own impressions to others. The
town of Thun I passed—itself nothing remarkable, but with the most
beautiful scenery all around it. You cross the lake of Thun, and you come
to Interlaken (inter lacus,) for it is between two lakes. Where are not the
English? for Interlaken is an English village, so thickly do the English
crowd here to live for five francs a day, with a bottle of wine in the bargain, which in England of itself would cost full five francs. This is the
route that travelers take to go into the wilderness of the mountains of
the Oberland. If I had a month to spend among the ice and hills, I could
push on, but as it is, I must go back to Bern. The institution of Fellenberg, so celebrated all over the world—just such a school as a free people ought to make free to every boy within our country—has been so often described that I could add nothing to the description; for I had but
an outside and a cursory view. I got back to the promenade of Bern, the
Engi, it is called, where the grand views of the Alps have been taken, just
as the sun was setting, and the glaciers of the Jungfrau were throwing
back his rays, as if in scorn of his humbled power, the whole Alps glittering with the reflection, but softened in the misty air—the Aar winding
179
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around the walls of the city, from which was the hum of many sounds,
so confusedly heard as twilight comes—the loud tinkling of the bells of
many cattle in the neighboring pastures; the tap of the garrison drum;
the loud, happy laugh of sporting youth, as it raced over the green in
plays, the like of what I had often seen at home; all making a charming
combination for the eye and ear, as one from fancy, and wanting only
some circle of my own land to make me really happy. The promenades
of Bern give it the right to claim to be one of the very prettiest places of
the world. The Engi is one of the public promenades that has been built,
but there are two or three more with other views, that cost nearly as
much as this. See, republicans, the lessons that republicans teach you
here, as well as the absolutists of Prussia and Austria. A European subject would rebel if his ruler did not give him his promenade.
I have so much to say of Bern, that I hardly know where to begin. To describe only its fountains, I should fill a letter—elegant fountains they
are, too, with curious devices often, all named—thickly stationed all
along the streets, and offering water to all, free from price—for pure
water, you see, is another blessing that the people here insist upon. The
fountains all over Switzerland are, in fact, remarkable; and nothing is a
greater ornament to a city, or so conducive to health, throwing the living
water as they do into the very streets, and acting the scavenger as they
sweep the filth away, as well as furnishing the best refreshing draught of
life. There is a cathedral here, built in the Gothic style, and full of sculptured work. Science here has its collections also. The Muses180 and Minerva181 are not forgotten. All the mineral and botanical curiosities of
the Alps are clustered here. Charity has its monument, and a proud one
it is—the hospital, the finest edifice in Bern. All, in fact, around and
about, mark the city as one distinguished for taste, for learning, and for
the many virtues that adorn the man, in spite of the vices that degrade
him. I cannot say I like the streets made so somber by hiding all the
people on the walks; for they have so built their houses, overarching the
sidewalk pavements, that the streets may be full of people, and yet when
you look out of the window, you see hardly one—all being thus kept
from view, that are within the arches of the walks. This, and the ditch for
the bears, in the environs of Bern, where two bears are kept, as we keep
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The Muses — Greek mythological goddesses of literature, science and the arts
Minerva — Roman mythological goddess of wisdom

the eagle often, the emblem of our country, peculiarly distinguish Bern
from other cities, in the little things at least—if the grand views and
promenades, and the literary and scientific air that its great men have
infused into its society, did not distinguish it enough in things yet greater.
The Swiss Diet was in session, and I was glad to witness its deliberations, which, however, were all pantomime to me; and though the orators were not the Rosciuses182 of Cicero's183 era, so that I could put the
rough sounds of German words with the other words that action often
forms, and make out well what was going on. Now and then a delegate
from French Switzerland would have a word to say, and he would throw
a flood of light upon my benighted intellect; for I find that hunger and
thirst, want and necessity are teaching me French wondrously fast. Cantons will quarrel, I find, as well as states. There is a hubbub here about
the money some canton is to pay. I do not see how they make this onewheeled government go. I should as soon think of putting a chair upon
one leg as a government upon one assembly; not that there are not men
enough in any one assembly to make ten times as many laws as are necessary, but that word one is a tyrant and a rogue, unless you tie him
well. The deputies or representatives of the cantons here wear swords
as they sit around their legislative table, and they keep their seats too,
when they speak. I do not know but that both of these are excellent regulations. I am inclined to think there would not be half so many blackguards in the world, if they felt they were in danger of losing their ears
for their impudence. To keep the seat, when a speech is made, is a great
aid to a sensible man's eloquence, for I have seen many a poor fellow
who could talk admirably in his chair, lose all his eloquence the moment
he got upon his legs. The electric spark seemed to run off there, as if by
some conductor, and he would stutter and stammer, as if words were
only given to bother what ideas he had—not to conceal his want of
them, as is the case with orators in general. Johnson184 was eloquent in
his chair. I venture to say he would have been dumb in the House of
Commons. However, the Swiss can afford to have more oratory than we,
for they have fewer machines in their Diet for the manufacture of it than
Sextus Roscius (fl. 1st C B.C.) — Roman citizen defended by Cicero. The reference
is not clear.
183 Cicero (106 B.C.-43 B.C.) — Roman philosopher and orator
184 (Presumably) Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) — English author and dictionarian
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we have even in our Senate, to say nothing of that floundering Leviathan, the House, that huge Pacific Ocean full of spouting whales. The
members of the Diet have another peculiarity. They wear hats or caps
like the military, and cloaks of different colors, in the same garment,
with the different arms of the different cantons that they represent upon them. I take it for granted, there is sense in all this; but what it is, you
must find out, for I cannot tell you.
The religious divisions of society in the Swiss cantons, while they teach
a lesson of toleration, also teach a lesson of charity, too, for the opinions
of others. It is remarkable here that, for years, the religion of' a district
and a family, even within the small territory of a Swiss canton, many of
which are not so large as our counties, has been transferred from soil to
soil, if I may use the expression, as well as from father to son; and the
fact is also remarkable, that in all the cantons these divisions exist, almost as Luther and Calvin185 marked them out. For example, you enter
Basel, almost all Protestant: Soleure, or Solothurn, the Catholic has full
possession of. But a few miles further, and the Protestant name is allpowerful in Bern. Fribourg, not so far, is Catholic again. Protestant
comes next in the canton of Vaud. Geneva, but a little further on, was the
throne of Calvin, as it were the cradle of the Reformation. But change
your canton, and you change the religion of the state; and this you may
do some three or four times on a Sabbath day! All is nearly as it was left
by the tempest of that wild day when the reformers shook the world.
The people seem to have thought so deeply then, that they have not the
heart to think again. As if a Vesuvius had exploded on them, they have
been afraid to[?] crater since. Do you wonder, then, that the Jew clings
to his fond fancy of a coming savior, or that the Muslim adheres to the
religion of his father? Are men made to go in flocks? Do they love to
herd? Are we so like the brutes? Do we never think? Or what is it that
dots the world with one religion here, and another there, as government
marks it out, or our fathers hand it to us? Politician, "de te fabula narratur."186 There is no treason in that, if Latin it is; and in the smoke of it, I
will go on, a-Swiss-hunting in Switzerland.
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John Calvin (1509-1564) — French theologian and Protestant reformer
De te fabula narratur — (Free translation) The story applies to you
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45. Onward through Switzerland
Payerne,
September 1, 1835.
This place is Payerne in French, and Peterlingen in German—and as the
people, the peasantry about here and beyond here, speak neither
French nor German, but a confusion of both, a horrid patois,187 I am deaf
again, deafer than ever; and deafness and dumbness are one and the
same thing in the matter of language, I am very sure. I have to use my
fingers and hands, and do them up in the form of a cup, and flourish
with them about the mouth, before I can get even a drink of water. After
all, there is not so much use in a tongue, remembering what a trouble it
is at times in its mischievous waggery, and seeing that you can get along
without it. I will take lessons of Gallaudet, however, before I recommence pedestrianism to the southern part of the Swiss cantons.
I do not know why I stopped at Peterlingen, for it is not remarkable for
anything, unless it be that nine butzen (about twenty-five cents) pay for
your dinner, in which is included a very good bottle of red wine. The diligence, however, was going on in the night and the gens d'armes188 were
bothering me about my passport, which perhaps brought me to the halt
for a day or more. I came in company with a young German, whom
chance put in company with me on the outer seat of a Swiss diligence,
but who, unfortunately for our companionship, did not know a word of
French. In vain we tried to talk with any pleasure, till I at last remembering my old success with the young German at Baden Baden—after
questioning him if he could speak "Espagnole,"189 which I did, through a
conversation book which I have in the five chief European languages
and hearing as an answer "no," I popped him the question, "Do you speak
Latin, sir?" I found he did, and with a fluency surprising to me, for he had
twenty words at command to my one, and so rapidly did he ejaculate
them when his mouth was opened, that I spirited up my ears often to
translate his sound of the letter "u" into the sound which my ear had
patois — (per Webster) uneducated or provincial speech; a dialect
gens d'armes — (Literal translation) men of arms (= policemen / gendarmes)
189 Espagnole — (Translation) Spanish
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been accustomed to; though a practitioner in college of chatting Latin
often, for the purpose of concealing what I was saying, has given me a
command of words far better than my knowledge of the language entitles me to have. The idea of thus exchanging thought, is so very novel to
me, that I cannot avoid recording it. But twice, in my whole life, I believe, I have never found any such real service for the Latin language,
but the pleasure twice derived from such an interchange of thought as
this, has recompensed me for all the dull hours of study, even if Latin
was not of everyday service, every time I take a pen to write my own
language.
Among our other companions in the body of the diligence, were a Dane
and an Italian, with some chattering Frenchmen, who made the coach
ring with their conversation. Babel—the tower of Babel I mean—was, or
ought to have been built about here, somewhere or other, for I verily believe the people use a few of the scraps of all the tongues in the world.
My studies in the English Yorkshire dialect seem to profit me most when
my fingers will not convey my ideas. However, I got along very well in
the excursion I made around Morat, and the Adventicum of the Romans,
the French Avenches, and the German Wiplisburg of the present day.190
See the confusion into which the barbarians threw geography. The glorious triumph of Swiss valor under the walls of Morat191 led me there,
and if I could not see the trophy of Burgundian bones—the monumental
ossuary Helvetian courage in its lustrous days had won, wherewith to
pile up there, and which Burgundian legions, to wipe away disgrace, had
swept away when France was in its frenzy—I saw the obelisk in its
stead, and I stood upon the sacred ground. The slaughtered host, whose
blood has often dyed the Rhine, I now stopped to think of, on that historic river; but, here is a field where liberty was to bleed, and what
American can forget to see it in his wanderings? Avenches, too, is not
without its interest as a Roman capital of other days. Who would think
that what was once a city, with once its porticos, and its Corinthian columns, its baths and aqueducts, could be so mournfully reduced! Here
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All four names given denote the same place.
In 1476, the Swiss Confederation army slaughtered invading Burgundian soldiers
(perhaps as many as 10,000) in the Battle of Morat. Their bones were subsequently collected into an ossuary, which was demolished in 1798 by French forces. Its location was visited by Byron in 1816 and the events were set into verse.
The obelisk seen by Brooks was installed in 1822.

was that famous epitaph—some Englishman has bought it—of Julia Alpinula, the young Aventian priestess, who died soon after a vain endeavor to save her father, condemned to death as a traitor by Aulus Caecina; "the Julia"—"the devoted daughter"—"breaking her heart over a
father's grave," whom Byron, in a stanza of his Childe Harold, has made
so celebrated. "Julia Alpinula hic jacet, infelicis patris, infelix proles. Exorare patris, necem non potui; male mori in fatis illi erat"192 was the epitaph. I would translate it if I could. With some truth did Byron say, "I
know of no human composition so affecting as this, nor a history of deeper
interest." I did not like the view of these ruined cities: there is such a sad
melancholy in the thought about them. Think of the grass, the gardens,
the orchards; here, over amphitheaters and streets, where once Vespasian193 trod in triumph! Think of using Roman ruins to build walls,
houses, chateaux now! I never see such things without an awe of the
past. The links that such things are with that high-souled people whose
legions threaded even the dark glens of Scotland, vibrate, as if touched
by some electric spark. The visions I have formed of history are lit, and
kindled up, and sparkle—so I fancy. Oh, would that our streams and our
mountain oaks could speak, and tell us what they were! Alas, that that
mythology is only false which gave a tongue to hills and streams: for
what a story we then might hear of what was done ere Homer194 lived,
or Iliads were spoken! I never before felt how blank this blank is in the
New World of ours. But, as I have said before, the future is for us. Our
eye must kindle upon that. The past is here.
Peterlingen—horrid name! much better, though, than many fools are
giving to American towns, when they make an Athens, Rome, or a London of them—to Peterlingen, how did I come? Fribourg, the capital of
the canton of that name, was the first town of importance we entered
into, after leaving Bern. The way is rather hilly—mountainous somewhat, but the road, like all the roads, was excellent. A century to come
will bring us up with the Continent, in the making of roads. Pretty little
valleys were peeping out; every town we made and every pass we surmounted. The Swiss cottages were sprinkled over them, like flowers upTranslation — Here lies Julia Alpinula, unhappy child of an unhappy father. I could
not free her from death; it was her destiny to die a bad death. Quoted in Alexandre
Dumas' (père) Impressions de Voyage (1835)
193 Vespasian (9-79) — Roman emperor
194 Homer — Legendary author of ancient Greek epic poems, Iliad and Odyssey
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on the trophied arch—for a valley here is often so hemmed in by mountainsides, that it costs no fancy to convert them to the arch that the
clouds are vaulting. English neatness about the doors is all the Swiss
cottage needs to make it perfect. But, as our farmers sin, so sin the
Swiss. Vermont is much like many parts of Switzerland. The farms are
smaller here, the cultivation is better, but the country is ever reminding
me of the mountainous regions of Vermont. If Vermont had some Alpine glaciers, an American need never cross the ocean to see Switzerland. The traveler knows when he is approaching Fribourg, of which I
have just spoken, by the beautiful country houses in its suburbs. Art and
taste have adorned its environs as, all over Switzerland, in the environs
of all the cities, hermitages have been cut in the rocks that overhang the
road and river. Fantastic bowers are built. Stained glass, I marked in the
windows of one, was giving a party a many-colored view of the town,
yet over the river. The walks were neat and pretty. The promenades
were attended to. The Swiss peasant girl here appeared in new costume,
in a wide, overshadowing bonnet that she with difficulty kept on her
head. Now it is, that the women are beautiful—all classes, high and
low—which but a walk of a few minutes in the streets, will soon convince the traveler of.
The greatest curiosity, perhaps, there is in Fribourg is the suspension
bridge195 over a chasm, 160 French feet deep, through which the river
runs, and of a single arch, 900 French feet in length. The bridge over the
straits of Menai196 in England, under which ships can sail, is a wonder—
a wonder, perhaps, of the world—but it is not a greater, if so great a
wonder, as this: for this is over such a chasm, and it is made of wire, not
a bit of material in it that is not of wire—the covering except! My heart
almost leaped into my mouth, as our monstrous diligence rumbled over
it; but, although the wires will quiver a little, it is as safe as the granite
column on the shore, on which the wires hang. It is so beautiful, too, that
one is never weary of looking at it. It seems as if the fairies had been at
work there, weaving tiny wires, to ply them in the air. Another curiosity
is the cathedral here, the principal entrance to which shows something
of the spirit of the age in which it was constructed,197 for there is a tablet
Fribourg bridge — Inaugurated in 1834
Menai bridge — See Letter 26
197 Fribourg Cathedral — Main body was constructed between 1283 and 1430.
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there which represents the demons precipitating sinners into the very
flames of Hell. A Jesuits' college is here—huge reservoirs, a grand fountain, a lyceum, and gymnasium; but stop, stop, for I am but making a
catalog.
Towards sunset, I left Fribourg. If the air had not been chilly and cold,
perhaps I should have been awakened by what I remember was now the
pretty scenery all around, as the last rays of the sun fell upon the snowy
sides of the Alps, with the Jura on the right and the rich valleys between.
But no man can be enthusiastic when cold or hungry, for cold and hunger are sad dampers upon the effervescence of the feelings. Even Mont
Blanc, in his "diadem of snow,"198 with "the avalanche in his hand,"199 did
not stir me, though at another time, this first glimpse of "the monarch of
mountains,"200 might have awakened whatever of spirit there was within me. O Peterlingen, blessed Peterlingen, ugly as is your name, you gave
us an excellent supper and a better bed—and what is icy Mont Blanc,
compared with Peterlingen wine?
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46. Geneva and Lac Leman
Geneva,
September 7, 1835.
After my excursion, as written in my last, and my return to Peterlingen, I
"voyaged"—that is the word of the day—toward Lausanne, with my little writing apparatus, and my India Rubber dress,201 for my sole companions. But, said it is, with some truth, no man's so little at times
"alone, than when most alone;"202 for then he can hold high converse
with himself, and think aloud without anyone asking why. The Babellike jargon here, which seems like a mingling of French, Italian and
German, in one hotch-potch, is the only drawback, but money will always give you enough to eat; and what do you want more, in a world
where we only live to eat, sleep—and die? I met with no adventure
worth relating. The Roman letters in the guideposts—the German letters are always a bother—and an excellent map taught me the way. The
Minnodunum of the Romans, (Moudon now,) I passed, where they show
an inscription upon what was an altar, importing that Quintus Aelius
had erected it in honor of Jupiter Optimus Maximus et de Juno Regina,203
and that he had given to the town 750,000 sesterces for the construction
of a gymnasium there.
The days had suddenly become shorter; and it was long after dark when
I reached Lausanne, and found a lodgment in the "Lion d'Or." Now and
then I grew suspicious, and this night I bolted and double-barred my
door, and piled up all the chairs against it. Why, I am sure I know not; for
this country is as safe to travel in, and perhaps safer than America, particularly since all the vagabonds of the Old World are seeking a refuge
there; for here, the passport system, if it does vex one much, keeps the
vagabonds at bay, or traces them as they go along. A story I had heard of
a robbery at St. Gotthard, by some men in masks, perpetrated on a Swiss
count and his family, had perhaps alarmed me, though this is so very exIndia Rubber dress — Macintosh rainwear purchased in Scotland (Letter 17)
Sentiment attributed to Scipio Africanus (235 B.C.-183 B.C.), the Roman general
who defeated Hannibal
203 (Translation) of Jupiter, Best and Greatest, and of Juno, the Queen
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traordinary now, that it has aroused the whole country—but why
should I care; for this was in the passes of the Alps, and I am in an open
country. Nevertheless, there is the feeling. I record it. It is as pleasant, I
fancy, to be murdered in one place as in another; but I have a choice of
the spot, if they will give it to me. Uncomfortable, indeed, it would be to
be disposed of here, without one's knowing what had become of one's
self, to say nothing of that longing we have—why, I cannot see—to be
mourned for by our friends, and thus to make them miserable. See the
reflections of a lone pedestrian.
When I had the first view of Lake Leman, I was not cold nor hungry, as
when I saw Mont Blanc. It was from the terrace of Gibbon's204 house,
under the very tree where he composed much of his great work upon
the Roman empire. The house is nothing remarkable—half a franc carried me through its aisles to the garden—the garden is not much, but of
the lake, the lake, the glorious lake, and the huge proud Alps that cast
their shadows upon its bosom, who can draw the picture? Mountains
make men; mountains, I verily believe, for scarcely a pen has been
touched on the shores of Leman, that has not written in letters of flame.
The very periods of Gibbon are in Alpine grandeur; and he struts in sentences at times, as if he, an Alp, were walking on the paper. How thick
emotions throng upon the mind, as first one sees the lake, so long renowned. Voltaire205 has been inspired here. "Vaunt not of Italian lakes,"
he says to Virgil.206 "Mon lac est mon premier,"207 he adds with enthusiasm. The enchanting scenes of Rousseau's208 Héloise, were here. That
divine Julie,209 whom he loves in spite of crime, found a fitting home upon this lake, and the hills around it. What a bewitching, dangerous book
it is! How this man of contradiction, all nature and all sophism too,
makes passion virtue, and sin a charming thing! If a woman can read the
book, and think the worse of Julie, she has not a woman's soul. I have
been reading his confessions in this Geneva, his own home; and such a
Edward Gibbon (1737-1794) — English historian; lived at Lausanne; author of
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
205 Voltaire, pen-name of François-Marie Arouet (1694-1778) — French writer; advocate of civil liberties
206 Virgil (70 B.C.-19 B.C.) — Famous Roman poet
207 Mon lac est mon premier — (Translation) My lake is my first
208 Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) — Genevan philosopher and writer
209 Rousseau. Julie, or La Nouvelle Héloise, 1761
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witchery he has thrown over our crime, that I do not wonder the people
have given him a monument, and adore him too. He tells you all is
wrong—he shows you how—he warns you off—and yet he makes the
wrong so right, that the wrong is seen better than right, and you love it
too. "Go," says Rousseau in his Confessions, "to Vevey, visit the country,
examine the seats, promenade upon the lake, and say if nature has not
made this beautiful country for a Julie, for a Claire, and for a St. Preux, but
do not seek them there." Oh no, and nowhere else; for there are no such
beings to be found, but in the spiritual fancies of a wild Rousseau. Rousseau extols the sunsets here, and Byron has only versified, most happily
to be sure, what the man of poetry said in prose.
"Clarens! sweet Clarens! birth place of deep love!
Thine air is the young breath of passionate thought:
Thy trees take root in love—the snows above
The very glaciers have his colors caught,
And sunset into rose hues sees them wrought
By rays which sleep there lovingly; the rocks
The permanent crags, tell here of love who sought
In them a refuge from the worldly shocks,
Which stir and sting the soul with hope that woos, then mocks."

In this description, versified from Rousseau, there is much of truth; for a
long time after the sun is down, the rays of the sun are seen on the high
Alps, which the glaciers reflect back in the colors of the rose; and yet,
even this Alpine sunset was not so beautiful as many I have witnessed in
New England, in the long twilight of summer.
Rousseau, Voltaire, and Gibbon, however, are not the only great intellects that have given a charm to the lake, and the lake country here. Geneva indeed boasts of Rousseau. The house in which he was born is
shown here now in a narrow street, and Fernoy was the villa of Voltaire,
Lausanne, long the home of Gibbon, and Coppet of Madame de Staël. But
not a little glory for Geneva was it that at the "Campagno Diodati," a
house upon the lake, not a mile from that city, now inhabited by a Russian family, Byron composed, perhaps, the finest canto in Childe Harold
(the third), that grandest of his dramatic poems; Manfred, too; and last,
not least, the affecting "prisoner of Chillon,"—for so powerfully did the
Alps in the distance inspire him, and the blue "arrowy Rhone," and the
associations connected with the lake. The republic of Geneva—and let

those who decry republics as paralyzing the human intellect, look here
with shame—has not only adopted many illustrious men, but produced
them also. And yet Geneva is but a little city, not near so large as Boston.
Rousseau I have spoken of. Here was the home of Calvin, Burlamaqui,210
Le Sage,211 the philosopher Abauzet,212 the friend of Peter the Great,
whom Voltaire compliments as so learned, Necker,213 Dumont,214 Say,215
Sismondi,216 and in short, I have a catalog of half a page before me—
were all sons of the Genevese Republic. Intellect has not only clustered
here, but does to this very day. The soil of liberty is a fruitful soil in intellect as well as principles. The mind that is its own ever thinks with
wider range, and nobler bearing. The pen that knows no hamper, moves
with a freeman's march. The tongue that does not tremble, speaks a
freeman's feelings. When every man does know the highest honors of
his state are in his grasp, he has an impulse no subject ever felt. The first
of these conditions has studded English history with so many stars. The
second impulse will make my own land another Rome—I am as sure of
it as that I now hear the rushing of the Rhone—if the only popular impulse can be preserved unbroken and unsoiled. What in little Geneva, or
her little lake—a little city which the Alps and Jura almost crush in their
close embrace, with such luster over it has liberty lighted up, that the
very stars seem to twinkle with a lovelier light! Well, then, what will be
my own land of the orange and the olive as well as of the Alpine snow,
where liberty dwells by ocean, lakes, and wilderness of Alps! where Nature seems to have traced out a home for some mightier purpose—
where nobler rivers, wilder scenes, louder cataracts, have promised, as
it were, to cradle a nobler race of men! Alas, I never think of our future,
but that I am sinner enough to mention where I was born, and must die
so soon. I desire, not only to see that brilliant future which is coming
every day, but I desire yet more to see that strange revolution of opinion

Jean-Jacques Burlamaqui (1694-1748) — Geneva-born political theorist
George-Louis Le Sage (1724-1803) — Genevan physicist
212 Abauzet — not identified
213 Necker — Several prominent Genevan residents carried this surname.
214 (perhaps) Étienne Dumont (1759-1829) — Genevan political writer
215 (perhaps) Jean-Baptiste Say (1767-1832) — French economist, may have spent
youth in Geneva
216 Jean-Charles Léonard de Sismondi (1773-1842) — Genevan historian and political economist
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it must inevitably work upon the millions in the Old World here, who
now only know that we exist.
I will not undertake to give you a detailed account of the tours and detours I have made around this interesting lake of Leman, or Geneva; for
my object is, and has been all along, to record the impressions of an
American fresh from the New World, as he sees the Old World here, and
to draw such contrasts as I think may profit my countrymen, rather than
to chronicle every step I take, or all the curiosities I see. If I could write
with more freedom, I could do more good; for I am sorry to say I have
not yet quite emancipated myself from the bonds that popular opinion
too often impose upon thought in the United States, so as to write all the
truths I have the vanity to suppose I discover as I go along. I venture to
say, no American ever wrote a paragraph likely to affect that popular
opinion, without feeling the weight of these bonds upon him every letter
he turned; for with all our charities, we have not as yet learned to have a
charity for the opinions of others, as they vary from our own. 217 Our
own opinions, too, change, as we see different nations and different
people. In the Prussian dominions, in the German states, I was a violent
radical, and I shall be again when I cross over into the states of Austria
and Italy; for I abhor, above all things, to see power oppressing a country, and paralyzing its energies; but the Swiss governments here exhibit
such a spectacle, so much the more pleasing, in leaving the human faculties the full power to develop themselves; and such a catastrophe did
the wild revolutionary doctrines of France work here, that the radicalism is again properly tempered, and I think I shall pass for a sane man.
These are the two dangers for an American to guard against, who travels in Europe. The spectacle of oppression will make him think, as I often do, that all government is a nuisance, and if a necessary one, the less
of it the better; while, on the other hand, the luxurious and refined taste
that power has here, the splendor about it, the intellect often of the
higher classes, the gallery of paintings, sculpture, antiquities, &c., all
such things conspire to dazzle and delude the mind that will not think
and love them, and the displays of them, apart from the possessors, and
their acts of oppression. Such things, I say, may change the American,
217
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and make an European of him. The first converts him into an anarchist,
and the second into a sycophant—extremes, equally to be dreaded, and
against which every sensible American will be on his guard. He who will
remember that a cultivated taste, education, and well-bred manners are
not dissociated with the fact that all men are free and equal in their privileges, and that taste and wealth have as much power under a republican government, thus to minister to the nobler faculties of the mind, as
under a despotism. Such a person will only burn to inspire all his countrymen with a love for these elevated pursuits that confer almost the only honor upon much of the aristocracy of Europe. They do injustice to a
republic, who fancy that vulgarity and coarseness are its necessary accompaniments. This is the cry of the monarchist here; and though Athenian taste and refinement in the strength even of its democracy, and
Roman villas and Roman ruins of Rome's best days, prove all this to be
false, yet it ought to be our ambition to prove it false also.
If human perfectibility is ever attainable, why cannot it be better attained in that society where every man has the strongest impulse to
make the most of the faculties which God has given him? The distribution of innate power among mankind, no philosopher, however mad,
has ever contended was according to rank, or classes of society. If, then,
you can bring to bear upon the whole of mankind the same impulses
that act upon the tastes and the intellect of the higher classes here, what
a march is made in social improvement! Upon this is founded the bright
hope I have, of seeing every American—a prince as he is with a princely
inheritance, having also a princely education, and princely tastes. Little
Geneva, which lives only by trinkets, and the ticking of watches, is almost my beau ideal of what I would have America attain. The people are
industrious and full of gaiety. Without the freezing politeness of the
English, or the amusing frivolity of the French, they seem to have the
mingled characteristic of both. They have made a promenade around
the city and planted it with trees, where all can go after the labor of the
day is over, and see the sunset on the mountains, and regale and refresh
themselves in the open air. They have a Botanic Garden, too, in this
promenade, and the front of the Orangery is decorated with the busts of
the Genevese who have distinguished themselves in natural history.
They have constructed a building there to receive models of agricultural
and herbal instruments, among which one is cherished much, that the

great Haller218 bequeathed them. They have an Academy of Design, too,
in the rooms of which, where all can go, are many models of statues,
busts and antique bas-reliefs,219 with some paintings of Genevese artists,
landscapes of Salvator Rosa,220 a portrait of Cervantes,221 the death of
Calvin, &c. &c. Then there is a Society for the Advancement of Arts—the
fine arts, and the arts of industry and agriculture too—which society has
under its direction the schools of design and engraving. The naturalists
have a society too. The Public Library has 50,000 volumes, and some
precious manuscripts, and it is adorned with the portraits of many of
the illustrious Genevese. The Museum of Natural History has in it specimens of almost all the different classes of animals, especially those of
Switzerland, and a multitude of petrifications—with minerals, geological collections, anatomical preparations, antiquities, medals, remarkable
products or achievements of industry—in short, a whole catalog of curiosities, the knowledge of a tenth part of which would make one "wondrous wise."
But this is not all. The Hall of Science is not enough for the noble Genevese. One promenade for all her citizens, does not satisfy her tastes.
They mean to make the people love Nature, and then teach them how to
study it. A little island has been made on the lake,222 where the Rhone
rushes out, which they have connected to the mainland by suspension
bridges, planted with trees, furnished with seats, adorned with walks
and grass plots and flowers, with a statue of Jean-Jacques Rousseau in
the center—as if that delicate voluptuary of Nature was smiling over the
scene; and there all the people crowd in the evening to listen to music,
to interchange their feelings, to watch the sunset on the distant Alps, to
see its last rays as it colors the vineyards round, or to mark as new, the
flashing of the bright moon upon the rippling waters, as the Rhone fall
disturbs them. Charming! charming! it is a very paradise of place. I only
Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777) —Swiss physiologist and naturalist; child prodigy; graduated at Leiden (1727), professor at Göttingen (1736), Fellow of the
Royal Society (1743)
219 Bas-relief — Style of sculpture where the figures are slightly raised from the underlying surface, and not undercut (literally "low relief")
220 Salvator Rosa (1615-1673) — Italian Baroque painter
221 Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616) — prominent Spanish novelist
222 The island, now known as the Île Rousseau, was formerly a lookout point, and
later a dockyard. It was converted to a public park in 1832; the statue to J. J.
Rousseau was erected in 1835.
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wonder that the people in such society are not all philosophers and poets. Cui bono?223 perhaps some cynic may ask, of all these charming
scenes, and all these halls of science. Listen to me, and I will tell. I will
reason as a man of business.
Geneva is so situated, that she can have little or no commerce. The lake
is too small for much distant trade. To look at the city only of itself, one
might be surprised that the people thrived at all. Even an ingenious
Yankee would think himself puzzled to get a living here. Newburyport,224 for example, has a thousand natural advantages, where Geneva has one. Portland225 is better able, on account of its local situation,
to feed a million of people than Geneva is her 52,000, for so many souls
keep up all this expense, that I have described above.
Well, then, what did the wise Genevese do, seeing their situation? They
taught the people to live by their talents, and upon the intellectual tastes
and luxuries of all the world. They gave the people books, and that gave
them scholars. They made their city a little Athens, and this for a century made Geneva one of the most celebrated printing shops in the world.
The printer profited, so did the papermaker, and the bookbinder too, as
well as the bookmaker, aye, even the seller of rags. For years and years,
Geneva supplied France with many of her most liberal books, particularly, it is true, because liberal works, for years and years, could not be
published in France, but chiefly for the reasons I have given. This is not
all. The schools of art have filled the city with artists, and the artists who
spend their money here live upon the tastes of all the world.226 The man
who had a taste for landscape painting, felt it warmed as he stood on my
little island, and saw the lake and the mountain scenery. The painter of
flowers studied his art in the Botanic Garden, and the people there
learned to value it. The painter of portraits sees his works admired in
the Public Library, and therefore he determines to be worthy of that
admiration. The man whose bosom burns with love of country is there
inspired also to act so that he may merit a palm with his illustrious
countrymen. The schools and halls of industry, you see what they have
Cui bono? — (Translation) For whose benefit?
Newburyport — Town in Massachusetts
225 Portland — Town in Maine
226 Brooks later develops his explanation of the role art plays in economic development, when he visits Brussels (Letter 100).
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done: they have given Geneva some of the best workshops in the world.
Watches, trinkets, and toys; who can tell how well, or how many, are
made here? Little things, very little some may think, all these, but they
center trade and they bring wealth too. See thus the good which the
gardens, the societies, and the promenades are doing. The more a man
knows, I have said before, the more he can earn. The better his tastes
are, I will add now, the happier he is, the less liable to temptation, and
the harder will he work to earn the wealth to gratify them. It is better to
be on the New York Battery227 an evening than in a New York tippling
shop, and if the Battery is the nearer, it will catch the stray walker—if
not, the tippling shop may pick him up. Politicians, when you tell your
countrymen they are the wisest and happiest people on earth, remember the little republic of Geneva.228

★

The Battery district of New York City is located at the southernmost tip of Manhattan Island
228 Brooks appeals to his readers to look beyond the borders of the United States,
and acknowledge the accomplishments and merits of other societies. Similar remarks on comparative levels of education (and the need to beware of patriotic
electoral flattery) are found at the close of Letters 8 and 21.
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47. Delayed in Geneva
Geneva,
September 8, 1835.
I am now living in a pretty chamber in the "Écu229 de Genève," at the very
outlet of the lake, where the blue Rhone rushes on for the Mediterranean. My little island, its bridges, the vineyards on the lake, the charming
country houses, and the Jura, I have all in view as I look out of my window. The music upon the lake, at evening, as pleasure parties now seek
to enjoy the moonlight there, mingled with the soft and soothing whispers of the parting waters, as of lovers that part to meet again—the
fireworks now and then—the strolling Italian minstrels that throw in
their delicious notes to dwell with the far-off sounds, make it as charming a place as l can fancy—and, if it were home, I might never wish to
leave it; but the song of "Home, sweet home,'' from an English family just
below me, has robbed it of half its charms. I know not why, but that is
the most odious of all songs, when I am thus straying over the earth
alone. There is a sad melancholy in it, that makes one miserable. I ran
away from it to the little island. I found two Americans there. I knew
them instantly by the slow, measured tone with which we often speak,
as compared with the English; and, in the fullness of my heart, I claimed
a fellowship. First, they were piqued that I could distinguish them thus
from the English; and next I was wasting my sympathy upon ill-bred
men; and I turned upon my heel and quit them, quite cured of home, for
the evening at least, and the more delighted with Geneva. Thus, do little
things affect us, when we are in the temper to be acted upon by every
breath that comes. I had the curiosity to look over the "Strangers' Book"
in the "Hotel des Bergues,"230 and I found on but a few pages of it—
perhaps not eight at most—the names of forty Americans, almost as
many as there were English; and yet, Geneva is a favorite resort of the
English and English families! Ten years hence, I have hardly a doubt that
there will be as many American travelers upon the Continent, as there
are English travelers for pleasure; for we think nothing of distance—it is
an American idea—and the English think of it much.
229
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Écu — (Translation) Shield, Coat of arms
"Hotel des Bergues ... has been a landmark on Lake Geneva since 1834."

How many Americans there are in Switzerland! is a common exclamation
of all the Englishmen with whom I converse. But, if an American wishes
to travel for profit, and has the courage, the best thing he can do is to
part with all his countrymen, and throw himself upon the society he
finds; for, then and then only, can he correct his faults and his prejudices, and see the hearts and the opinions of others. Nothing delights me
more than to sit at our table d'hote after dinner is over, and hear English
Whigs and Tories politically dispute upon the principle of government,
while, as I am uninterested in both, they appeal to me as good authority,
American as I am, to settle popular principles for them. An American,
with Americans, would put himself in a corner, and form a coterie of his
own. The community of language renders this intercourse very amusing.
The English consider all here as English, who speak the English language, for such flocks of Americans were never seen here before. At
Lausanne, a Cambridge pedant was boasting to me, before he knew who
I was, how quickly he could detect an American, for Americans, he insisted, did not speak English. I led him on. I kept up my English colors. I
turned an English Tory; for it did not require much learning to know
more of English history and English politics than the pedant did, and after nearly a day's acquaintance, I struck the English flag, and run-up the
stripes and stars—when the fellow, to save himself, averred that he
suspected it, for he had heard me use the word suspenders for braces!
Oh, Mrs. Trollope, where are you?
Of Chillon and Vevey, I did intend to write much, very much, but I have
not the heart to attempt to speak of, or describe, what Byron and Rousseau have made so famous. The chief interest of Chillon, the whole perhaps, is Byron's poem. The castle of Chillon is upon an isolated rock, a
horrible Erebus231 indeed, into which Byron's hero, the defender of
Genevean liberty, was thrust and manacled.232 Near this castle was the
catastrophe of the Héloise. To all this country far around, the passionate
scenes of the Nouvelle Héloise have given a particular charm, apart from
their natural beauty. As Walter Scott has made the wild rocks of the
Trossachs speak poetry, as Wordsworth233 has crowned even Langdale
Erebus — In Greek mythology: darkness, the antechamber of the underworld
(Hades)
232 Byron. The Prisoner of Chillon, 1816
233 William Wordsworth (1770-1850) — Major English romantic poet
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Pikes with laurels, each making a monument imperishable to his name,
so, in this softer scenery, everything speaks of Rousseau and Rousseau's
Julie. Oh, how much the pen, touched by feeling, can make of a country!
The eye seems to see there, what fancy would have it see. "Clarens,
sweet Clarens!"234 Every rock indeed has on it what it never would have
had, if Rousseau had not seen them. I have some notes. Perhaps, in a
better mood, I will write you something more about this poetic land; but
how can you describe what you cannot even see, and what you only feel,
with a reflected feeling, as it were, as when you see the beam of the reflected sun?
The cholera is in Italy; but there is a pestilence there worse than that—
and that they call a quarantine. Every two penny king that holds even a
vineyard scepter, has stretched out his cordon sanitaire;235 and Savoy236
gives you a smoking237 of seven days—Tuscany only twice as many, and
his holiness the Pope, perhaps as many more. Well then, with but the little luggage that I have, and which l can strap upon my shoulders if necessary, and with stout legs and a strong body, I would civilly bid defiance to them all, and dodge their gates, if they did not threaten a man
with hanging for doing such a thing. I have decided objections to being
hung by a degenerate Roman; and I shall incur no such penalty. Twentyone, perhaps thirty days of being smoked! What is to be done? Did you
ever see a man run his head full-tilt against a wall—and then stop, of
course? I am he. The Simplon is blocked up. St. Gotthard is watched. If
French legions could scale the Alps in some by-place, cannot I? The
Black Hannibal (was he black?) saw, it is said, the fields of Italy from Alpine glaciers—and cannot I? If anybody imagines I am very miserable
now, he is much mistaken—for such a deplorable mishap only makes
me smile at what is my own, in common with others' misery. A Capuchin
friar would laugh to see the faces and hear the bewailings here. I sit with
folded arms, a waiter upon Providence, without knowing what to do, or
where to go.
Clarens — Swiss village which figures in Rousseau's book La Nouvelle Héloise
cordon sanitaire — Quarantine line, restricting the movement of people, to prevent the spread of infectious disease
236 Savoy — Historical region, which comprised parts of present-day France, Switzerland and Italy
237 Smoking — Waiting period (presumably, by analogy with one method of curing
meat)
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48. Chamonix
Chamonix,
September 9, 1835.
Blockaded this side of the Alps by cholera, and quarantines on the other
side, I have been at last bitten by the mania of the mountain-mad English, and am now mountain-mad myself, raging even here amid the frozen seas of the Alps, in the wild passes of Chamonix, at the very base of
the mighty Mont Blanc, shivering with cold too before the bright blazing
fire, as the icy-laden blasts of wind come sweeping from the mountains
along the vale, and howl like furious winter through every crack and
cranny of the "Hotel D'Angleterre," or the "Hotel of England." What a
sudden change this is from the summer breezes and the vine-clad hills
of the beautiful Lake Leman! But two days ago—after a short two days
journey—I was in summer at Geneva. Winter this day, the very wildest
winters of the Canadas, I have seen. All climates, all temperatures, almost all productions you can have hereabout, as you ascend or descend
the hills.
I found a young English barrister in Geneva who sought a companion to
promenade with him among the mountains, and as I have an abundance
of time at my disposal now, I readily enlisted, and we formed a traveling
copartnership, "to go on foot," over hill and valley, where the chamois
lives, as well as where only the mule can transport you. We left Geneva
on the forenoon of the 7th, on foot, and after but a short stroll, were
called up to be examined by one of the officers who keeps guard on this
border of the dominions of the Duke of Savoy; for the Duke of Savoy has
pushed his boundary line into Switzerland, or else the Swiss have almost surrounded him. Our passports, of course, insured us a free road.
The time of the necessary quarantine for the traveler who has been in
France, my English friend had passed in Geneva. His little pack upon his
back escaped with no examination, while my suspicious looking India
Rubber leggings, stuffed with a few traveling necessaries, attracted the
most extraordinary attention of the Savoyan custom house officer, who
compelled me to open everything—even a little traveling dressing case,
not much larger than a common shaving box, which without doubt he

suspected was full of Genevan jewels. The passable French of Geneva
soon became an incomprehensible patois. But I learn, every step I take,
that language is not so indispensably necessary as we imagine; for, in
addition to the necessity I have often had of making use of my own fingers to talk with, I saw in Geneva a deaf and dumb traveler from New
Orleans who, even without a companion, seemed to get along most admirably. The truth is, there are about here so many languages, that the
people learn to speak and understand as well by signs and gestures as
by words. Hence, perhaps, is the reason that the nations of the Continent
use so many gestures in conversation; for, as words will only answer
their purposes with their own neighbors, they must have a common
language which all nations can understand, and that is action. In Switzerland, as often, as you change cantons or neighborhoods, you change
the language. The French is not French; and the German, Germans tell
me, is not German; so that you have here barbarized French, and there
barbarized German—here Italian-French, and there, as in the Grisons,
the mingling of the Italian and Latin, which makes what is called the
Romance.
My companion and myself loitered along, now chattering with the peasantry as well as we could, here plucking the grapevines and the peach
trees by the wayside, and the pears and the apples too, and then drinking the pure mountain water as it streamed down the hills, or else entering some little Auberge, a tavern, to drink a bottle of the wine of the
country, which people drink here as we drink beer or cider, and which
costs but a trifle, so that the luxury is far from expensive. Darkness, and
a storm of thickly-falling rain, kept us for the night at a place called
Bonneville on the river Arve, a little bustling river which chafes most furiously when the rain falls upon the Alps; so much so, that a column has
been erected here to Charles Félix,238 in honor of his enterprise to keep
the river within its proper bed; on one side of which column, in basrelief, the Arve is represented in chains! In spite of the chains, however,
the Arve has torn, and is yet tearing, a bed of immense width for such a
little river, much resembling in its character those men who go brawling
through life, doing mischief to all, whom all hate but who are such nec238

Duke Charles Félix of Savoy (1765-1831) — King of Sardinia; Prince of Piedmont.
The Bonneville column, 44 meters high, was erected in 1826. It is surmounted by
a marble statue of the King.

essary nuisances that none can well do away with them. Two mighty
mountains rear their heads high in the vicinity of Bonneville, one of
which is called the Mole, and the other the Brezon. In fact, the mountainous district here makes its grand beginning, and as you advance further, you go among rocks, wild vales, defiles, and glaciers, and into the
regions of perpetual snow. We rested here for the night. Our passports
were sent to the police, for here, even in this little town with a thimbleful of people, they have a policeman and some companies of soldiers,
whose drummers, mingled with the ringing of the bells, awakened us
long before the light of the sun could clearly come into the valley over
the high barriers of the Brezon and the Mole.
The morning of the 8th, the rain fell thicker and thicker. Our love of
scenery was not strong enough to tempt us to stroll on foot all the day,
and therefore we tarried for the stagecoach, which gave us a long "lift"
to the town of Sallanches, whence it is impossible to go farther in so
ponderous a vehicle, for Sallanches is at the end of the stagecoach
world. To describe scenery when the describer is pressed in the middle
of the interior of a coach, with men and women chattering all around
him, the mists too enveloping the mountains in darkness, and the rain
streaming down in rivulets, is a faculty which I unfortunately am not
blessed with; and therefore, when all of this prospect, which at times
seemed varied and savage enough, embellished too with fountains, cascades, and caverns—I must be silent. To ride in Switzerland on this part
of Savoy is an outrage upon traveling, but what can we do in a rainstorm
in a town where you can neither make, buy, nor steal a single thought?
for, depend upon it, a man's thoughts are influenced almost as much by
the associations in which he is dwelling, as by his own self-moving impulses. We did not tarry at Sallanches, but there took what is called a
char-a-banc, a wagon-like thing to carry three persons who sit with
their right sides to the horses, on one of which a postilion rides, and between 9 and 10 o'clock we were amid the glaciers of Chamonix, shivering even over the fire, for the night was unusually cold.
I was amused by some things I met with in the course of the day. The
skill of a blind beggar in fiddling a few sous out of us as a little boy led
him along by the diligence when creeping up a hill, was something new
in the art of begging. An English woman who was traveling all alone for

the baths of St. Gervais,239 made many a joke to raise a laugh. A trafficking German laughed at the idea of Englishmen coming thus far to see
hills and "views," for which, as he pointed them out to us, he "asked" only
a franc apiece.
The rapacity, however, of a little woman in a little inn for a French franc,
was certainly the funniest of all the day's adventures; for, as Swiss money is not so good as it might be, and current but upon a little spot, while
the French money, like French words, is current the world over, the
woman was over-greedy to seize upon a poor unfortunate franc of mine
in pay for a bill, while I was as eager to pay in the coin of her own country; and when I would give to her her own shining bits of mingled silver
and copper, she would toss them back in disdain, and pounce with fury
upon my tempting franc, sputtering a patois all the time that the best
linguist in the world could not unravel—the franc being about all the
meaning I could divine to be in it, though her gestures were very intelligible. Of all the people in the world, the Swiss and these Savoyards are
the keenest in money-changing; so much so that it has become a proverb, that if you change a French five-franc piece over three times in Geneva, you will not have a franc left, so well can they melt down the money of France into their batz and sols and other strange coins.
Soon after we left Sallanches, we were in the wildest country my eyes
ever beheld. Even America, at least America of the North, must yield the
palm to sublime scenery here, and in the vale of Chamonix. We have
nothing like it, and but little to compare with it in awful and affecting
sublimity. I never shall forget this evening of which I speak, when the
last rays of the sun fell upon the snows and glaciers of Mont Blanc, and
when the mists, that hung about them, divided and reflected its beams
as it was going down. The mists now even were our aid, for they but
magnified the view, and made sublimity more sublime. The somber prospect of all the day was suddenly changed upon the bright sides of the
mountains that seemed buried in snow, for the blue glaciers that run far
down, even upon the green valleys, were as so many stars that lit up the
earth, as the stars themselves light up heaven. The beautiful vale of
Chède, oh! What a charming mirror of the mountains, shadowed forth
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Saint-Gervais-les-Bains, near Sallanches, was one of four thermal/sulfurous springs
operating at the period in Savoy.

and painted all upon its quiet bosom, not even forgetting the firs or the
shriveled green upon the cold cliffs over which the icicles were often
trickling. But, as the sun went down, darkness for a while left us in the
wildest gorges of the mountains, that our postilion seemed never to
fear, as he knew every step of the way, when but one misstep, however,
of his horses, would have tumbled us down some terrible chasm, into
the white waters raging far below. The moon, however, soon lit up the
scene again. The glaciers were as its reflectors. The wild passes seemed
yet wilder in the deceiving light of the night. I was not sorry, though
there was not the least of danger, to be in this so excellent an hotel, for
in such a savage ending, as it seemed to me of all the world, for mountains environ the vale of Chamonix all about, and carriages can go but
little further—the mule alone monopolizing all the transportation to
himself.
As yet I had had but a moonlight view of the vale of Chamonix, which, it
may be, lent to its sublimity, for indistinctness of vision often aggrandizes the object viewed. We rose, however, at early morning light, with
the first peep of the sun upon the tops of the mountains and though the
whistling wind of winter, whirling around every corner of the house,
and hissing in its every cranny, had magnified my even exalted imagination of what I was to expect, yet I was disappointed in nothing. Two
glaciers, rolling far down into the valley, were the first of which I had
had a distinct view. The triple-headed monster, Mont Blanc, partially
showing his summits, was just before me. The snows upon his head
looked as if they had never been touched by rays of the sun, or vexed by
mortal footstep. The enormous Alps around its base, propped as it were,
upon their shoulders "the monarch of the mountains." The sea-green
pyramids of ice upon the needles, as they are called, illuminated by the
morning sun, dazzled like banners in the sky. The gloomy forests of fir,
the jagged rocks of porphyry and granite, the hamlet and the cottage
here and there peeping out, the noise of the brawling torrents now
quickened into floods; and then the spring-like vale of Chamonix itself,
so green, so fresh, so sad and lonely as it were, in this, the home of everfrigid winter—all formed a picture of that amazing grandeur which
makes one feel there is a God; and as the church bell sounded at early
morning, and all the rocks sent back an echo, and shut up within their
walls at every undulation, I felt that such were fit cathedrals in which to
worship Him. For the mountains were His altars, the torrents sung His

power, the winds were His ministers; all proclaimed a Being above, far
above the greatest of earth's inhabitants! I know not how it is, but there
is an influence in a church bell in such a solitude as this, much more exalting than when it sounds from the fretted roofs of the grandest temples man has ever erected to Heaven. And when I see the numerous
crosses here, the many little churches too, for villages so poor, the emblem of the offering our Savior made, worn upon the neck of almost every person, I am not surprised that it is so, but I should be surprised if it
were otherwise.
To attempt to give you an idea of what a solitude this is, would be all in
vain; for it is not desertion or a want of life that makes the solitude—as
a large city for example, where the language is all unintelligible, is often
a solitude gloomier than the defile where human footstep has never
been. This is not then a solitude undisturbed by man, but it is a place of
itself—all alone—as if it were not of this Old World, but as if some convulsion of Nature brought it here, as if it were exempted from the other
laws that regulate the season; as if Deity, in fact, had concentrated here
all the seasons, all the climates—pointing out never-ending Winter on
the cliffs of the mountain, and in the frozen waterfalls that have crept
into the valleys; showing the Spring in Alpine flowers that blossom all
the Summer, and in the lively torrents that start from the glacier's base;
and the Summer, as a melancholy one though, in the verdant clothing of
the humble valley; and then, sad Autumn, in the even now withered leaf,
the chilly mists, and the icy-laden blasts from all the Alps. Remember,
that old as the Old World is, it knew nothing of this solitude till 1741,
when two Englishmen discovered it, and proclaimed its wonders. Or, if
it were known before, it was never visited, never explored, and the
world was as ignorant of it as of America, before Columbus told mankind there was such a world, and pointed out where it was. So secluded
as it is, the people in it had been forgotten, even in the thirst that monarchs have to possess but an acre of ground, no matter how wild or barren it may be. The mountain peaks had never been trodden but by the
avalanche and the chamois. The Englishmen led the way—the world has
followed. Near the Mer de Glace is a stone on which they dined, where
an inscription records their heroism. Forty-five years after this discovery, the summit of Mont Blanc was reached. But few persons, however,
have the temerity to make this wild ascent. For forty years, only forty
persons ascended, one of whom was a woman by the name of Marie

Coutet, who, while she lived, was called Marie of Mont Blanc.240 No
American has ever ascended. I am inclined to believe that the difficulties
and dangers of the ascent are exaggerated—not intentionally, however,
but by the horror which Europeans seem to have of deep snows, and
such precipitous mountain ascents, which, though difficult enough, to be
sure, to surmount, are yet not so terrible in the eyes of a man accustomed to snows and mountains. The greatest objection, I fancy that
there is, laying aside the folly of venturing one's self for nothing, is the
enormous sum of money it costs for guides.

★
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In an 1825 article, Clark and Sherwill give the name of the first woman to ascend
Mont Blanc (in 1808) as Maria Paradis (1778-1839), subsequently known as Maria de Mont Blanc. Two local (male) guides (father and son) were named Marie
Coutet and Joseph Marie Coutet; Brooks may have confused these names.

49. The frozen sea
Chamonix,
September 9, 1835.
Bitten, as I have said before, by the mountain madness of my English
companion, I resolved with him to ascend the Jardin, as it is called; and,
perhaps I was struck with the fancy of seeing what would answer to the
name of the garden, amid Alpine glaciers, where Alpine cliffs shoot up
like needles, and hem in one little solitary green, as they say, high up in
heaven. Our guides, whom we consulted as to the condition of the glaciers, positively refused to conduct us now and civilly told us that even
the chamois were not silly enough to venture over them in their then
condition, as a lately fallen snow had hidden the chasms, a false step on
which would plunge the fool of an adventurer into an icy abyss, as deep,
perhaps, as the mountain itself. This information was quite a sanative
for my own madness, but not so for my English friend, for the Jardin
seemed to hang heavy on his heart all the day.
The Jardin out of the question, however, we resolved to ascend Montanvert in order to see the Mer de Glace, the famous frozen sea, so well
named, for it looks as if the billows of the ocean had been fixed by ice in
the very moment of the greatest storm. There was a mist when we began the ascent with a guide, and a pole that he gave us pointed with iron,
so as to fix ourselves more firmly upon the rocks and the ice, as a misstep on such mountains as these can never be a very agreeable mistake.
The mist soon increased to a rain; and the higher we ascended, the
thicker was the rain. Soon we were in the region of snow, and the white
snow-flakes came down as they often do in New England in March and
in April. But, by the time we were on the top of Montanvert, overlooking
the frozen sea, we were in the midst of the fiercest winter. The wind was
howling piteously. The storm, in truth, was raging, and the snowflakes
ran wildly, as if frightened by the wind—over cliff and glacier, rushing
together as if for defense, in such heaps as we often see upon the plain.
Upon the summit of the mountain an old bachelor keeps a public house,
with wine, cheese, bread and delicious honey to sell—such honey, too,

as Virgil’s bees never made upon Italian plains, extol them as he may.241
My India Rubber dress,242 my best friend now, thoroughly protected me
from the storm, but the perspiration fretted out by the labor of so steep
and long an ascent, was cooled off before the bachelor’s fire of little
mountain twigs, and was tempered by his excellent wine. Ye gods—
Roman gods I mean, so do not call me impious—where are not the English! Here was a room full of them! A noble-looking man, the finest figure I think I ever saw, who spoke Italian with an Italian who happened
to be there, I instantly set down as an Italian man; but he, even he, was
but a courier of an English family! English—men, women and children
were here! The women had been carried up by the stout Swiss in a
chaise à porteurs243 as it is called. The men had chiefly ridden up as far
as they could, on the sure-footed mules. I met four Virginians there, who
recorded themselves as from Virginia, the geography of which place the
readers of the Mountain Album244 (Americans except,) will know as
much of as the unknown islands in the moon. Will they permit me to tell
them, this is an affectation as silly as it is absurd, and which makes them
as ridiculous as it does contemptible in the eyes of foreigners—who
know none too much of the United States themselves, but who have
never heard or dreamed either of Virginia or any other American single
state? This Album contained a curious medley of things, and often the
varying remarks of the travelers were in a strange juxtaposition; as, for
example, one exclaims, probably exhausted in the ascent, "A bottle of
brandy was of excellent service,"—while another adds, undoubtedly with
exalted feelings, inspired by the sublimity of the view, "Marvelous are
thy works, O God!"
Warmed and dried by the mountain fire in the bachelor’s little refuge245
on Montanvert, inspired by his bread and honey, but more inspired by
his wine, I began the descent of Montanvert, to cross the Mer de Glace,
which is eight leagues in length and one in breadth. The view from the
top of the mountain was but a poor one for my weak eyes at such a disReference to Virgil's Georgics, Book IV (Apiculture)
See Letter 17
243 chaise à porteurs — (Translation) sedan chair
244 Mountain Album — Type of guest book, kept at the mountain hut, for visitors to
record their impressions, messages to other travelers etc.
245 Montanvert / Mer de Glace — The earliest shelter erected in this vicinity was
Blair's Cabin (1778-1781.)
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tance, and a glass aided me but little in the thick sleet and snow that
come roaring down the mountain gorge. How rejoiced I am that I did not
let the distant view content me, as almost all the travelers do! The sudden elevation of spirits, awakened by the awful sublimity of such a spectacle, was a new sensation, such as I had never known before. The pyramidal rocks, the obelisks of granite—needles they are called, were
high in clouds above me, which the misty view I had of them so magnified in height, that it cost no fancy to make them the very props of heaven. I raced over the sea-green billows, driving my mountain staff far into
the ice, now leaping the narrow but deep, ay, almost fathomless caverns,
and anon climbing up on my hands and knees to the very tops of the
waves, an ascent of from twenty to forty feet, where, far above and far
below, I could see the stiffened ocean in the very attitude, as it were, of
leaping still higher and higher. Imagine Niagara arrested in its fall. Fancy, too, wild waters freezing as they tumble over that cataract, all fretted
and crested with horrid icy peaks and astounding chasms. Think of such
a world of waters thus piled up for leagues, as the islands of ice on Newfoundland shores, and you have an idea of the uninterrupted sublimity
of the frozen sea, True, the thunder of Niagara is not there. True, the waters that form all this are but the yearly accumulated tricklings of mountain streams. True, all is still, save the rushing of the winds. But you
walk upon the waves. You fancy an ocean is under your feet. You seem
to be a new man, with diviner powers than you had before, and you indulge the reverie that henceforth you can tread the waters even as your
home. The ocean seemed to be of the skies. Mont Blanc is the sovereign.
The glittering pyramids are his court. This is his august realm. The
clouds are but his ministers. The winds are in his halls. He sends the
storm or rolls the avalanche, and the green valleys of the earth quake
and tremble as when he is speaking. Sublimity here has unbounded empire. The soul is uplifted. The eye is brighter. The heart beats with a livelier pulsation. Indeed, it is the worthiest spectacle I have as yet seen in
all Europe; and here must end my pauvre246 description of the glories of
the Mer de Glace, as the French call this frozen sea.
A guide accompanied us in all this journey. They are very unnecessary
expenses, but it is the fashion to take them, and even lone travelers, who
have nothing todo with fashion, do notlike to omit paying this respect.
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have nothing to do with fashion, do not like to omit paying this respect.
But, upon the Mer de Glace itself, they are great nuisances, and even
there they are quite unnecessary in pointing out the chasms, if one will
only take the trouble to see them for himself. Descending, therefore, I
bid adieu to my guide, and clambered down to see the source of the river Arveyron, which issues from a cavern of ice at the foot of the glacier
of which I have been speaking, a cavern which has sometimes a hundred
French feet of elevation, but which varies in form and grandeur, according as the seasons shape it. Out of this cavern the lively little river Arveyron is ever a-leaping. You can hear it rumbling under the glacier, and
the fresher sound when it sees the light, you fancy is the sound of joy of
the prisoner breaking his chains of ice, and feeling the sun of the valley.
You wonder that only such a little river comes from such a mighty glacier, and you reflect for a long while, before you can convince yourself
that, in years and years, even a rivulet may have a breadth as ample as
the St. Lawrence, as ice piles itself upon ice, and as every stream freezes
and swells the streams that come before. A curious spectacle this cavern
indeed is.
All around, the sight is wild and magical. Often you hear the icy avalanche come rolling down, and the echo of its fall from hill and vale. You
see the wreck the torrent has wrought at times. Here are huge masses of
granite precipitated upon the ice from the mountain top. The granite,
rough and tough as it is, has been ground to powder in the conflict. The
glacier itself is resting upon the green valley. The powdered granite partially shields its base from its greatest enemy, the rays of the noonday
sun, but the cold from above soon supplies the loss created by the sun
below. There is a little hill upon the plain, which makes a feeble barrier
against the avalanche and the glacier, and there, rock is piled upon rock,
and ice is scattered in horrid desolation. For aught I can see, Chamonix
here is a safe place above the earth, that I should tremble with a home in
such a pent-up valley, with such terrible neighbors on my every side.
The early evening found all the travelers in their hotels, each narrating
at the common dinner-table the adventures of the day. A blazing fire
dried the soaking garments of the drenched travelers. Such as had garments for a change, made the change, and we who had not, warmed
ourselves in the fireside corner. A funny assemblage is such as this, in a
low valley, an assemblage from all the nations—and if I had room, I

might give you a picture of the motley group, with the motley tongues
they spoke. But adieu for the present. I am now, henceforward, the man
of the mountains.

★

50. Saint Bernard Pass
Martigny,
September 13, 1835.
We made "a rise,"—"bone" some sticks, I was not "funk,"—and immediately we finished our breakfast—by the holy poker! like rum chaps,
though my heart rasped well, from yesterday's ascent, for Martigny, over
a beastly path by the Col de Balme. Stop, stop, friends of mine—don't
scold—for this is no English of a wandering Yankee, but the English of
my most agreeable English companion, who will insist upon it that we
Americans do not speak English English, because Basil Hall has told him
so—to say nothing of Mrs. [sic] Hamilton and Co. You ask a translation,
perhaps, of these phrases that I have grouped—not used thus all at
once, to be sure, but phrases ever in his mouth, and he has had the best
education that Oxford could give him or a parent's kindness and wealth
bestow, and in every respect, I find him to be an English gentleman; but
I cannot suffer him or any of his countrymen to amuse themselves with
American English, without making a little flare-up (another phrase of
his) for myself. To make a rise then, is to inquire out the road. To bone a
stick, is to commit a little larceny upon a peasant's pile of wood. To be
funk is to be afraid. A rasping heart is a heart that beats over quick; but
rasping in England is used for everything of the kind. And as for the holy
poker, rum chap and that favorite English adjective beastly, the use will
explain the meaning. A rum chap is what Yankees call a cute feller. A
flare up is a kick up, and he who does not know what a kick up means—
why, what an ignoramus he must be! He can find out at any husking frolic in the state of Maine.
Learning from our experience that guides were not so necessary as is
represented, we left the town of La Prieure, better known by the name
of Chamonix, and started on foot for Martigny, in French, and Martinach
in German—the Octodurus of the Romans. The route we chose was over
the Col de Balme, a lusty Alp of magnificent altitude, the longest and the
worst way we could have chosen, but the more mountains a man climbs
in Switzerland, the more brilliant his "blaze of glory." The narrow valley
of the Chamonix to the base of the Col de Balme is full of little villages,

churches, crosses, chalets, or mountain houses for the cattle, glaciers,
rocks, precipices, streams—in short, it is thick with the grandeur of Alpine scenery. On many of the crosses one reads in French, that monseigneur,247 the King, accords forty days of indulgence to all the faithful
who, contrite and humble, strike themselves upon the breast and three
times say, "My God, have pity on me." What kind of indulgence is this? Of
the next priest whom I meet, I will ask the question. The first view I had
of these crosses on the Rhine, and of our savior's image stretched upon
them in dying agony—planted all along the road as they are—excited in
me only a feeling of ridicule, but I have got over that prejudice, and I am
not so sure now that they are not calculated to do a vast deal of good,
and to keep alive in the multitude an ever vivid impression of religious
obligations; and, sure I am, that in the Catholic cantons of Switzerland,
there is no mockery in this tribute of homage so often paid to Christianity, but that the hearts of the people respond to the outward devotion
they exhibit. But the indulgence, the forty days indulgence—how?—in
what?—who can tell me? If it be indulgence in "sin," which I do not believe, I certainly shall think, the fewer and the oftener prostrated the
crosses are, the better for the people.
On we loitered, up the valley of the river Arve, which, when swollen by
the mountain torrent, fills full-wide its rocky bed; now admiring the
grandeur of the misty mountains all around us and now chatting as well
as we could with the peasantry, who seem sensible and honest, and who
are remarkably kind and civil to all the strangers whom they meet, always lifting their hats, and bidding them "good morning"—or, after a little acquaintance, wishing them a "pleasant voyage." Their language is a
patois French, which, when they spoke among themselves, was all incomprehensible to me, but which one can understand passably well,
when they direct the conversation to himself. The horrid goitrous248
swellings of the neck disfigure almost all the women, and make them
appear hideously ugly. The currents of the mountain air, I am told, are
the causes of them.249 Two-thirds of the population who live in the valleys are thus afflicted, while they who dwell upon the mountains, are
exempted from such a sad infliction.
monseigneur — (Translation) my lord
goitrous — caused by enlargement of the thyroid gland (goiter)
249 Goiter is now known to be often caused by a deficiency of iodine in the diet, such
as in regions like the Alps, where the soil is iodine-poor.
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After three hours' walk, we were at the base of the mountain, called the
Col de Balme, when we immediately began its ascent. A guide met us,
and attempted an alarm by melancholy stories of "deep snows," "dangerous pits," &c. &c. But this was a ruse we so well understood that we
were far from being alarmed, particularly when we knew that there was
a public house on the summit of the mountain. I should as soon think of
a guide to teach me the way over the winter snows in my own native
land—and snow is never a very alarming thing to a man bred and born
amid storms of snow. The tops of the mountains were all white. Evidently there had been much snow on high, and with lively courage we began
the approach toward it. The air was colder and colder the higher we
went. Soon we passed the regions in which men make their dwellings.
Anon, we were in the chalets, or barns upon the mountains, where the
Swiss peasantry shelter their cattle—dirty, narrow, pent-up holes, one
view of which is quite enough. The cattle were yet all around us, feeding
upon the cold grass. Each had a huge bell upon his neck, and each of the
separate flocks of forty, fifty, or sixty, a peasant was guarding. Soon,
then, we were in the melting snows, which became deeper and deeper
every step we ascended, till, as we reached the summit, we were floundering in drifts of snow, and wallowing here and there, over rocks, and
into broken paths, in most amusing attitudes. The ascent was the most
painful I ever made in my life. The wild wind and snow were falling on
my face, and the current of air was almost as difficult to overcome as the
depth of the snow. How happy then, was I, when seated before a warm
fire in the tavern!
What a little paradise upon the mountain top! I looked out the window
to enjoy the fine view that the valley of Chamonix, and Mont Blanc were
here to present—but alas! all I saw was snow below, snow above, and
snow on every side! The most delicious view I had, was of our little
rough table, with the bread and cheese, and honey upon it, and most of
all, the inspiring bottle of wine. Ye cider drinkers, do not reprove me for
so often mentioning the bottle of wine; for wine is here as cider with
you, only softer, better, and more harmless, and costing but little more
than your cheap drink costs you. The drinkers of madeira and claret in
America do not know the luxury and the harmlessness of such winedrinking here; and henceforth, and forever, I shall think the better of

Horace250 and the Italian poets, who extolled the juice of the Falernian
grape,251 though, not as yet, I had a view of glorious Italy.
Four Germans on foot soon met us in our little tavern; and they had
come from the other side of the Col de Balme. One spoke English, and all
spoke French, and soon we were happy acquaintances in these, the regions of the air. Our host showed an abundance of little things for sale,
such as the horns of the chamois, amethysts, agates, quartz, curious
stones from Mont Blanc worked into seals, rings, &c. &c., as tokens of
remembrance of the visits we were paying to these uppermost regions.
Our German friends showed us the way they came up, and we pointed
out to them our way down—and then we parted—we floundering again
through the snows, but soon quitting them, and very soon again reaching the regions of vegetation where the cattle were grazing. To descend
a mountain, no one need to be told, is an affair altogether different from
the ascent—and we darted down like little avalanches, the rocks rolling
after us, reckless of paths, till soon we found ourselves in a pent-up valley, all environed by mountains, where a few cattle were fed, the people
seeming as if they themselves were but little advanced of the brutes in
intellect or intellectual enjoyments, yet amiable and obliging, and serving us with cups, as they saw us drinking water in our hands from the
mountain streams.
Anon, we ascended another hill called La Forclaz. On the top of this we
met an Englishman, with his wife and a boy of thirteen years, perhaps,
the father and the son upon mules, and the wife carried by eight Swiss
in a chair suspended upon poles, making a very comfortable riding seat,
all of whom had come from Chamonix; not our way, but by the valley
called the Tête Noire, a shorter and a much easier route. For amusement's sake, my English friend and myself summed up the comparative
expenses of our two parties for the day. Our bill was about twenty cents
each, and his was full fifty dollars, while the poor wife of the Englishman
was surrounded by the reeking perspiration of the eight Swiss, in danger from their every misstep, he and his son at the mercy of the mules,
and we were happy pedestrians, flushed with spirits from the vigor of
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Horace (65 B.C.-8 B.C.) — Roman poet
The Falernian vineyards, located in central-western Italy, were productive more
than two millennia ago. Their wine, greatly esteemed, was white, produced from
late-harvested grapes, and the alcoholic content was high.

the exercise; soon outflying him, and dashing down the vale; and for an
hour, the first lodged in a hotel where his money could command no
better attention than ours. I mention these little things now and then as
lessons to travelers. You can travel in Europe for a sum as small as you
need in America, or you may exhaust a fortune, and be no happier than
if you moved prudently along. In Switzerland, the pedestrian is received
as handsomely as the nobleman in his own coach, not as in England with
averted looks, for the whole country is full of gentleman pedestrians
who prefer this mode of moving, and you see them in their hempen or
linen coats, blouse they call them, in almost every tavern where you go. I
have some lessons to give the traveler anon, but I cannot stop now.
"The Swan" was the best hotel we could find in Martigny, and best hotels
in town are as cheap as any, unless you traffic252 for your rooms, &c., a
thing the English and Americans never do, but which the Germans almost always do. A dinner of chamois meat was a luxury I had never
tasted before, as tender as chicken, and more delicious, I fancied. Over
the comforts here, we forgot the fatigues of the day, though we had
come in a wretched mule-path nine leagues and over, and all on foot
too; and though we had had during the day all the seasons of the year—
spring, say, in the vale of Chamonix—autumn on the flanks of the Col de
Balme—winter on its top—and here a delicious summer in the valley of
the Rhone, leaving the ice and snows at noon, and by the sunset plucking the delicious grape from the vines, that in abundance overhung the
road to Martigny—such a sudden change of seasons and of views to
make the time seem as if months had gone over our heads. But it is
nothing very remarkable in Switzerland to see the vine exposed to the
noonday sun, growing but a little distance from the foot of the glaciers
that push themselves toward the plain.
Come, go with me now to the Convent on the Grand Saint Bernard, over
which Bonaparte made his famous passage upon the Italian plains. The
fatigue of the preceding day's walk made us to forget to rise early in the
morning, and it was after 10 o'clock when we started from Martigny to
make a journey of nine long leagues, all the way ascending, often over
the roughest paths, as on the mountains, a journey which a mule cannot
make under nine long hours of constant traveling. A priest whom we
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met upon the road shook his head and told us it was too late to make the
ascent for that day, unless we travelled like horses. Like horses then we
went to work, and like horses we did travel. An admirable pedestrian
my companion was, and he gave me a much harder race than I should
have chosen for myself. We puffed, and puffed—the sun was burning
hot. Every little mountain stream gave us such refreshing draughts, that
to pass one without tasting it seemed almost a sin, as if one was refusing
the blessings that Nature so kindly insisted upon his taking. Hills indeed
peeped over hills. The higher we got, the higher we seemed to be
obliged to go. Villages were apart an awful distance, flurried as we were
by haste, and fearful night would overtake us before we reached the
Convent in the mountain-top—alarmed too as we were by the horrid
pictures we had seen of the frightful morgue, the chapel where the
monks of St. Bernard deposit the bodies of the dead who have been frozen in the snow or buried by the avalanches—a frightful congregation of
skeletons, on which the glacial air has dried the flesh, which you see,
mummy -ike, as if the specter Death there dwelt and thence sent his
messengers—associating all this, I say, in our minds, as we ascended,
with the famous dogs of St. Bernard, and the thousand stories of eternal
snows that bewilder and make mad the traveler, distance was doubly
lengthened, and even little hills were mountains.
Reaching St. Pierre at 4 o'clock, to which the road had been tolerably
good, even for a horse and a narrow-built wagon, I despaired of going
farther, as I saw the mountains capped with snow, and the overhanging
mists soon threatening to cloud all in darkness. But, to stop all night in
such a horrid filthy village, and in such a dirty inn, among sick and puling children was a thing not thought of long, particularly after a little repast had revivified us, and restored our spirits. Yet, I remember that it
was here that Bonaparte found the pass so difficult, that he was compelled to abandon his artillery horses, and consign his cannon, each to
sixty-four men, to drag a single piece to the height of the pass; and, if
this was necessary for such a man with an army, how difficult must a
pass be, the night rapidly coming on, and the dreaded snowstorm
threatening to two travelers only, who knew not a step of the way. My
companion said "go", and on we went.
Three difficult kinds of ascent were yet to be passed. The Sommet de
Prau, as it is called, was reached within the hour prescribed. We leaped

over the little streams almost with the chamois' nimbleness. We clambered up the steep ways to save the windings of the pass. As night came
on, our spirits brightened up. In very joy, we would shout, to hear what
the rocks would say. I even thanked the snowstorm that came wildly
down, for it made darkness more awful, and I never dreamed of fear.
The hospital reached, and we were yet an hour from the Convent.
Where are the dogs—the famous dogs? was a question I often put. Sure,
we are the travelers, I often told my companion, who need the aid of the
dogs, with the baskets upon their necks, filled with cordials and eatables, wandering as we are; but, no dogs came. Savage and awful the prospect was, in fact, but my imagination made it terrible; and, strange to
say, the more my spirits were elevated by it, and the more vigor of body
I had, so that I was quite ahead of my companion, though a better pedestrian than I, when the Convent, the blessed Convent, the Gothic structure in such fine harmony with such a mournful place, was descried
through the confusion of the snow.
Who can tell the joy with which I hailed the building, doubting as I did
where I was, and what would be my resting place? But here was no danger at all. Imagination only was playing the mischief with us. The fearful
stories created all the suspicions. The road was not difficult, so very difficult, I mean; and it is so staked out that the traveler cannot well miss it,
even in the thickest snowstorm. The Italian, unaccustomed to the snow
and cold, and enervated by his delicious climate, might find it terrible,
but it is not even dangerous in the day, and sure not terrible to a man
who has ever seen storms, and knows what cold is. Imagination added
to our eyes half of the horrors I have attempted to describe ourselves as
feeling.
We entered the Convent, powdered all over with snow. A heaven indeed, I thought it was, as I enjoyed the warmth of its fires and shook the
snow from my cap, hair and garments. The huge dogs gathered around
us, and gave us a welcome. A priest soon came, and with exceeding
kindness, showed us a room and some excellent beds. A servant offered
us a change of dress, but this was declined, though for a dry pair of
socks I would have given many a shilling. A supper awaited us, and we
soon entered the eating-room, and here we met the English again, for
the English are everywhere, in every nook and corner of this earth, I believe! Our supper was of fish, bread and wine, and was neat and frugal. A

priest presided over the table. We talked of the wildness of the place.
We spoke of the intense cold. We inquired all about the dogs. We spoke
of the armies that had passed. We boasted of being in the highest habitation of the Old World. The priest answered all our questions, with that
affability that distinguishes the Catholic priest in all the countries of the
Continent, and we all regretted the hour when he bade us "a good
night," and left the room to retire to rest. Soon, however, we followed
the priest's example, and soon we were all in our rooms, musing over
our strange situation, in this lone dwelling of the monks upon the mountains. I thought of the grapes I had plucked in the morning, as I heard
the winter winds howling around my window. How could such a sudden
change come over man, only a few thousand feet above the level of the
sea! How strange it was to be shivering amid the snows when, but a few
hours before, I had been scorched in the valley by the hot rays of the
sun! And I fancied myself as upon my own land, for the winter winds
had not ceased to blow when I parted from my friends, and I even loved
them, mournful as they were, for the delightful associations they
brought upon their wings. Sad reflections will steal upon the heart, in
such lone hours as these. There is a pleasure in traveling, it is true, but it
is a melancholy one at best; and how many times have I been willing to
sacrifice them all for but a word from that country where all my heart is,
or for but a letter from a single friend! for letters it is impossible to have
when the traveler knows not where he may be, changing places, as he
does, day after day, and knowing not where a night may find him.
When I awakened in the morning, the chapel bell was sounding, for the
monks even here have a bell upon their chapel; and yet the day was not
clear: the stars could be seen twinkling in the heavens! But the monks
were soon awakened, and anon, the peal of the organ broke upon my
ear, and the chant and the prayer were soon heard in the chapel! I started from my bed to witness the ceremony, and I hurried to the chapel,
and there were ten or twelve monks, the whole of the household, I believe, engaged in religious devotion—sure I am, with none of the pomp
of affected show, but with a simple sincerity that only true religious sentiment can create. How strange the spectacle of such an assembly, mingling with the showy rites of the Catholic church, the pealing notes of
the organ, was—here—on this high mountain in the region of perpetual
snow, I need not say, for all can imagine. The monks have no society.
They are apart from all the world. They have separated themselves from

the multitude, and submitted to privation here to give mankind a shelter, and, sure I am, that the religious devotion of such men is doubly
armed with power, whenever spectator witnesses it. Nothing is asked as
pay of the traveler, but if he chooses to make a donation in the box of
the church, he can, and who would not cheerfully pay for such a home in
such a place, and generously too, in this unobtrusive way? Travelers of
all nations are lodged three days free of expense, and if they have experienced any misfortune, the monks give the necessary succor.
According to the accounts of the monks, we were exceedingly fortunate,
this morning of which I am speaking, in having a serene sky, the sun
brightly shining out on the cold dazzling snow, and the air clear and dry,
for, it is said, that during only ten or twelve days of the year, do they
have fair weather all the day. My companion amused himself by attempting to climb the mountain peaks in the vicinity of the Convent,
while I ran down on the Italian side of this Alp, stretching my eyes to obtain a view of the far-famed Italian plains, which Bonaparte, according
to the celebrated speech put in his mouth, from thence showed to his
soldiers; and which Hannibal, it may be here, but at Monte Viso probably, saw (according to Livy,) when, by heating the rocks and wetting
them with vinegar, he broke an Alpine pass to march upon the lionhearted Romans. But I ran far down in vain, and stretched my eyes in
vain, for no Italian plains can be seen from here. Italy, I rather think,
must be walked upon before much of it can be seen.
The horrid morgue, as it is called, the receptacle of the frozen dead,
whom avalanches and snows have deprived of life, I also visited. Their
skeletons in erect positions are seen in a little room, through grated
windows, where a doubtful light adds to the horror of the scene. The
cold air preserves the bodies from putrefaction, and for two or three
years the visage can be distinguished, after which the bodies dry up and
become as mummies. Every year, some individuals are thus found dead,
and here indeed there is quite a congregation of those mournful ghosts,
a spectacle, of itself sad enough, but doubly sad in such a chapel, amid
these ices, and by the somber shade of a few straggling larches. Why is
such a spectacle made of the dead? Why is mortality thus exposed? I am
sure I cannot tell, but it may be that friends may distinguish and claim
friends, or it may be that the solid rock grudges earth enough to cover
the remains of man.

I returned to the Convent, and caressed the noble dogs who, at times,
have done the traveler such a service. Fine, amiable mastiffs they are,
and I shall ever love a dog the more for seeing this noble breed. I visited
the library. It is but a sorry affair, but the monks were studying it before
the breakfast was served. I looked into the cabinet, and there were specimens of all the curious stones of this, and the neighboring mountains,
birds of many kinds stuffed and classified, and a few wild animals, such
as venture upon these snow-crested cliffs. How I envy the pleasures of
that traveler who can read a lesson in every rock and herb he sees, and
who in every bud and animal meets with a companion he knows—to
whom the woods are full of instruction, with whom the rocks are books,
and who hears not a song of a bird, or plucks a flower, that he cannot tell
what it is! Alas, I go along as if my eyes were shut, and see nothing of the
wonders of this glorious world. My ears are opening, for I can now understand what men are saying, and my tongue is loosed, for I can speak
myself, but yet an ignorance of what I ought to know leaves me, as it
were, blind. How much a traveler ought to know before he leaves his
home! What a magnificent book creation is, if we will but study the lessons it teaches us! If, as has been said, the man who knows but one language knows but a single nation of this abounding world, how little even
of his own empire does he know, who sees in every earth the same
dirt—in every rock the same formation, in every herb, only the similar
creation, without a word for a variation, with whom all flowers are the
same, but as they please the eye, or charm the sense. If ever journey was
calculated to make a man of proper reflections humble and ashamed of
himself, it is the journey in this Old World, where there is so much of art
to see, of science to study, and of history to know.
Our frugal breakfast of coffee, bitter Swiss bread (the Swiss do not know
how to make bread) and honey, being over, we all bade adieu to the
hospitable monks, after making our several donations in the chapel box,
and started to return to Martigny. True, the monks expect no return for
their hospitality, but it is proper to make the return when one is able,
for here they live surrounded by eternal snows in the midst of sad privations, knowing nothing of summer, nothing of vegetation, and nothing
of the animals whose presence enlivens the plains. Hitherto, they have
had vast domains, but little by little they have been despoiled of them,
and there now remains only some light revenues, the which, when they

fail, they supply by collections from the neighboring cantons of Switzerland. To procure firewood is their greatest difficulty, and, for this purpose, twenty or thirty mules are constantly kept in motion, bringing little bits and boughs of wood from a very great distance, leagues, I think a
monk said. I cast my eyes for the last time on this famous pass, as I began to descend. I thought of the antiquity of the Convent established
there. I recalled the era when the Roman legions took this route into
Helvetia, Gaul and Germany; and I thought of the famous onset Napoleon made from thence upon the affrighted Austrians, with cannon and
cavalry, that seemed to them to drop from the heavens. Even arms had
invaded this high sanctuary, and battles had been fought upon the spot!
The illustrious Desaix,253 who won for Napoleon the victory upon the
plains of Marengo, was brought here, and, in the chapel, there stands a
monument, erected by Napoleon's order, with a sculptured piece, representing his dying officer as falling from his horse into the arms of a
grenadier, uttering, "Allez, dire au Premier Consul."254
I will not trouble you with a detailed description of the descent over the
same road to Martigny. Many travelers we met ascending, as we went
down. Do not think the road is so terrible, because I have given you an
account of what my fancy magnified it to be, as I ascended it in the mists
of a snowy evening, for the day shows me that the path is not so fearful
that an enterprising general should ever be stopped by it, if he had an
army to lead into Italy. If the road was as good in Napoleon's day as it is
now, much of his fame thus won will be dimmed by the traveler who
sees what the road is at present. True, no carriage can pass drawn by
horses. It costs over a hundred dollars to get one transported over to
Aosta in Italy. True, also, two out of a party of four Oxford (English) students perished here some years ago, but they were unused to snows,
and bewildered by them, and probably frightened too. Women ascend
the mountain on mules, or are carried up in chairs. Seven or eight thousand persons pass every year. I see by the Album of the Convent that
almost every day some curious visitor is there, but among my own
countrymen I see only one for a long-time past, and he was an exLuis Desaix (1768-1800) — French general; interred at the Hospice in 1805; a
bas-relief records his death in combat.
254 The full words attributed to Desaix are: (translation) "Go, tell the First Consul"
[Napoleon] "that I die regretting not having done enough for posterity."
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Georgian member of congress, but a few days before me. As in descending the Col de Balme, so here, we soon reached the spot where the
snows began to melt. Anon, they were all gone. Soon vegetation was rife.
At Martigny, the luxurious and abounding vine again gladdened our
eyes. The air was again uncomfortably hot. We had followed the course
of the little river Drance from its very beginnings to where it falls into
the Rhone. The snows and glaciers that fed it, we had been upon. Its
frightful gorges in the rocks, its torrents, its mad meanderings, we had
witnessed all, and its boisterous bubbling had mingled with our talk,
and lulled the tedium of the way. I pass the Simplon now and go into Italy. Cholera or no cholera, quarantines or no quarantines, I never can return home till I have gratified my fancy with a view of the land where
the Roman lived and reigned. I have found a companion, one of my own
countrymen, who will go with me, and anon you will hear from me over
the Alps, the other side of this rocky barrier.

★

51. Simplon Pass
Simplon, (the village),
September 18, 1835.
One of my English companions, the new one whom I found upon St.
Bernard, is my beau ideal of a traveler. All of his luggage he carries in a
pack upon his back. Three shirts (one too many,) two pairs of socks, a
change dress coat (quite unnecessary,) a pair of slippers, with a few
knickknackeries, make up the sum total of the interior of his pack; and
with this, and this alone, he has travelled from England through France
and Switzerland, and is now on his way with us to Vienna and Germany
via Venice on the Adriatic. Every day he looks like a dandy out of a
drawer, so neat does he keep himself. In every town, he is—as he is—
the gentleman, with all the outward accompaniments that will give him
a pass in society. How gladly would I change conditions with him, and
send my little portmanteau home, if I could, for he is his own master,
dependent upon no one, and in no one's power, while I am tied down to
a few old clothes done up in leather! If he had but put his dress coat on,
and shielded it by an outer linen or cotton covering, he would have been
perfectly equipped, and yet have had all the luggage that is necessary,
for there is hardly a place where you cannot have linen washed at night,
and dry and ready in the morning. Clothes are here so cheap that it is
cheaper to buy them on the spot than to be bothered with their transportation, for baggage that you cannot carry with you is a nuisance, constantly putting you in other men's power, and often quadrupling your
expenses. Pen, paper, and ink can be found in every hotel, and in every
city you can buy what you want; and cities, remember, are thick here.
These are lessons for young American travelers in good health who
wish to travel economically. If I had known three months ago what I am
learning every day, I could have saved sums of money. Remember, pedestrianism is the fashion here. The English young men of the best families walk everywhere, and boast of their walking [feats]; and excellent
vigorous walkers many of them are too, trained as they have been by
hunting and by the fashion of walking, which is a very honorable fashion
in many parts of England, among the English gentry. Remember too,

that in a mountainous country, as Switzerland is, carriage fare is very
high, and that to outwalk the stagecoach is no difficult undertaking at
all. We always laugh when we see a man here, among the mountains,
with a huge trunk or two, a hat box, an umbrella and a cane, carpetbags—in short, with all his stock-in-trade appended to his person. Such
a traveler is rather green. We think he has some lessons to learn. To all
these remarks, men with their wives, daughters, or sisters are exceptions. It will never do our fair countrywomen any injury to look at Europe, but I do not know how it can be shown to them unless they have a
little fortune to spend.
I found my portmanteau at Sion, whither I had sent it from Geneva, the
money (for hard money one cannot carry much of here) and all safe, and
with its safety insured by the post. Sion is on the grand military route
that Napoleon made over the Simplon. It is about six hours' quick walking from Martigny, twenty-four miles perhaps, for you hear nothing of
miles in Switzerland. Hours and minutes are the sole measures of the
distance. The road was level and dull, though, in the valley of the Rhone,
for miles past Martigny, exhibiting on either side only sterile rocks and
morasses; but when the character of the country changed, the change
was a beautiful one, for fine pasturages are seen; and vines hanging upon the little walls, and creeping the one to the other, carpet the earth in
terraces on the southern base of the hills. Then the villages, the churches so thick, so much more numerous than even in New England, the
chapels too, remarkable for their whiteness, decorate the tops of the
hills, or the little valleys on which they stand, studding the banks of the
Rhone all along with the glorious emblems of civilization, religion, and
happiness, beautifully interwoven with the luxuriance and magnificence
of Nature. You feel the warm rays of the sun in the valley; you hear the
grasshopper, you see the fig-tree, as well as the vine; but, look upwards
on the mountain summit, and you see the rhododendron and the snowcovered peaks of the Alps. Sion then bursts upon your sight, or rather
the enormous rocks on which are palaces and castles, making a view
picturesque enough. The city itself, however, but disfigures the noble
landscape, for the streets are narrow and dirty, the houses ill-built, and
the odors so abominable, that I do not wonder that the poor people are
trembling in fear of the cholera. There is a cathedral here—of course
there is a cathedral in all the Catholic towns, but I mention this because
there are in it some ancient Roman inscriptions. The old castles upon

the neighboring rocks are curious sights. The environs of the town are
very pretty, the views are magnificent. The horrid goiter disfigures the
necks of many of the people, and many are deaf, imbecile and, it is said,
almost insensible to blows.255
The portmanteau fixed me to the diligence for the present. My new
American companion, a Virginian, met me here, and we journeyed on to
Brig together, a village at the foot of the Simplon mount on the Swiss
side. The Englishmen walked on, with their packs upon their backs, for
walking is but sport with them. I was obliged to sacrifice my intended
visit to Leukerbaden, or the baths of Leuk, first to see the magnificent
scenery thereabout, and next to visit the curious baths where the bathers continue for their health in the water all the day, eating their meals
on little floating tables, which the Valaisian girls adorn with Alpine
flowers. But, on we went, to pass the Alps over the grand road of Napoleon, seeing here and there the numerous villages dispersed in the valley of the Rhone, and upon the chains of the surrounding Alps, the castles, the chapels, the ruined turrets that crowned so many hills, the multiplied gradations of the forests, the prairies, the groups of trees that
spring up amid the golden harvest, or the grey masses of rocks; and then
the thousand varied forms of the mountains, their ascents, their innumerable advances and retreats; and, last of all, the soft vapor of the
evening that mingled so sweetly with all its various objects as to form a
picture of ravishing beauty. Thick darkness was upon us when we
reached the village of Brig, where we parted with the valley of the
Rhone, sleeping for the night before we began our ascent upon the higher barrier of the lusty Alp before us. With the diligence that went on,
passing the Simplon in the night, we sent our baggage, leaving ourselves
free to go on foot again, and thus leisurely to survey this magnificent
road.
Our party this morning consisted of four Catholic priests, the two Englishmen, the Virginian, and myself. The Catholic priests were most delightful companions, intelligent, agreeable and jovial, answering all our
questions with pleasure, and offering us service in all the ways they
could proffer it, now pointing out the winding passes of the road, and
now teaching us how to shorten our distance, on foot as we were. But,
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Further comment on the prevalence of goiter is found in Letters 50 and 97.

plague on the Valaisian pretty maids, for, as we passed some cottages,
they deluded them away from our society, and then kept them away so
long, that the last sight we had of them was nearly three hours after,
when from one of the upper galleries of the road, we descried them far
below us, full two hours distant—though we could almost hit them with
a stone, so little was the distance in reality, in an air line! What shall I
say now of this magnificent road that all the world has spoken of! Such
works as these palliate the sins of that mighty man Napoleon; and
though he was a butcher of the human race, they make him a sublime
one, even with the incongruity of the phrase. To decide whether he has
done the most good or ill, is a problem difficult enough to solve. Sure it
is, his genius touched the dead body of European enterprise, and the
corpse at once sprung to life. He breathed a new existence into man and
matter here. There was a resurrection of man, as it were, and wherever
he looked, the earth seemed to brighten, and wherever he trod, his path
was lit up with glory. True, he butchered thousands, but he gave thousands the means of earning their bread. True, he desolated the earth,
but he shoved the earth a century ahead. True, he was a tyrant, but the
people loved his tyranny, and now mourn his death. I am rejoiced that
he fell at Waterloo, and yet it was a shame, for his soul was of so much
better temper than the vulgar horde of tyrants here, that there was
scarcely dishonor in being the slave of such a man. Such works as these
recall his memory, and while they immortalize his name, they set him
apart and far above the common butchers of the day. The Simplon Alp,
however, is not his only monument, but almost every Alpine pass bespeaks his fame. He cleared the robbers off. He made Italy safe. He has
tempted the traveler to journey hither. He has given him shelter upon
the mountains as well as security in the plains. I cannot, upon this spot,
while admiring his genius, even think of the oceans of blood he shed,
and of the slaughter and wreck of all hopes that he brought into thousands of innocent families. Peace to his memory! If there be gradations
of rank in the world of spirits, let Lucifer256 give him the highest seat at
his own right hand, for surely his valor and his genius have won the
honor.
My companions and I commenced making the ascent in excellent spirits.
The rise is so gradual that there is no more difficulty in making it than
256

Lucifer — The Devil; Satan

walking upon the common road. Strange enough is the spectacle of galleries, with the road running just above your heads, to reach which you
must walk an hour, perhaps! Stranger too is the prospect above, from
the region below, of eternal snows on mountain-tops which seem as if
they were hid in the skies, where you must soon pass too, and wade in
the very snows yourself! We loitered along, amusing our travels with
the survey of every magnificent piece of work—a noble bridge here, and
a gallery there, overhanging the most fearful precipices, made perfectly
safe, however, by walls and barriers and parapets; now looking at the
Catholic images upon the little oven-built lodges upon the roads—
uttering jokes of course, as all wicked Protestants will do; anon, entering
the refuges that Bonaparte stationed all along to shelter the traveler
from the storms; or looking into, as in the lower part of this mountain,
the humble cottages here and there to chat with the peasantry, buying a
bit of bread or a drop of wine to encourage us in our upward ascent. In
one of these cottages we find a chamois hunter, and we made him explain the particulars of his difficult and dangerous trade. A glass that he
had, showed him when the chamois trod the snowy mountain-top, far
above the loftiest gallery of the Simplon; and when the nimble-footed
creature was leaping from peak to peak, to descend the mountain to
feed upon the moss and niggardly grass of the lower rocks, he sallied
out, with his ill-built gun, to lie in wait for him in some sly corner of the
cliffs, and thus to shoot him as he passed. The difficulty and danger of
such a chase, one can only see and feel, who leaves the trodden path,
and seeks to make a road for himself. I know what the difficulty is, for a
gallery of the road, visible, but just above me (as I fancied,) tempted me
to make one of those shortcuts, ever so tempting to all pedestrians, but
always such bad bargains in the end; and, no sooner had I quit the beaten road than I found myself clambering up an ascent fearfully steep,
clinging to every bush, now on my hands, and now prostrate on the
ground, rolling the stones downward in little avalanches—my companion behind screaming to me, "keep still," for "the stones rattled down upon him like rain," while I was puffing and perspiring, and at work with
feet and fingers—in the end, gladly resolving, as I reached the road,
never again to attempt a shortcut upon an Alp.
How delicious here, over the streams that run down the sides of the
mountains, the icy water, in which we assuage our thirst, that came
trickling through every crevice, more delightful and purer than even the

delicious wines! The hot sun drew out a flow of perspiration, and the
pure cold water of the Alps, in which we bathed our temples and our
hands, was a richer treat than the luxurious stores of any icehouse in a
warm southern clime. Now we would look over the banks of the road,
and lift huge stones over them to roll down the precipice, so as to hear
the rumbling of the thunder far below. Here the aqueducts would attract
our attention, through which the foaming water was running far under
the road. Now, as we ascended higher, and the air was chillier, we would
look with rapture upon the plain of Valais, and the valley of the Rhone,
all green below us—while all above us was as white as the snows could
make it; and then, as we passed the region of vegetation, the roar of the
torrents, the magnificence and variety of the view, the sudden change of
the seasons, the bright sun over our heads, and the cold snow under our
feet, the dark caverns cut through the solid rock to make the pass, the
doubtful position whether we were of earth or heaven, one display of
the power of man in an achievement of more than Roman enterprise,
contrasting grandly with the savageness of the place, and all else the
sublimity of a god, so inflamed the imagination, that as I recalled the fine
verses of Pope, I did indeed in my fancies
"Mount o'er the vales, and seem to tread the sky."257

And as we ascended further, and emerged from the most somber grotto
of the glaciers in the highest gallery of the road, the snow there a foot
deep or more in which we were wading, seeing yet far above us the
white peak of the Schonhorn, we felt the full force of the concluding
verses, and the sound and sense fully corresponded with our feelings, as
we sat down in the highest refuge to refresh ourselves, exclaiming simultaneously, as it were,
"Th'increasing prospect tires our wandering eyes,
Hills peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alps arise."258

The highest part of the road thus reached—not the summit of the mountain, which with its glacier was yet far above us—and a few curious
stones having been purchased of the cantonniers259 living in the last refAlexander Pope. An Essay on Criticism
ibid.
259 cantonniers — (Translation) roadmen
257
258

uge, we wound along by the hospice, now inhabited by monks belonging
to the Grand St. Bernard, watching the division of the mountain streams,
and imagining their various adventures, as some of them sought Italy,
and others the Rhone and France. Petrarch260 versified a noble (though
a common) feeling, when he spoke of the elevation of the mind, inspired
even by a tree amid the green grass and upon a mountain, as superior to
all that a palace, a theater, or any human edifice can inspire. This is true
with men whose eyes are accustomed to magnificent edifices. It is true
with Europeans in general. But, of Americans, it is not true at first. Our
eyes from our infancy are accustomed to grand and even sublime scenery, but the palaces, the churches, the cathedrals of Europe have not yet
sprung up in America.
Never shall I forget the deep, the awful sensations, when for the first
time I trod amid its Gothic columns under the Gothic arches of the stately York Minster261 in England. True, that fresh and elevated feeling is all
gone now. I could not re-summon it, even with the lash that ingenuity
might invent to whip the memory or the imagination. Even St. Peter, in
Rome, the august home of Papal splendor, I am confident will never rewaken it. Westminster did, and why? Not because Westminster is a cathedral, the magnificent creation of man, but because, within the walls
of Westminster are the tombs of a nation's mighty dead. There is an atmosphere of glory there, all luminous too; and if, within the walls of
Santa Croce in Florence, Alfieri262 for the first time felt the love of fame,
as he looked there upon the brilliant assembly of the dead, inspired by
the tombs of Galileo,263 Machiavelli,264 Boccaccio265 and Dante,266 how
much brighter must that enthusiasm be in the American who sees for
the first time the grand mausoleum of his ancestors, with its walls all
radiant with the glory of centuries, the tombs of great men thickly studding every niche, and Poetry, War, Philosophy, Sculpture, Painting, ArFrancesco Petrarca (Petrarch) (1304-1374) — Italian poet; settled in Venice
See Letter 9
262 Vittorio Alfieri (1749-1803) — Prominent Italian dramatist; his memorial, at the
church of Santa Croce in Florence, stands alongside the tombs of Machiavelli and
Michelangelo
263 Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) — Italian astronomer and physicist
264 Niccolo Machiavelli (1479-1527) — Italian historian and politician
265 Giovani Boccaccio (1313-1375) — Italian writer and poet
266 Dante Alighieri (c.1265-1321) — Italian poet
260
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chitecture triumphing under every arch! But the American's enthusiasm
is soon stifled after he has been in many cathedrals. Anon, he treads in
the aisles of the most majestic without one strange emotion. The innate
love of Nature again takes possession of him. The created pleasures of a
contrast with home lose their strongest hold.
I thought of all these things as I clambered up above the gallery of the
road on the Simplon, and there, deep in the snows, opened the floodgates of reflection in a bosom which, in a few months, has so often
changed its opinions, as it has felt new pleasures created and corrected
by new objects. The coldness with which I first looked upon the trees
and the groves of England, wearied of trees, as I so often have been in
the magnificent forests of America, from the Floridas almost to the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, came upon my memory: and then I contrasted with the
delight that even now a single tree could create, as I responded to the
sentiment of Petrarch. Snowdon, the lion-mountain of Wales, had no
charms for me, because I have seen so many mountains in America; but
a long tarry in the valleys of Europe changed the soft delight, infused
upon the mind by the quiet landscapes all around me, into something of
terror and much of sublimity, as I first stood upon an Alpine glacier. In
fact, it is contrast, after all, that gives much of the peculiar character to
these mountain peaks, but it is contrast aided by Nature amid her
mightiest battlements. They spring up of a sudden from the valleys on
no margin of tableland. Fierce winter and luxurious summer are under
your eye at once. The stunted fir, and the rich grape are but a short distance apart. You shiver with cold under a midday sun, and you perspire
under its setting beams. No cathedral, no edifice of man, no matter how
august, can thus elevate the intellect as do such prospects as these. Nature here has displayed, if not her utmost, as on the Andes, or in the Niagara, or in the mighty Mississippi, something of the mingled grandeur
of each and all; and then, what is more, the Alps have a history. The noble Roman has trodden over them! They lead to Italy! As is the ocean
that parts the New World from the Old, so is the Alpine barrier that
parts the past from the present. Over the mountain passes, where the
Roman legions marched to subdue the Gaul and the German, the Gaul
and the German come now to put their yoke upon the son of the Roman.
The forests where Caesar hunted the barbarian, are peopled with a race
that grind Italy to the dust. Is it a fancy, as I think here of my own far-off
home, and imagine that, as "Westward the star of Empire wends its

way,"267 some day or other, my countrymen will be playing the part in
England and Europe, over the Atlantic barrier, that the Gaul and the
German are playing here? Oh, if it ever have the power, that it be not in
forging chains, but in shivering them and letting loose this downtrodden world! Strange it is in the reverse of empires, that the portion of
the Earth, the fairest portion too, where Liberty so long had its abiding
place, is now the most oppressed.
As I go down into Italy, I feel even that I, though an American, must become a new man. I must close my mouth. I must lift my hat before the
menial slaves of power, dressed in the bunting and feathers of base authority. I must write, if I write at all, with a peril. Some accursed Austrian bayonet stands at every gate threatening vengeance upon all who
think of freedom. Adieu to Switzerland! The men of the mountains have
kept consecrated there the holy banner of liberty, won by the valor of
William Tell.268 The rocky barriers of the Alps have been their walls. Fit
temples with fit worshippers! This fortress, tyrants, ye can never
shake—a fortress too, in the heart of your despotism, a little green spot
that does one's heart good in this wilderness of yours. Of Italy ye have
made a tomb. I go there, as I would into the vaults of the dead, with a
cautious tread and a fearful whisper. What a slave does fear make of a
man! Even the sons of the Romans are but mummies. Fear has withered
all their energies. But the glory of the Past, what a glory it is! Can it be,
that the land where sweet Virgil sung, where lively Horace lived, where
Cicero wrote and spoke, the later home of the Italian poets and the Italian painters and sculptors too, is like all other lands? Has genius no peculiar home, no consecrated abiding place? How is it that men degenerate? But has Italy degenerated? Is not Italy even now the home of genius? If the men are mummies, are they not like the sleeping knight,
carved by Michelangelo,269 sleeping because injustice reigns, so as not to
see and not to hear it. The Italians, Madame de Staël has said with truth,
are more remarkable for what they have been, and what they can be,
than for what they are now; but the glory of the fine arts, the only one
Patriotic phrase describing US expansion, and expressing a belief in Manifest
Destiny. Brooks used the exact wording of this prophecy in February 1835, in the
final paragraph of the resolution of a select committee of the Maine Legislature.
268 William Tell — Folk-hero of Switzerland
269 Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564) — Italian sculptor, painter, architect. The
sculpture mentioned has not been identified.
267

which is permitted them—has it lost its luster? is it diminished? Is not
Italy even now the home of the arts, and the school of the world?
* * * *
You have the reflections of an American upon the Alps, as he is about to
go down into the plain of Italy. This Simplon, whence I date this, is on
the Southern side, a little village, 3,216 Paris feet270 above the level of
the Mediterranean. You see, therefore, that I am not yet on the sunny
plains below, nor have I yet gone over the finest part of Napoleon's
magnificent road. What visions crowd upon my imagination! Will they
be realized?

★
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SUMMARY OF VOLUME TWO — RHINE TO RHONE
LETTER 33 (Rotterdam) Next stop: Holland — Customs of London lodging houses
— Varied group of passengers — French the universal language for conversation —
Defense of American inadequacy for European languages other than English — seasickness (once more) — Impromptu debate on political systems — Misinformation
spread by popular writers on America — Defense of Americans and their use of the
English language — Unintentionally hurtful remark — Rotterdam: Arrival and Customs formalities
LETTER 34 (Amsterdam) Mingling land and water — Unfamiliar language: visitor
feels deaf and dumb, and lonely — Amsterdam: Canals, islands, bridges — Canalside windows equipped with mirrors, allow women to watch the street unseen —
Unfamiliar currency — pockets full of coins — Rotterdam and Leiden: scrubbed
clean — Absence of beggars — Houses neat and attractive — Holland has successfully risen to the challenge of an unpromising environment
LETTER 35 (Amsterdam) Rotterdam: numerous sights to see — Evils of smoking —
Two modes of travel — Trees as roadside landscaping — The Hague: Royal palaces,
library and museum — Liberal access to attractions — Leiden university — Discomforting recognition that Europe is home to so much more learning than America —
Haarlem: giant pipe organ — Haarlem Sea: drainage project — Amsterdam: vexatious passport controls — And so to bed
LETTER 36 (Cologne) Amsterdam: canal boat to Utrecht — On the road for Cologne
— Nijmegen: officious Dutch passport control — Surprised to recognize that people
are just like himself — Dining al fresco — Passports seen as manifestation of despotic power — Cleves: Prussian passport control — Generous supper with local
wine — Schnell Post: remarkably orderly and proficient — Lands tamed by ancient
Rome — Cologne: English spoken here
LETTER 37 (Koblenz) Cologne: founded by Romans; modern streets narrow, dirty
and smelly — A persistent young guide — Marvels and sufferings of the cathedral —
Rhine river-boat journey upstream — History lesson from a pleasant female travelling companion; curtailed — Rhine gorge: endless number of castles and ruins —
How to design a flying bridge — Scenery cannot match America, but here it has history — Legend of Roland — Unusual vineyards — Here were armies: Roman, Austrian, French, German — Koblenz: so ends the day's journey
LETTER 38 (Mainz) Many fresh impressions but reluctant to record them so raw —
Koblenz: fertile countryside, fortifications and battles — two young Southerners —
River Rhine: more and more castles — Lorelei rock and whirlpools — Rheingau: fine

wines, fields of grain — Timber rafts: enormous floating community, dwarves logging in Maine
LETTER 39 (Frankfurt) Reluctantly abandons plans to continue tour to Jerusalem —
The "Grand Tour" must suffice — Recapitulation of travel costs, currencies, modes
of travel, languages — A repressive democracy — Tourist highlights of Mainz —
Wiesbaden, health spa, grandeur — Ugliness of villages to American eyes — Frankfurt: economical hotel, gathering place of American travelers
LETTER 40 (Heidelberg) Flaws of democracy as practiced in Frankfurt — appalled
at high level of "draft-dodging" in U.S. National Guard — German anomaly: highly
cultured, yet submissive to despotism — English language authors for sale in
bookshops — Merits of grumbling, as practiced in England and America — The momentum of "popular impulse" will soon drive America forward to rival England in
riches — American literature will experience the same advance, but later — Prospect of a large population in future is a further advantage
LETTER 41 (Baden Baden) Night coach from Frankfurt via Darmstadt to Heidelberg
— Evocative ruined castle - strongly recommended as a visit for all Americans who
travel to Europe — Local inhabitants know how to enjoy castle's former grandeur
and surroundings — Happy to see others as happy as themselves — Daytime coach
via Karlsruhe to Baden Baden — Again subjected to pipe smoke — Baden Baden:
resort for dining, bathing, dancing and gambling
LETTER 42 (Basel) American difficulties in reporting their "status" — Strasbourg
coach: Futile attempt to avoid tobacco smoke — Description of a Diligence —
French troops: disappointing appearance — Night coach for Basel, via Colmar and
Mulhouse — Roadside country dance — Entering Switzerland: another country, another currency
LETTER 43 (Bern) Switzerland: still green, but summer is over — Basel: cathedral,
tombs of Erasmus and Euler — Paintings by Holbein — Basel: Remarkable animated
clock — Crossing the Jura: walking beats the coach — Generous, atypical Englishman — Soleure: cathedral and clock — Early to bed, early to rise — Monument to
Kosciusko —First sight of The Alps — Reciting Byron
LETTER 44 (Bern) Women: Traditional costume, degrees of attractiveness — Excursion to Interlaken — Bern: promenades, grand views — Swiss assembly in session; a
"one-wheeled" government — Protestant versus Catholic: Historical stability, both
geographical and family — Seeking explanations for permanence of mankind's religious affiliations
LETTER 45 (Payerne) German travelling companion — Latin the "lingua franca" —
Sites of ancient battles — Ruined Roman cities: link to the distant past — Fribourg:
awesome suspension bridge — Payerne: supper and bed

LETTER 46 (Geneva) Walk to Lausanne — Nocturnal alarm — Lac Leman: beauty,
literary associations — Rousseau, Voltaire, Byron, Gibbon — Geneva: illustrious citizens of past ages — Model democracy, developing full potential of the citizens —
Geneva has succeeded without the advantage of location — Benefits of better education and better tastes
LETTER 47 (Geneva) Thronged with English-speaking tourists, many of them American — Cholera epidemic in Italy: quarantine an unhappy prospect — death penalty
for evasion
LETTER 48 (Chamonix) Dramatic change of weather conditions — Advantages of
sign language — Bonneville — Repeated official checks of documents and belongings — Sallanches: "End of the line" for stagecoaches — Beggars and money changers — Wild, moody surroundings — Daunting prospect of mountains and glaciers —
Spiritual reflections — Sea of Ice: Recent "discovery"
LETTER 49 (Chamonix) Climb to the Montanvert — A public house: Welcoming
honey and wine — English, English everywhere — Walk on the Mer de Glace (frozen
sea): fanciful thoughts — Dispensed with the guide — Arveyron ice cave — Day's
end: Exchanging stories
LETTER 50 (Martigny) "Pure" spoken English: mocking the Oxford-educated man —
Col de Balme: Melting snow — Rustic lunch restores energies — English family
travelling expensively — Martigny: Dinner of chamois meat — Late start for St. Bernard Pass — Unfamiliar route: Alarmed but arrived safely — Monastery: Kind reception by monks — Overnight lodging, donations — Famous dogs — Gruesome
morgue — Vastness of natural world — Return to Martigny
LETTER 51 (Simplon) Advantages of travelling with only a backpack — Martigny to
Sion — Sion to Brig, by diligence — Simplon Pass: on foot, pleasant company —
Finely engineered road — Napoleon Bonaparte: evaluations both good and bad —
Danger of straying to take a short cut — Inspiration found in both nature and great
works of man — Italy's liberty has fallen victim to Austrian arms — Have they lost
their preeminence in fine arts?

END OF VOLUME TWO

